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AB STRACT 

The House of Dun (near Montrose) was built to designs by William 
Adam (1689-1748) for David Erskine, Lord Dun (1673-1758) ,  a  judge of 
the court of session. The history of its inception is complex and 
intriguing. First proposals for the house were drawn up by 
Alexander MGill (d . 173l )  in January 1723.  These were sent for the 
appraisal of Lord Dun's cousin, the exiled Jacobite John Erskine, 
Earl of Mar ( 1675--1732) ,  an amateur architect of considerable 
ability. Mar provided counter-proposals for a house on a square 
plan dated Paris, April 1723 and a scheme for an elaborate formal 
garden. Neither McGill's nor Mar's designs were realised. 

William Adam subsequently provided two designs (both 
illustrated in Vitruvius Scoticus) for the house, the second of 
which was realised. Although the house has a datestone which bears 
r1730",  documentary evidence suggests that Adam's final plan was 
arrived at after his earlier version had been ammended by Mar in 
1 7 3 1 .  The resulting design is the product of a symbiotic exchange 
of ideas in which Adam developed the triumphal arch motif for the 
main facade of the house first suggested by Mar in 1723 and again in 
1 7 3 1 .  

The various schemes are documented in the form of both 
monograph reports, and in Mar's case, several original drawings. 
The main sources for these are the Erskine of Dun KS at the 
Scottish Record Office, Edinburgh: GD 123, and West Register House 
for Mar's drawings plus one letter (RHP 13256-8, 13288/1-8 and 
13289).  Notable for its plasterwork by Joseph Bnzer (d . 1743) ,  
several accounts for the fitting-up of the house survive, as well as 
unattributed pencil sketches for a house based on Mar ' s  design of 

1723, and a plan for a formal garden. The dissertation makes 
extensive use of these sources to examine the history of the 
inception of the house and the contemporary garden, which may carry 
with it, important implications about the associative work of Mar 
and McGill pre-1715 and the emergence of Hilliam Adam as the most 
notable architect of the post-Bruce generation in Scotland. 
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IN TRODU CT ION 

That William Adam is the architect of House of Dun, manifestly 

appears by the inclusion of engraved designs in his aborted and 

enigmatic book Vitruvius Sooticugs. Adam's career occupies a rather 

awkward time scale, caught between the first generation of Scottish 

classicists under the direction of Sir William Bruce and the first 

generation of neo-classicists, amongst whom his own sons were the 

leading figures. Contemporary developments in England during Adam's 

lifetime witnessed the ousting of the Baroque of Wren and Vanbrugh, 

the triumph of neo-Palladianism initiated by Colen Campbell and the 

emergence of rococo Gothick. Adam, it seems, cannot easily be 

classified into ary of these movements, but he is easily debarred 

from one. While he sympathised with the Baroque and played with 

neo-Palladianism ne did not have the same diversity as Gibbs, for 

instance, who could feel at home with any of these styles. Gothick 

was an uncharted land as far as Adam was concerned, and his 

perplexity at having to cope with the style at Inveraray Castle in 

the 1740s as building contracter is witnessed by his correspondence 

with Roger Morris. 

Professionally, Adam ranks highly in Sottish Country house 

building in the 1730s and 0s; the last af the Bruoe circle dying 

out in the early years of the third decade of the eighteenth 

century, though it is certain that a number af less well documented 

architects would also have been active. At this time, a British 
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school of architecture had been established, but paradoxically 

generally south of the border. That this school perhaps owed its 

existence to James Smith (the next most prominent member af the 

Bruce circle) has been demonstrated in recent years notably in an 

article by Howard Colvin, ' A  Scottish Origin for English 

Palladianism?' Architectural History, 17,  19744. 

At this point architectural history has concentrated on the 

results of that association in England, while the developments in 

Scotland have taken a very minor role until the career of Robert 

Adam. It is this void into which Adam's career falls, and though 

some attempt has been made to examine his individual commissions in 

various articles, no major work on the period has yet emerged. 

Perhaps this has something to do with the apparent lack of 

documentation, but it more likely that it is because the period is 

generally considered to be one af architectural mediocrity in which 

Adam was one of the few glimmers of talent. 

House of Dun is one af those houses which at first glance 

appears to be remarkable only for its use af a giant triumphal arch 

on the principal facade. This facade conceals a remarkable 

kaleidoscope of collaboration which embodies an architectural 

lineage stretching baok to the circle af Bruce and the infancy of 

Scottish classicism. Not only vas Adam consulted on the commission; 

he had been preceded by two key figures in the architectural 

environment of early eighteenth century Scotland: Alexander MGiLl 

and John Erskine, 11th.Earl of Mar. The patron at House af Dun was 

David Erskine, Lord Dun, thirteenth Laird of Dun and a judge of the 
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Court of Session. He also happened to be a cousin of Mar's and the 

saviour of the latter's fofeited estates which had been seized after 

his disasterous leadership of the 17 15  Jacobite Rebellion. 

Little has been written about these shadowy figures who 

intriguingly flitted in and out of commissions in the wake of Sir 

William Bruce. Indeed, documentary evidence examined in the 

dissertation suggests that MGill and Mar were closely involved in 

this group and that they illustrate its structure as being a small 

group of professional architects overseen by fewer noble amateurs. 

McGill and Mar are particularly important in this intricacy with the 

history of House of Dun in mind, since they form the bridge between 

Adam and the last survivors of the Bruce cirale. 

Equally little has been written about House of Dun. Three 

secondary sources provide all the generally available information 

and none of these reveals the extraordinary complexity of its 

inception; they are: Victoria Gaul, (pamphlet) NMRS; John Fleming, 

Robert Adam and his Cirale (1962) ,  and most recently James Simpson's 

reduction facsimile of Vitruvius Scoticus (1980).  Of these only 

Simpson (via Colvin) correctly attributes a scheme for Dun to Mar, 

ascribed by Fleming to Adam. It is Mar's drawings, and the 

associated letters that survive in the Erskine of Dun S at the 

Scottish Record Office, that hold the key to the realisation of the 

house of Dun. 
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This dissertation sets out to chart for the first time the full 

sequence of events which led to the distillation of the final design 

from five schemes submitted by the three architects. I have drawn 

heavily on contemporary documents, notably the three volumes of the 

Earl of Mar's drawings at West Register House, Edinburgh and his 

presentation drawings of 1723 for the House of Dun with its 

associated plan of the gardens, and the Erskine of Dun MS in 

General Register House, Edinburgh. These drawings are critical in 

establishing the link vith Adam's designs in Vitruvius Scoticus. 

Although the sequence of events is laid out in an apparent 

chronological progression, it has been done so only for the sake of 

clarity and to disprove the popularly quoted belief that the house 

was built and inhabited by 1730: a statement facilitated by the 

appearance of that date on the entablature, but not endorsed by 

contemporary documentary evidence. 

The dates within which the dissertation is loosely maintained, 

have been settled upon to keep the study within the lifetimes of 

those concerned in its initiation, and to attempt to elucidate not 

only the inception of the house, but to deal with the interior and 

the contemporary garden. It is hoped that this investigation will 

fuel further interest in the associations of the late Bruce circle 

and its influence on William Adam and Mar. The dissertation may 

raise more questions than can be answered about these associations 

without vider research, but perhaps it vill contribute another small 

piece to the jigsaw af early Scottish Classicism. 



Contemporary conventions in the punctuation, spelling and 

grammar in all quotations have been observed in both main textual 

entries and appendices. Some narrative appendices have also been 

double spaced for the sake of clarity and the layout of these 

follows the original as closely as typescript allows. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INCEPTION 

I. BACKGROUND TO THE COMMISSION. 

The Erskines of Dun have been associated with that estate since Sir 

Robert Erskine of that Ilk bought a charter of the barony af Dun 

from one William Wiseman in 1375, till the death of the twenty-first 

laird, Mrs A. A. Lovat in 1 9 80 . [ 1 ]  Originating in Renfrewshire, 

the Erskine family has many branches, perhaps the most famous being 

the Earls of Mar whose ancient seat was in Erskine itself.[2] 

After having purchased the barony Sir Robert Erskine resigned 

it to his son Thomas two years later in a charter ratified by King 

Robert III. It was his son John who in turn succeeded as the first 

laird of Dun proper in 1392.[3l 

The estate of Dun lies on the northern shore af the 

extraordinary, almost land-locked Montrose Basin, and the present 

house stands a few hundred yards distant fro the main 

Brechin--Montrose road where it passes between the parks in front af 

the house and the salt marshes around the perimeter af the shore. 

Here the water is brackish as the tide meets the mouth af the 

Southesk River, and to the immediate west af the House of Dun a 

little stream runs down a gulley or "den" to meet the sea. Near to 

the present house and on a prainence overlooking it, is the site af 

the old castle af Dun of which the only trace existing is a 
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sixteenth century archway ( P l . 1 ) .  Th e  castle was sacked twice  

once by Adam Gordon of Auchendoun in the struggles of the 

Reformation in 1573,  and again in 16ll by the Marquis of Montrose 

after the populace of Montrose had fled to Dun castle with their 

valuables during the raid made by Sir Alexander Irvine of Drum in 

his search for the town's heavy guns. [] 

By the time the twelfth laird, David Erskine succeeded to the 

estates they were heavily burdened, his father Sir Alexander Erskine 

having died in London in February 1662 with considerable debts. In 

his efforts to recoup the family's fortune the twelfth laird was 

forced to sell off some parts of the remaining lands of Dun, notably 

the Lands of Sands (an area of salt marsh near Taycock) in 1670 to a 

group of entrepreneurs including Lord Kinghorn and Sir Charles 

Erskine of Cambo, who proposed to reclaim the land for agriculture 

by constructing an embankment or dyke.[5] Additionally, the 

twelfth laird applied successfully to Parliament for permission to 

collect pontage from the North Hater Bridge which had been built by 

his ancestors and was by this time in a state of decay.[6] This 

bridge was then the main thoroughfare to the Highlands through 

Angus, and later the laird of Dun sought to increase the revenue 

fro tolls by making a further applicatiion to Parliament for 

permission to hold an annual fair on the Muir af Dun, thus creating 

a seasonal increase in traffic over the bridge. This fair remained 

a popular venue throughout the eighteenth century. 
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Of the four sons born to the twelfth laird, the third proved to 

be the one chosen to take over responsibility for running the estate 

from his father. John, the first son, was born at Dun on March 

17th. 1670 and was followed a year later by James.[7] Both were 

disinherited. The eldest son had been under the threat of 

disinheritance since 1690 when he was forced to sign a declaration 

by his father in which he promised that he would have 'no base 

intentions with ane Anna Hannay', or that he would not correspond 

with her under the "paine of losing all benefitt I can expect or all 

right & title & interest I can expect as his eldest sone to the 

estate of Dune & this in the sincerity of my heart I subscribe.[8] 

John broke his promise, but the disinheritance gave him little 

pain, for he predeceased his father in 1710 .  The twelfth laird as 

well as being Commissioner to Parliament in 1690, 1693 and 1695, had 

also been a Justice of the Peace and Lieutenant-Colonel of the Earl 

of Mar's Regiment of Foot at the time of the latter's death in 1689. 

John also had followed a military career with his brother James and 

had fought at Blenheim in 1704. James continued in the army until 

1 7 1 4 ,  and the following year he pursued a very brief political 

career when he was returned as member for the Burghs of Montrose in 

1715 .  He promptly lost his seat after allegations of bribery in 

obtaining it in which his brother, Lord Dun was implicated. The 

fourth son Alexander Erskine became a wealthy merchant in Montrose 

and appears to have taken charge oaf many of the domestic supplies 

for the family at Dun. 
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David Erskine, the third son of the twefth laird and destined 

to be the thirteenth laird, was born at Dun in 1673.[9]  Unlike his 

two elder brothers he was bred to the law and studied at the 

University of St Andrews and at Paris, returning to Scotland and 

later admitted to the Scottish Bar on Nov. 19  1698. He represented 

Forfarshire in the Parliaments of 1690,  1 6 9 1 ,  1693, 1695 and 1696. 

In the last Scottish Parliament of May 1703, he zealously opposed 

the Union. [ 10] A Freeman of many towns, he married Magdalen 

Riddell of the Haining in Selkirkshire and by this marriage gained 

property in the borders and a considerable dowry.In 1710 the twelfth 

laird died - the same year in which David Erskine became a judge and 

assumed the title Lord Dun (Pl.2).  Concerned mainly with the daily 

toil of his profession Lord Dun gradually worked his way up the 

ladder becoming a lord of the justiciary on April 13  171l  and within 

a few years was wealthy enough and had an heir (John, born 1712) to 

consider building a new house at Dun. [ 1 1 ]  

By the early eighteenth century the old castle and manor house 

of Dun would appear to have been in ruin although the old parish 

church was in use until the late eighteenth century when it was 

stripped of its fittings and turned into the family vault (P1.3).  

Quite where Lord Dun and his family lived when on the estate is not 

certain but David Erskine himself spent a considerable proportion of 

each year attending to his business in Edinburgh vhere the family 

had lodgings. The manor house on the estate was intact in the late 

t 

seventeenth century and vas described in Information for Sir Robert 

' Sibbald anent the Shire af FORFAR by Mr Ouchterlory af Guinde: 
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Dun the whole parish did formerly belong to the Laird of 

Dun, so did the parish of Logy and the Barrony of Arrot. 
It is ane ancient and honourable family; it is a great 
house, well planted, good yeards and orchards the 
situation is pleasant and extrordinaire good land, hath a 
large outer court and the Church at the Southeast syd 
thereof and the minister's hardby it lyes on the northsyd 
of Southesk where he hath a good fishing. Mr Lichtoune, 
Minister in the diocese of Brechen. The Laird 
Patrone.[12] 

Although undated, this information intended for Sibbald's 

projected topography of Scotland can be narrowed down to a 

relatively short period since William Lichtoune was minister at Dun 

from 1646 till his death in 1685 [ 1 3 l :  in an earlier passage from 

the same text relating to the parish of Stracathroe, Ouchterlony 

mentions Sir David Falconer as being "President of the College of 

Justice", a position he attained in 1682. [ 1] 

Clearly then the place was in a habitable condition in the 

1680s but was, fra its description, very old fashioned by the time 

that Lord Dun became laird in 1710. By 1723 the old house vas 

destroyed, and Lord Dun had commissioned the Edinburgh City 

Architect" to make a survey of the estate of Dun and to put forward 

proposals for the siting and design of the new house and gardens. 

The architect was Alexander McGill (d.173).  
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II. ALEXANDER MCGILL AND THE "EXPLANATION" OF 1723. 

Alexander McGill is generally recognised as one of the most 

prominent of early Scottish classicists. He remains an elusive 

figure whose activities have been imperfectly documented.[15] 

Precisely why Lord Dun selected him as the architect of his 

projected house is not certain although it has to be admitted that 

there were few good architects operating in Scotland in the first 

years of the 1720s. Perhaps McGill's work on Tayside and Edinburgh 

attracted his attention. McGill was a native of Angus (his father 

being minister of Arbirlot) and he had worked at Kellie Castle 

(1699-1705) in association with Alexander Edward, and with the Earl 

of Mar at Nairne House after Sir William Bruce's death in 1710.  Mar 

(who was cousin to Lord Dun) may be the vital link between the 

architect and patron. But McGill's official post of City Architect 

would have made him an obvious choice in any event: the only other 

architects of note at that time being James Smith (e.1645--1731) and 

the as yet little-known William Adam (1689-1748). 

MaGill had entered this office in 1720 and just before Lord Dun 

employed him he had, between 1718 and 1722, been making repairs and 

additions to Greyfriars church in Edinburgh [16] ,  where he used a 

strange mixture of sympathetic restoration of the surviving Gothic 

structure, with applied Baroque and neo-Palladian appendages. 

As these factors strongly suggest, McGill 

involved with the circle of Sir Willian Bruoe. 

was professionally 

With the subsequent 

history of the House of Dun in mind it is worth noting the already 

established contact with Mar, and that fran about 1709 he appears to 
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have had a particular association with another member of that circle 

- James Smith.[17] 

By January 1723 McGill had visited Dun and made a detailed 

survey of the estate. This written report, in his distinctive hand, 

survives, but may be incomplete sine it breaks off very neatly at 

the end of a page while dealing with the arrangements for gutters on 

the roof of his house design.[18] It carries no signature, but is 

beyond doubt monograph (see Appendix A for a full transcript af the 

text). 

Entitled "Mr M----ls Explanation of the Map of the lower part 

of ye Strath of Southesk. January 1723.,  the report (as it 

survives) covers two pages of minute writing with equally minute 

detail in the analysis of the site, and displays McGill's undoubted 

abilities as a surveyor. It begins with establishing the location 

of the selected site for the new house. This precise spot was to 

remain the one unaltered factor in all subsequent proposals, and is 

probably the spot occupied by the present house: 

The new seat proposed for Dun. The centricall line 

pointing Marytown Law South & by East, or South by the 
Needle. Distance 2800 Pacs Horizontal. But the Ground 
Rize's much from the Road to the Westward of Marytown 
Church up the Law Which may be planted in a fine thickette 

for termination B.C.D.E. 

In these opening sentences McGill betrays his adherence to the 

Bruce formula of axial planning on a geographic scale, with the 

vistas terminating in natural objects. Reminiscent of Bruce's 

penchant for fooal termination on a distant promontory [ 19] ,  MGill 
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seems also to have had a natural appreciation of the surrounding 

countryside in relation to the more formal elements in the 

foreground. Marytown Law (a hill on the south shore of the Montrose 

Basin - see Fig.1) thus provides the central axis at Dun. Here 

McGill's suggestion of terminating this vista by the artifice of a 

clump of trees (or a "thickette") on the rise so that it appears in 

silhouette, was a common feature of late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth century landscape planning. It is cited, for example, by 

Reid as doing "very well where the sight terminates in a grove or 

oirale of firs".[20] 

In the 1720s geometrical formality was only beginning to give 

way to the practice of creating a more naturalistic landscape 

garden. Scottish examples of this period followed, in a more 

conservative way, that of the English practitioners, notably London, 

Switzer and Bridgeman.[21] Bruce's empathy with distant, sometimes 

romantic objects was, however, remarkable and his practice was 

followed for many years after his death, notably by William Adam at 

Hopetoun as late as the 1740s. Here, a focal point was provided by 

the Island of Inchgarvie in the Firth of Forth and, beyond that 

acting as a secondary termination, was Berwick Law, over twenty-two 

miles fran the house, described by Adam as "being a high mount in 

the form of a Sugar loaf which terminates the avenue.[22] Bruoe, 

in siting the original house in c.1703, had presumably also intended 

such features as an integral part of his composition. 
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McGill's survey for Dun reads like a cartographer's in its 

detail and indeed the "Map of Southesk" to which the text refers, 

although missing, can be reconstructed fairly convincingly from his 

description alone. Gradients for the various sections allocated for 

parks, gardens and building plots are carefully recorded. McGill 

notes that the old house af Dun is "now raze'd Dow ' n  to the Ground", 

and that the old garden as described in Ouchterlony's narrative, had 

been turned into a bowling green with "walks and borders" around it, 

and he advises that by his plan the old courts ought to be turned 

into cherry gardens - something he proposes for the old churchyard 

adjoining to the immediate south. The first hints of the new house 

are introduced when McGill proposes that a small [already existing?l 

dwelling with offices could serve as a "Joynture house" or a house 

for the young laird (John Erskine, then just eleven years old),  

"after the Principall House is built and finished". 

An analysis of the virtues of the suggested siting of the new 

house and planting follows, dealing with such vitally important 

technical problems as water supply, which he proposed to carry fran 

springs in the den in "Aller or earthen pypes.[23] Similarly, 

irrigation of the parks and pastures demanded consideration and was 

to be provided by "running syver's into the Bank where several 

Cross=sypeing's promise very fair to afford Plenty of vater.[2A] 

As already discussed, McGill intended the prospects fran the 

house to be a major consideration, hence the siting of the new house 

made to make as much use of the wider geography af the area as 

possible. His appreciation of the countryside beyond the estate 



boundaries as an important factor in the character af the proposed 

seat is however worth remarking upon. Sir John Clerk of Penicuik in 

¢ 

his Miltonic poem The Country Seat [25] composed e.1723-27, has been 

considered precocious in his appreciation of the rustic landscape: 

Let here and there be seen some little Hills 
Fit pasture for your harmless bleating flocks 
Let all the fields in view be chequered round 
With fl0wry meadows Groves and plentious springs 
Or rivulets descending fro the higher Grounds 

McGill may not have theorised in literary terms, but just as 

Clerk advocated a recognisably Kentian landscape for the country 

seat, the architect, perhaps unwittingly, foreshadowed the trend in 

Scotland towards increasingly less formal arrangements. Some 

beginnings in this direction were contemporaneously being 

implemented by Adam at Taymouth, but fashion still dictated a 

substantially formal solution even though Switzer, in 1715 ,  had 

ventured to suggest that If the beauties of Nature were not 

corrupted by Art, Gardens would be much more valuable.[26] Theory 

failed to encourage resolute practice of naturalism; Switzer and 

Pope in interpreting their own manifestos produced only timid 

alternatives to formality. McGill's delight in the "beautyfull Bank 

of riseing cuntrey along the South side of the River", the views out 

across the "Vast Large Basin that fills and Empties every Tide, and 

the hills of Bonrytown to the south and west af the basin was 

similarly qualified: in the following section he is rationalising 

the practicalities of the formal site in terms of shelter fran 

violent winds provided by the rising land to the north and east; the 
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"Old Den of Planting" to the north-west combined with the protection 

of the "Corsit Hill" to the west, beyond the old church. 

McGill's recommendations determining the treatment of the 

planting up of the new enclosures and parks is thus conservative and 

unmistakably formal. Near to the present Brechin-Montrose road and 

a little to the south of it, the land falls away in a steep natural 

embankment - below this the land is almost horizontal and virtually 

at sea--level. To provide some focal interest across this barren 

stretch of salt grass McGill introduced the noval idea (for 

Scotland) of having a navigable canal of :  

600 pac's in length with a Sluoe at the Lower End to keep 
up the water and to open high water for Letting in Boats 
or Berge's to land at the foot of the bank vhere the 
Ascent May be made very Fasie up to the Entry in the Park 
Wall where is to be ane Iron Gate, through which the 
ffront of the house is seen at the distance of 1800 feet 

The triumph of formality within the garden area was of course 

inevitable, hence the explanation that the earth taken out in the 

preparation of the foundations could be used to form a terrace 

around the house. Both sides of the canal were to be planted with 

alders, birch and oziers, but it is unclear vhether these were to be 

planted in formal rows flanking the canal, or in small woods. The 

regularity of the design near to the house was only attenuated as 

the distance increased until the abrupt halt called by the shoreline 

prevented any further dressing of the landscape, leaving only the 

marker of Marytown Law to link the central axis across the water af 

the Basin. 
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No drawings for McGill's House of Dun design have yet been 

discovered. From the description given in the "Explanation" it 

seems reasonable to assume that it followed a fairly typical pattern 

for a medium sized country house of the period in Scotland: 

That which is proposed is 62 foot long, A9 broad over the 
walls above the base. It consists of a Ground Story with 
square windows above the Tarrras , Entering at both ends 
for Office's, viz a Kitchin, Lattermeat, & 2d Table room, 
A Woman--House Closet and Milk House, Butterie, 3 Cellars & 

Lardner, Stair under the prinll.[principal] Stair in the 
Center and a Wheel stair of 8 foot diameter on the left of 

the vestibule that goes up quite to the Garret. This 
Ground Story is to be 10  foot high fram floor to floor. 
The Next and Principal Story contains a vestibule in the 
middle of the front advanceing 4 foot in 3 cants or lines 
on the Southside and a segment of a circle on the outside 
of the W al l . . . [ 27 ]  

Fro this description the only remarkable feature af the design 

would appear to have been the canting out of the front. McGill's 

surviving country houses tend to adhere to a very simple rectangular 

plan, with plain elevations, simple fenestration, hipped roofs and 

V-section rusticated quoins. Sae af his drawings however, display 

a more ambitious spirit. His designs for the Glasgow lodging of the 

Duke of Montrose [28] show that he made use occasionally af some of 

the motifs of Campbell's early experiments in neo-Palladianis, 

either from direct observation or fran engraved sources.[29] The 

Montrose designs make much use of balustraded parapets with urn 

finials and the roofline is concealed. Campbell's work at 

Burlington's house in Piccadilly or at Hothan House might be the 

sources of inspiration since McGill was in London in 1717, and of 

course, Campbells Sha»field Mansion (1712) in Glasgow was a more 
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readily available example. 

The segment of a circle was used by Bruce at Hopetoun (P1.33),  

and his surviving facade may give some idea of the scale adopted by 

MoGill for the Dun designs The proposed cupola over the central 

stair is a common motif in Bruoe and Smith, as for example, at 

Harden House (begun 1703) ,  and Melville House (1697-1700), but not 

seen in any of McGill's surviving commissions. 

The "Explanation" suddenly breaks off while discussing the 

arrangements to be made for collecting rain water fra the lead roof 

by means of "Happer or two gutters to run North".[30] 

Despite the carefull consideration to all the requirements for 

building the new house, nothing of MaGill's scheme was carried out. 

Immediately after they were prepared, the drawings were sent by Lord 

Dun to his cousin John Erskine in Paris for his appraisal. By this 

date Mar was in exile following his disasterous leadership of the 

Scottish faction in the 1715 Jacobite Rebellion. An acknowledged 

and talented amateur architect and designer of gardens, his 

participation marks a new phase in the increasingly complicated 

history of the House of Dun. 
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III. THE EARL OF MAR: POLITICS AND PATRONAGE. 

John Erskine, Earl of Mar (1675-1732),  (PI.A) was born at Alloa, 

Clackmannanshire near Stirling and suceeded to the estate there on 

the death of his father in 1689.  One of the most ancient families 

in Scotland, it had long been associated with the House of Stewart. 

Just as Lord Dun had inherited a diminished estate, Mar also 

struggled to restore the family fortunes after the dissipations of 

his father and grand-father. By adopting a line of political 

conformity he hoped to raise his fortunes and this succeeded so far 

that he was one of the commissioners of the Treaty of Union after 

which he became Secretary for Scotland. Unfortunately his political 

integrity was highly suspect and thus he was mocked with the 

nick-name "Bobbing John". His final humiliation came in 1715 when 

he abandoned his troops at Montrose and sailed into exile in France 

with James the Old Pretender".[31] 

How Mar developed his interest in gardening and architecture is 

not yet clear, but much of his correspondence reveals a deep rooted 

interest in building and planting. In the first years of the 

eighteenth century he was moving in the circle af Sir Villia Bruce 

and vas one of the nobles who, in 1701,  sponsored Alexander Edward 

on a visit to England, France and the Low Countries to View, 

observe and take draughts of the most curious and remarkable houses, 

edifices, gardings, orchards, parks, plantations, land improvements, 

coall works, mines, waterworks and other curiosities of nature or 

art".[32] 
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At Alloa he had started to lay out the grounds in the French 

A 

manner of Le Notre, on a scale that surpassed the gardens at Hampton 

Court (Pl.5) .  He patronised James Gibbs and may have taken some 

informal instruction fro him in architectural drawing. Vhen Gibbs 

returned from his architectural training in Europe (more especially 

Rome), Mar secured the almost destitute architect a sinecure 

commission at Stirling Castle which allowed Gibbs to spend much af 

his time in London trying to further his career.[33] 

The post was short lived (1709-1712),  being abolished in 

military outs applied by Harley's Restraining Orders. During these 

years Gibbs and Mar collaborated: Gibbs realising designs for a 

Lodge at Comley Bank, Alloa, in addition to alterations to the Privy 

Garden lodgings of Mar and Lord Loudon at Whitehall.[34] Mar aften 

supplied Gibbs with sketch designs for improvements, and although 

they maintained a correspondence until 1718 ,  it was probably 

strained by Gibbs' reluctance to risk his gains at home by visiting 

Mar in Rome.[35] 

There can be little doubt that despite his exile on the 

Continent, Mar kept in touch with architectural developments at 

home. He had certainly advised on a nuber of sahemes in Scotland 

before his departure. In 1708, for example, he sees to hare had a 

particularly close relationship with MGill vho was then working at 

Craigiehall (Pl.6) ,  the seat af Lord Annandale which had been built 

by Bruoe in the late 1690s.[36] A letter fra McGill to Har dated 

January 1708 [37], regarding a drawing [by Mar?] sent fra London 

for the fashioning of gates of the entranoe to Craigiehall, may 
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reveal McGill as a supervising hand in Mar's architectural efforts; 

but diplomacy was required: 

As to the draught enclosed, whoever did it, as they have 
done it very fine, so they have strangely mistaken the 
note I sent as to the height ffor the stone work is done 
to the peroportion of pedistals and is no more that 6 foot 
8 inch from the sole of ye Gate to the upper bed of the 
Astragall, as it is mark'd in the draught I sent formerly 
(now return'd) Whereas in the Inclosed draught it is 10 
foot 4 inch . . [ 38 ]  

McGill continues by explaining that Annandale would prefer plainer 

gates with a single side opening, but that the main gates must open 

in two parts: 

The prinoipall gate he would have opening in two, and 
therefore (being of so low a proportion) the finishing at 
top must also be in two. Like to the middle gate of one 
of J Tijous Plates or prints Ingraved by B Genlot af 

London. [39] 

From the following lines it also seems likely that Mar was supplying 

Lord Annandale with garden designs, and statuary: 

My Lord Marquess earnestly beggs youl bespeak the 4 
statues as you write, and let him know what these and the 
three gates may cost that he order the money accordingly. 

There then fallows a description af the exact dimensions of the 

gates and a mention of Mr Edward [who isl at Ashton Hall and ve 

expect him here so soon as D: Hamilton goes hither, and in a 

post-script, a request for Lord Annandale's fine draught oaf gardens 

that your Lop. once shored me. Finally McGill Reports that "Your 

servant Smith before he vent to Perthshire, ordered me to present 
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his humble respects to your Lodp. and will vrite a full acctt. 

all at his return".[AO] 

of 

Mar's authorship of the ornamental gates at Craigiehall is 

perhaps further substantiated in another letter from MGill dated 

Feb. 1l  1708 [ 4 1 ]  in which McGill concedes: 

I would not pretend to draw my fancy of the Iron work for 
the Gates, it would not seem tolerable beside such as your 
Lop. sent down which was very neat, lour Lop. know's I 
never could draw any thing but by rule and Compass, and 
will by this miserable figure of a Lyon that I can do 
nothing of that kynd, However you have my opinion of the 
fashion of the Gates in ye notes thereon, with due 
submission to your Lops. better fancy. 

Annandale sent by the same letter a request specifically for 

Mar to design parterres and a wilderness. It would seem clear that 

Mar was therefore not only advising on developments outside his own 

estate, but being consulted as a designer. Surprisingly no building 

has yet been identified as being solely to Mar's designs, but he is 

reputed to have built Tillicoultry House and Tullibody House in 

Clackmannanshire (both demolished).[A2] Despite the considerable 

number of his drawings for houses in Britain alone, little research 

has yet been done on the role he played in architectural circles in 

Britain. His exile from 1715 did not prevent him fro at least 

remaining in touch with what was happening at home. Much of his 

free time was spent preparing house and garden designs (most of them 

probably unsolicited) for fellow Jacobites. His active interest was 

admired by Richard Jones, third Viscount anelagh, who left hi his 

cabinet of drawing instruments when he died in 1712.[43] 
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One of his best thought out and documented schemes is that 

which he provided fro Paris in 1723 in reaction to the McGill 

designs sent by Lord Dun. In view af their intriguing professional 

association, the possibility that Mar had recommended MGill in the 

first instance, becomes more specious. Mar's own counter--proposals 

for House of Dun introduced something quite new into the Scottish 

architectural vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

EARLY DEV EL. OPMEN TS 

I. THE MAR DESIGNS OF 1723. 

After Mar's flight fram Scotland with James the Old Pretender on a 

French ship, he landed at Walden on February 1 1  1716 [ 1 ]  and for the 

remainder af his life lived variously at Rae, Paris, Geneva, Spa 

and Aix-la-Chapelle. It is to his period in exile that most af his 

architectural drawings relate. Attainted in the aftermath of the 

uprising, his estates were later bought by Lord Grange and Lord Dun 

for Mar's son Thomas.[2] The close connection maintained with Lord 

Dun over the fate af his Scottish affairs may have prapted Mar to 

providing by way af gratitude, supervision of Lord Dun ' s  building 

plans for the Montrose estate. 

Alexander McGill's proposals reached Paris at the end of Marah 

1723 consisting of a written survey accompanied by drawings for the 

house and gardens.[3] The prospect af contributing materially to 

the project, led to Mar adopting the role not only of adviser, but 

that af designer. Of the surviving Mar drawings those dealing with 

Dun are the most comprehensively documented; only his obsession with 

variations on themes inspired by Marly rival his energy in producing 

variants for Dun. The House of Dun drawings may not be amongst 

Mar's grandest concepts, but this may be explained simply because 

there was a real possibility (unlike most af his designs), of this 

house actually being built. Lord Dun though ooafortably well off, 



was not in a position to (nor did his requirements dictate that he 

should) build a particularly large house, However, he maintained 

that McGill's design for the house was not quite adequate for a 

gentleman's country seat. During his exile Mar had once more been 

exposed to Continental Classicism which probably coloured his view 

of the conservative designs sent from Scotland. Surrounded as he 

was by the architecture of Bramante and Palladio when attached to 

the exiled court of James in Italy, and in France, amongst others, 

by the work of Mansart and Le Vau, Mar assimilated many features 

from their styles as is evident in the surviving volumes of his 

drawings.[A] Dated "Paris, Aprile 1723, Mar's counter proposals for 

Lord Dun's house and gardens are introduced in a lengthy letter 

headed "Explanation of a new Designe of a House Gardens and Parks 

for Ld. D - . [ 5 ]  (See Appendix B for full text): 

The Map of the lower part of the Strateh of Southesk &o. 

came safe to hand at the end of last month, and has been 
carefully perused by an old friend and aquaintanoe. 
He says yt 
It is hard to give good advice about the situation of a 
House without being on the place or knowing it very well, 
but the Map is so well draw'n and so particularly 
explain'd that it in a good measure Suplies that want and 
shows by whose hand it is. His opinion is that the 
situation proposed for the new house sees to be very 
good, but there are many objections to the designe by Mr 
Me--l for the House it self and the way af entering it. 

In fact, Mar objected to almost all af MGill's proposals for 

the house except its location. Here, a alue to the appearance af 

MoGill's design is given when Mar disparagingly rearks "That 

Designe he says is the sane almost with ye house af Craigiehall but 

less and wou'd be attended with the sane faults if not greater.[6] 
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Quite what the supposed faults of Craigiehall were, are not 

however, elucidated. Mar certainly knew the house well, as has been 

observed from his association with MaGill there in 1708. No doubt 

Mar saw the opportunity of prooting his own design by flattering 

Lord Dun's status and by nostalgically emphasising blood ties: 

There wou'd scaroe be a tolerable roam in that whole house 
& it would be fitter for a Gingate (as it is named here) 
for a Burgess near to a great town, than for a Gentlemans 
seat in the Country, wch is to go fro father to Son as is 
hoped for many generations, where tho' the house may not 
be large nor great apparements in it, yet it ought to have 
one or two handsome & tolerable rooms for the Master to 
entertain his friends upon occasion & where some Copels of 

young folks may dance when they have a mind to divert 
themselves at Peace lull & high times, wth. Mes John's 
good leave if he gets more footing and authority in A - s 
than he had in ye days of Yore.[7] 

Mar continues to reason (with good cause) that McGill's 

proposal to have the main entry to the house facing south, though 

the best expedient, ought not to be the same common entry used for 

vehicular traffic or services, which would spoil the serenity and 

layout oaf the gardens. Compositionally, the house designed in place 

of MGill's marks a departure fro any previous essay af early 

Scottish classicism (Pl.7). Nothing of the nature of this design 

had been seen in domestic architecture in Sootland • The facade is 

one af four almost identical fronts on a square plan which make bold 

and novel use of a triumphal arch motif.[8] 'Three bays, 

narrow-wide-narrow, are defined by four giant Corinthian pilasters 

which spring fro a podium contaiming a half--sunk storey. 

Supporting an entablature which doubles as an attic storey, the 

pilasters are expressed beyond a segmental tympanum as plinths for 
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statuary. The tympanum itself straddles the two central pilasters 

on each facade, and carries a heraldic escutcheon flanked by carved 

swags. The fenestration is treated in three simple vertical lines  

one to each bay. 

What were Mar's sources for this building? He had used a very 

similar design in drawings for a house for Mr Rotier" between 1719  

and 1721 [ 9 ] ,  and it appears that the House of Dun scheme is 

probably a straight revision of this plan (see Figs 2-5). Sir John 

Vanbrugh, it is true, had already toyed with the triumphal arch idea 

in at least two of his designs. Eastbury [ 1 0 ] ,  as  it appears in the 

second volume of Vitruvius Britannieus (1717) ,  shows an end 

elevation with a giant central arch, but there is no logical 

expression of the idea in the rest of the design. The central aroh 

remains isolated and breaks through the entablature, but the use af 

Venetian windows would similarly be used at Dun (P1.8).  Slightly 

tighter, and more successfully integrated, Vanbrugh's use af the 

triumphal arch is re-introduced in a design for a house for the 

Bertie family (Pl.9) ,  made in about 1 7 1 0 . [ 1 1 ]  Clearly Mar's sources 

are not to be found in any British architecture, even of the 

demi-continental baroque af Vanbrugh. Ve must look perhaps to the 

architectural environent of Mar's exile, that is to Italy and 

France. 

The ceremonial triumphal arah af ancient Rane provided a source 

of inspiration for many painters and architects fran the enaisseance 

onwards.[12] In the fifteenth century Alberti made use af the for 

in the Tenpio Malatestiano in Riini (begun 150) where he quoted 
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directly fro Roman models (Pl . 10 ) .  Again, at S. Andrea, Mantua 

( P 1 . 1 1 ) ,  a  version much closer to Mar's interpretation, Alberti made 

emphatic use of one large opening in the middle, while the side bays 

are treated in a less sculpturally three dimensional form to 

accommodate fenestration and niches. Similarly, the Mar design is 

vertically attenuated, in contrast to the squatter Roman examples, 

and the effect in this case is entirely non-functional low relief 

applied decoration. 

Whether the original source of inspiration was Italian or not, 

parallels may also be drawn with the work of Franois Mansart 

(1598--1666), who frequently made use of the for, on more than one 

occasion resorting to a single giant arch, as, for example, at the 

H~tel de Gu~n~gaud (Pl. 12) .[ 13]  Certainly the steeply pitched 

shedding eaves on Mar's elevation for the south front af Dun, with 

its disproportionately large chimneys and iron work, is reminiscent 

of the type of roof with which Mansart's name became inextricably 

linked. 

Mar had obsessively used Mansart's Marly as the model for many 

of his own designs for "royal palaces (PI.43), further suggesting 

his thorough assimilation of the Frenchman's vocabulary, albeit one 

that was merged with his own wider Continental architectural 

experiences. Thus, his design for House of Dun may be regarded as a 

hybrid Franco--Italian villa. The decorative source oaf the triumphal 

arch is ultimately Italian, but the form af the body af the house is 

French. It does not stretch the imagination to see in an amalgam of 

three basic examples of French work, the seeds of Mar's design for 
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the House of Dun: the H~tel de Gu~n~gaud already mentioned, the 

side elevation of Maisons and the Port St Honor~ (Pls 12,  13 ,  1 4 ) .  

Mar would seem to have fused the elements of French architecture 

into an Italian villa of the familiar form af that developed by 

Vignola in the early sixteenth century (as for example,in the Villa 

Lante), or Palladio (minus the usual bold projections); the interior 

of Mar's design however, was not thought out in terms of perfect 

geometry. Finally, in terms of French usage of the triumphal arch, 

the mason R~my Collin had, as early as 1609, used the motif to great 

effect on the stable entrance to Fontainbleau (Pl. 15 ) ,  where it 

exerted an influence on Mansart who was to work there later.[14] 

In his letter to Lord Dun, Mar reasoned that his design for the 

house would fulfill the criteria he thought were lacking in 

McGill's. Quite how McGill felt at being usurped can only be 

imagined, but it would seem that he was to be retained in the role 

of executer of the design, as is noted by Mar on the drawing for the 

south elevation: The copier has done no honour to these 

Draughts the Designe, but Mr Me - l will understand the. 

Furthermore: 

The designe for the House herewith sent is as little as 
can be to deserve the name af a House & is not much bigger 
than that proposed by Mr MeGill, this being only one foot 

beside the pilasters & breakings, more than the largest 
fronts of the other, but this being squair gives a great 
deal more roan within, and the reason for making it so is 
because of its being Seen as much fran the East as fron 
the South, and the ordinary Entry being to the Vest, these 
two fronts ought to be as good as that to the South. By 

the East front being the same wth. the South, the House 
will appear mighty vell fran Montross & most af the 
Brechin road, fran whence tvo fronts will be seen at once, 
and by that it will show regular and as great as if it 
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were a House of Ninty foot of front.[15] 

Of the ten original presentation drawings for the new house, 

two of the set are missing [Nos.l & 5 ] ,  but happily the drawings for 

these two plans (from which those sent to Scotland were probably 

copied), survive with additional notes, amongst the Mar Drawings 

preserved at SRO; thus there appears to be a complete survival of 

his early proposals.[16] 

The cross section of the house (Pl. 16) ,  shows that the 

arrangement of the main living quarters is on three floors with 

mezzanines or "entersoles" over half of the principal storey. The 

"offices" are partly underground and in the roof Mar has placed a 

number af garrets. 

principal storey 

A few large cuboidal rooms intended for the 

adversely in these grandiose plans affects the 

arrangement of the rooms on subsequent floors and their lines of 

communication. The letter to Lord Dun which accompanied the plans, 

gives a fairly full account oaf the reasoning behind the internal 

arrangement, and offers additional advice on matters of building 

materials and essential services, demonstrating that although the 

scheme allowed his particular architectural fancy, it was at least a 

feasible design. Only the question of interior decoration is not 

broached; it may be safe to say that Mar's interests lay entirely in 

the planning of "architectural" masses alone, and this applies 

equally to his concept of the ordered landscape. 
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Starting at the bottom, the plan of the house was to be as 

foll0ws: 

The Basement 

(P1 . 17 ) .The lower of the two drawings included in this illustration 

refers to the half--sunk and vaulted "Suteraine [subterranian] 

storey.[17]  Located in the south--west corner a traditional Scottish 

newel stair, spiralling up in a clockwise fashion in exactly the 

same manner as in fortified tower houses, ascending within the 

thickess of the wall, all the way up to the garret. The main or 

"principal stair" is positioned in the north-west part oaf the house 

where at this level it is joined by a "privie" linked to one of four 

proposed walls which tie pavilions to the main body of the house. 

On the exterior, the slightly advancing oentral pilasters can be 

seen, and between them (but below the main entry stairs) are 

proposed vaults housing steps to the basement and storage space for 

fuel and refuse. The kitchen opens on to a corridor in the middle 

of the plan, a door in which passage could (according to Mar), be 

shut in the event of any cooking odours reaching the rest of the 

house and "the meat served by the outward stair a.b. which will 

effectively cure and prevent it". All the other necessary service 

rooms of the period are provided: buttery, larder, ale cellar, 

laundry, milkhouse and even a bath, located in the south-east corner 

next to the back stairs. 

grounds of safety: 

One exception was made however on the 

[there is] no place for what is cononly call'd a wonan 

house where they work at fflax & wool & by that aften burn 
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the house. If a room for that be necessary, let the 
Coach=house serve for it & a Coach=house be made in one af 

the Basse courts so that if the woman house chance to take 
fire at any time the House may be in no danger.[18] 

Beneath the wine cellar, an ingenious drainage system for waste 

disposal had been devised. All the roans in the basement had drains 

set into the floor and the method of collection of water was 

explained thus: 

There must be a Syver from the wine cellar to the Den for 
conveying of the moistar & the dirty water, & a vault 
below the tarrass on the court side for coals and throwing 
in the ashes and other nastiness of the house dayly until 
it be carreyed away onoe a month.[19] 

The sewer for draining away the dirty water can clearly be seen 

in the drawing of the cross section of the house, sloping off to the 

left to empty into the Den burn. 

The First and Principal Storey 

The upper part of Pl.17 also shows the piano nobile where the main 

reception or public roans were to be located. The plan shows 

clearly the four elegant flights of steps fran the house down on to 

the terrace; to the east, a perron, the others simply flaring out 

subtly fro the house to meet their ovoid bases at ground level. 

Mar comments that the roans on this floor are "made higher than 

commonly rooms are made in little houses in Scotland, and the 

reason for this was to allow for three roans to be as impressive as 

their limited width would admit. Indeed the "Sallon for the great 

entry through the gardens in the middle af the south half of the 
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house, would have made considerable impact on entering; thirty-three 

feet long by twenty-four wide,and making full use of the twenty feet 

in height, the room is effectively cut in two by a screen consisting 

of two columns which support a "balconie for musick", thus reducing 

the height of the sallon for the last nine feet, to ten feet. Under 

the balcony to the right, a looking glass fills a false door. 

Directly in front (looking north), and looking out fra the north 

and east is the largest roam in the house, which in the drawing, is 

given the title "Roa of Parad" denoting that it is the main public 

room for entertaining and receiving guests. The height of this room 

allows it to be lighted by the extra circular window placed above 

the doors on each facade shown in the elevation of the south front. 

The third, and last roam to utilise the full height on this storey, 

is the principal bedchamber on the east side which is served by a 

gardrob" and a large closet. 

Obviously the sallon on the garden front was not intended for 

lodging, but in Mar's explanation of these roams he states that the 

family ought to be lodged above stairs and that the two large rooms 

are for the use af a "principal stranger when there comes any such. 

The south--east corner is occupied by the back stairs and 

diagonally opposite, the large oval principal stair opens on to the 

"roam af Parad" and the vestibule on the west or court front, where 

all traffic to the house would have been net. The principal stair 

is purposely set in this oorner sinoe the prospect to that side is 

poorest and it is joined externally on the west side by a servant's 

entry. Lord Dun's study is positioned in the south west corner and 
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because of the mezzanines, both it and the vestibule were to be only 

ten feet from floor to ceiling. 

The Entersole Storey 

The use oaf mezzanines (or "entresoles) shown in Pls 18 and 19 vas 

intended to allow some of the public rooms to attain a height of 

twenty feet without taking up more accommadation space than was 

strictly required in such a small house. Mar noted that "The three 

principall roans require all the height & wou'd well admitt of a 

foot more wch wou'd also improve the entresoles, tho' as they are in 

the designe will be tolerable good being 9 foot high" [20] The roams 

B , C  and D, being the three principal rooms left two others on the 

west side - one af them being Lord Dun's "aloset" (note the position 

of the bed, shown by broken lines), the other a small privat dining 

roan". One particulary notable Italianate feature is the provision 

of music balconies located in the centre af the mezzanine, 

overloking the south sallon and "roan of parad. 

The Second Storey 

On the floor plan of this storey (Pls 19,20) the rooms are more or 

less evenly distributed around a central antechamber. The Lady's 

roan" on the south side, and another on the north, open on to 

balconies (supported on large consoles) through large arched 

doorways, shown on the elevation above the main entrance. The 

subdivision of the roans is necessitated by the social requirements 

of closets for maids adjoining the principal bedrooms. A note on 

the drawing suggests that two af these alosets in the north--east 



corner could be knocked into one to form a library. 

The Third Storey 

Plates 21 and 22. This storey is virtually identical in plan to 

that below. The roams, ten feet high were to be lighted through 

small square windows in the "frize" of the entablature (seen in the 

elevation), in a similar way that William Adam was advocating at 

Mavisbank House.[21] Sir Willia Bruce had introduced the same motif 

at Kinross House in the 1680s.[22] On the central lobby a small 

spiral stair is provided to allow servants access to their garrets. 

The Garret Storey 

These servants roans are shown in Mar's design for the rooms 

contained within the room space (Pls 22,23).  A central void sixteen 

feet in height shown, lighted via four dormer windows above each af 

the segmental pediments. These are located so high that they would 

have denied the occupants of the rooms any view out af then, and the 

adjoining four rooms appear to have no lighting arrangements 

whatsoever. A hatch in the floor (marked Z") is provided "through 

which to put up any bulkie thing since the spiral stair to the 

garret was to be so small. 

Mar had a fascination for roaf--top gardens. They appear in 

several of his surviving drawings - House af Dun being no exception, 

although the roof area (Pls 24,25) is quite small due to the 

intrusion of large chimney stacks in each corner. One af these 

chimneys" also houses the spiral stair which opens out onto the 
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roof-space and a central drum--lantern lights the roam below. the 

outward appearance of the roof did not escape Mar's attention: 

Since all this roof of this house is seen it ought to be 
made of the best blewscealie wch. can easily be brought 
by water carriage fra Monteath & of no great charge but 
perhaps they are to be got nearer about the braes of 
Angus.[23] 

And: 

The balcony on the top of the house must be cover'd with 
lead & the fine prospect that will be from thence will 
recompenoe that charge. The timpans or ffrontons & 

corners of ye. roof must also be covered with lead wch. 
will not take much. 
When this roof is once well made as proposed it will need 
very small repairs wch. compensates any extraordinary 
charge it will cost in lead and Scealie. It requires no 
extraordinary long timbers (as the rest af the house does 
not) except four long trees of about 30 foot for the 
corners or angles of the roof, wch. is a great 
advantage.[24] 

Indeed, in some of his drawings he takes the conoept af roof 

gardens to bizzare extremes. Sae af these have accompanying notes 

directing that the lead platforms be painted in patterns of green 

and ochre to simulate grass and gravel parterres! Several af these 

"belviders" are populated by elegantly dressed people who stand 

amongst urn finials either planted with fruit trees or billowing 

smoke, thus belying their true function. 

None af these eccentricities however are proposed for Dun. The 

penultimate drawing in those designs shows the arrangement af the 

house bounded by terraces and pavilions (Pl.26). A duplicate fran 

which this vas made survives in the bound values of his drawings at 
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SRO (P1.27) . [25]  

The house is shown sitting at the centre of the composition 

upon raised terraces on three of the four sides. That to the north 

opens out on to a "potagier" or kitchen garden. On the west side 

there is an entry court with a coachway approaching the house. This 

courtyard is shut from the "oomon entry" beyond by a gate and 

railings, and to the north and south two other Basse Courts are 

liked to the pavilions by curvilinear partition walls. Bmerging 

diagonally from each of the corners of the house four straight walls 

(apparently surmounted by railings) cut across the terraces to join 

the detatched wings. Same limited information is given about the 

planting near the house , and this appears as two areas of "wood 

work" (thickets of trees) of which "occasions no expence but the 

planting and afterwards require little keeping, but the wood work of 

a garden is the pleasure of it[26] The east yard was to be a 

flower garden, and that to the south a formal parterre - an 

arrangement that formed the model of the realised layout. Of the 

subsidiary buildings added to the scheme for the house, Mar 

explained: 

The four wings nay be thought superfluous, but there must 
be a stable & a coach=house, for wch. the two on the side 
of the court will serve. It would have an ill effect fran 
the South and East sides, where the house will be most 
Seen, if there be not two other wings opn those sides to 
answer the other two but these may be built at leisure and 
that on the Southeast will serve fot a Green House & a 

fruit roan, these four wings to be but one Storey high wth 
a storey over, the half af vch being in ye. roar.[2I] 
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The order of the house and pavilions formed only the nucleus of 

an even greater ordered landscape that Mar had devised as a fit 

setting in which to place his architecture. 

II. THE ORDERED LANDSCAPE. 

McGill's Map of Southesk was to prove an invaluable aid to Mar who 

used it as the basis of his own plan for the grounds of Dun. Same 

of MGill's ideas are respected, but as noted earlier, at 

Craigiehall Mar had been consulted on his own merits as designer for 

Lord Annandale's gardens, so that it may be assumed that the detail, 

if not the overall conoept, is his. Not surprisingly what Mar 

proposed followed a rigouroualy formal pattern in the French style. 

The British landscape was until the early eighteenth century, a 

mirror af French taste exemplified by Versailles - le miracle que 

fait M. 
A 

Le Notre, as Louis XIV himself put it. Mar's debt to 

French gardens is obvious at his own seat at Alloa (see Pl . 5 ) .  

Engraved in 1710, the plan shows just how sophisticated Mar's 

planting vas at this early date. The scale is vast and consists of 

complex intersections of avenues, some af which radiate outwards 

fran the house in the familiar pate d'oie through wooded areas and 

was considered by Maoly [28] in 1723 to be much superior to Hampton 

court or Kensington. As noted earlier, James Gibbs had been 

involved at llloa in the year before this engraving was made, and in 

the key to it there is a description of his "Belvidere fro whenoe 

is seen the country for about 16 miles to ye East West and South & A 

large Pond of running Water for Fowl and Fish. Similarly, a 

description fran the sane year as Macky's is recorded by Mr 
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Alexander Rait: 

The seat of the Earls of Marr situate on the East Ena of 
the town [of Alloal with fine gardins lying betwixt the 
house & Forth very much commended trow the kingdom and by 

all strangers that see them, for their situation, fine 
work and regularitie, on the East side of the house lyes a 
large wood throw which are cut severall fine vistues 
terminating on these objects viz to the South the shore af 

Elphingston on the other side of the Forth, on S.E. the 
shore of Clackmanan on the E. a water engine for draining 
the heughs of Clackmanan on the N.E. upon very handsome 

tarose walks cut out of a rising ground within the wood 
where is designed a fine summer house.[29] 

Realising that the funds at Dun were not unlimited, Mar 

attempted to produce a garden design that would satisfy his own 

creative genius without being too elaborate for Lord Dun to 

consider. The result is a simple yet accomplished and dignified 

solution in his beloved French style. 

His scheme is laid out in an admirably informative coloured 

plan entitled Designe for Ld D -. of Parks and Gardens. Paris 

1723 [30], (PI.28, see also Fig.6 for facsimile). Fortunately, the 

letter to Lord Dun explains most of vhat is depicted, for the key is 

missing. 

The immediate impact of the design is of its highly organised 

layout on two basic axes running north-south and east-west on a 

oruaifor plan. Only on the west side does the Den burn introduce a 

note af irregularity as it trickles down towards the basin. The 

north--south axis runs to well over 2000 yards, a cross section of 

which is shown on the far right af the plan which makes use af 

MGill's very precise measurements of the gradients of the various 
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sections of land fro the ridge to the basin. In fact, the basic 

design would seem to correspond to Gill's own proposals, but is 

perhaps thought out more architecturally. The house is not 

necessarily the dominant note in the scheme, but a punctuation 

within a larger concept. It is the ergonomic relation and social 

function of the house and its disposition that seems to have 

fascinated Mar in his design for Dun. McGill had suggested a direct 

and simple avenue running at right angles to the south front of the 

house from the Brechin - Montrose road as the Main entry, and 

although Mar retained all af his original ideas for basic layout, it 

was the functions of same oaf the parts that Mar sought to revise. 

By the new design the main entry remained on the south side of 

the house. It was not however,to be used as the common entry for 

services or vehicular traffic which Mar considered would constantly 

"interrup and spoil" the serenity af the gardens on that side.[31]  

Similarly, the reasons for placing the common entry on the west 

side was considered under two main headings: utility and beauty. 

Since the old churchyard of Dun lay in the fork of the two streams 

which formed the Den to the west af the house, and the Mains a 

little further in that direction, Mar reasoned that a village would 

eventually grow up on that site "wch is a mighty convenience at the 

entry to a Gentlemans Country Seat if not to close to it A road 

running fro the house to the church, the mains, and the 

hypothetical village, therefore seemed a logical and convenient 

proposition which not only put the entry further fran the house, but 

ade the journey fro the house to the church much shorter than if a 
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direct main entry fran the south had been adopted. Fran Mar's 

description, the impression that the "Joynture" or interim house 

mentioned in McGill's earlier proposals did in fact exist at the 

time of writing and may be shown in Mar's plan. In the angle of the 

two streams near the site of the old house, Mar has depicted the 

church, and a little above it, another building which may be the 

temporary accommodation for the family while the new house was being 

built. An old house - possibly that identified in the plan, still 

exists incorporated into the walled garden (see Pl.29).  McGill had 

mentioned that the courts of the old mansion had been turned into a 

bowling green and this in turn is reiterated by Mar in the context 

of the west entry which he said would enable the interim house to 

"serve as a Tillisoule & the Bouling Green alredy made is as 

properly placed there if not more as in ye Gardens".[32] 

Of course, by placing the entry to the west Mar gave himself 

much more scope to make use af the natural features of the Den burn, 

not by leaving them as unspoilt naturalistic devices, but by 

modifying them and imposing regularity where none had existed 

before. Nevertheless, it seems that Mar did appreciate the drama af 

surprise in his arrangement af the common entry as suggested. A 

Visitor to the house vould (if travelling fran the Montrose end) see 

the the East elevation of the house fro sane way aff, and a 

fleeting glimpse af the south facade would be had framed by the 

south avenue at the iron gate on the roadside. Moving westward the 

Den burn would be traversed and one af two routes taken to the 

house; one parallel to the south avenue and the other running 
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obliquely below the "Corsit or Mains hill. At this point a 

junction of avenues would be encountered, the largest af which leads 

in a staight line to the west facade and entry court oaf the house. 

Thus, three of the four faces of the house would be seen before 

arriving at the entry court. The traveller fran the vest would see 

two of the facades at once, hence Mar's reason for creating a square 

plan presenting similar fronts on all sides. The "ordinar entry" 

passes just north of the mains which occupies a triangular plot af 

ground in the west park beyond the burn. This is carefully screened 

fro view by a double row of trees skirting the entry road. 

Proceeding eastwards, the driveway suddenly encounters the first 

rivulet in the Den and the first of Mar's intended bridges which was 

to incorporate a house beneath it. 

The intended canalisation of the burn and damming in several 

places to produce ponds betrays Mar's loyalty to the French formal 

tradition where baroque impressions are created by mases of 

reflective water - a commodity that Dun was certainly not lacking. 

One stretch af the burn naturally runs parallel to the south axis, 

and at this point Mar suggested building a wall to create a terrace 

descending to this canalised section. Between the two entry bridges 

over the den, iron railings and a gate mark the boundary of the more 

compact foral layout of the principal gardens, and after crossing 

the second den bridge the inner sactu of the entry court is at last 

reached through yet another gateway. he scheme using two bridges 

may have proved too expensive for Lord Dun's pooket, so as an 

alternative, rather than re-design the east-west axis to fall below 



the the junction of the two streams and south af the mains, Mar 

surmised that "perhaps it vou'd not be difficult nor chargeable to 

make that Burne all into the Den above the Entry so that there wou'd 

be no occasion for this last bridge". The expense in making these 

stretches of canal and ponds is justified by Mar by his pointing out 

that as well as being beautiful they would also nourish fish and 

fowl. 

Running south, the main entry (which seems to be flanked by 

three rows of planting on either side) meets the public highway and 

is closed by a curving railing and iron gate as had been earlier 

proposed by McGill. Across the road a double flight of steps 

descends a grassy bank and fran this point the canal continues the 

south axis for a further three thousand feet till it meets the 

Montrose basin. 

The boundaries of the gardens are defined by a thick belt of 

planting cut through in several places by radiating avenues which 

would very nearly describe a square if the north boundry did not run 

slightly obliquely east and west. The planting ignores natural 

boundries like the den in order to keep the deign ore compleat, 

more regular, & of a better appearanoe to the country". Returning 

to the proximity of the house, a rectangular plot of about three 

hundred yards broad by four hundred and fifty yards long contains 

the principal gardens. 



Plot K on the plan to the immediate south af the house and 

below the terrace, is allocated for parterres, although the details 

of the planting design is not indicated. This area is punctuated 

with a circular pool of water, and it is probably safe to assume 

that the details of the parterre would have followed the convention 

of low box hedging in--filled with intricate planting, gravel ete.,  

in geometric and amorphous forms. 

The general disposition of the courts next to the house 

anticipated the realised layout in its principal functions. To the 

east side of the house Mar provided a flower garden with another 

pond or fountain which leads directly out on to the east avenues. 

Two lesser paths cut through the "wood work" and fro these two 

little tracks lead to the fruit gardens marked R, symmetrically 

arranged on either side of the potagier marked Q. All three af 

these compartments are supplied with pools or "reservores" fed by 

wooden or clay pipes running fran higher up the den burn and by this 

means enough water pressure would have been raised to supply water 

to the second storey af the house by means of lead pipes, and to 

power the fountains in the gardens. Outwardly, the gardens were to 

be closed on one side by the terrace wall next to the canalised burn 

and the other three sides were to be separated fran the parks by 

means of a ha-ha. This use of the "sunk fenoe" is slightly unusual 

in its application to such a formal garden. It really only attained 

popular use when informality dispensed with unbroken hedges to give 

the impression that no boundary existed between the garden and the 

surrounding countryside. Apart fro the litohen and fruit gardens 



Mar suggested that the rest of the gardens ought to be "open & free 

to all comers". 

In concluding his proposals for Dun, Mar acknowledged that his 

design for the gardens might see very large, but he had taken 

considerable care in their layout to ensure that the construction 

and maintenance would not be very expensive. Indeed, he was blessed 

with a very fortuitous natural setting which had been appreciated so 

much by McGill. Money could be saved if necessary, he added, by 

using alternative materials in the oonstruction of the house. The 

facades, he hoped would be made entirely fro ashlar blocks (outt 

stone), but if this proved too expensive or difficult to procure, 

then he considered that rubble walls would surfioe as long as the 

openings and quoins were af dressed sandstone. Labour intensive 

carving of stone cornicing could be replaced by using wooden details 

and having it painted to look like stone, he suggested, sinoe the 

overhang of the roof was sufficient to afford protection to the 

frise. The four wings he admitted nay be thought superfluous, but 

for the sake of regularity it was maintained that if one was built 

then all four should be built, though not neoesarily all at onoe. 

As to the overall expense af the scheme Mar oould not advise 

zinoe this vould depend entirely upon local conditions and markets: 

Mr MGill will be able to ale a pretty near computation of it, to 

whon it is referred". He also rec ended that if Lord Dun was not 

able to enter into the project for a year or two, he ought to save 

the money and buy the materials required over a longer period of 

time at the most favourable prioes. If one built a house it ought 



to be for having conveniences & pleasure in it & a less house than 

this to a man of any tolerable estate cannot well affoard those" he 

wrote, and in his final appraisal: 

What the contriver values himself upon in this house, is 
the littleness & so much lodging & so many good rooms to 
be in it wch. is only a Pavilion & if it be wel executed 
according to this designe, it may be averd that there will 
not be a prittyer house outsides & in of the bigness in 
Europe. 

III. ASSOCIATED SCHEMES. 

Amongst the Dun muniments there are three faint little pencil 

sketches for a house obviously based on Mar's design of 1723.[33] 

The first of these shows a naive rendition of the south facade 

(Fig.7). In this drawing the segmental pediment by Mar's design is 

replaced with a triangular pediment but otherwise the house is 

recognisably that proposed by Mar. The second drawing (Fig.8),shows 

the same square plan and basic arrangement of the principal storey. 

The screen walls differ fro Mar's scheme in that they connect 

directly in a straight line to the pavilions, not 'dog--legged'. The 

last sketch (Fig.9), is perhaps the most intriguing of the three 

since the plan (although still square) is reduced fran Mar's 

proposed sixty-four feet to fifty-three. Internally, the 

arrangement is quite different; the main entrance hall is now 

provided with stairs on each side and these are af scale-and-platt 

form. The position of the oval stair is replaced by a bedroom, 

which recalls Mar's own suggestion for easier access to and fran the 

garden front sallon. Only one pair af pavilions is shown, each 

fifteen feet by thirty-six, and these are arranged with the more 



common curving quadrant walls containing servioe corridors. 

Quite what purpose these sketches served cannot be ascertained. 

They may be thumb-nail sketches by McGill for a simpler and smaller 

design retaining the basic appearance of Mar's plan. Such naive 

drawings by McGill survive fro other sites (e.g. The Whim, 1730),  

[34] and by his own admission he could not draw freehand; but then 

one incompetent drawing looks very much like another. Whatever 

their purpose, they are included to show that Mar's plan may well 

have been considered for construction with modifications. 

What is certain is that neither this altered scheme nor Mar's 

original plan was carried out. The house was beyond doubt not 

started - as for the landscape, if any af Mar's ideas were realised 

all trace of them has been eradicated. Perhaps Lord Dun decided to 

wait a little before proceeding with any building or planting, and 

released Alexander McGill fro his service. McGill is heard of no 

more in connection vith the House of Dun. His plaoe vas soon to be 

usurped by William Adam: the rising star in the architectural 

firament af Scotland. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE UNIVERSAL ARCHITECT 

WILLIAM ADAM'S FIRST DESIGN FOR DUN. 

No record exists of now Lord Dun made contact with William Adam 

(Pl.30) .  By 1723 however, Adam had risen fram obscurity and had 

built, or at least had provided, a number af designs for houses for 

the Scottish nobility or professional squirearchy. 

Adam's domain before 1720 would appear to have centered on 

Fife, and more imediately, in his hone town of Kirkcaldy where his 

father had been a builder and mason and whose business he continued 

and expanded. If Adam was actively involved in the design of houses 

at this time it is quite likely that they were not much more than a 

sophisticated version of the vernacular. 

Of his life before he emerged as an architect of national 

importance, very little is known. He had been born in Kirkoaldy on 

October 30 1689, probably educated at the local grammar school, and 

it seems, by his own inference that he had spent some tine in the 

Lou Countries: in a Letter to Sir John Clerk or Pemicuik dated 

October 6 1741 whioh deals with the proposed Forth and Clyde Canal, 

Adan stated that he had seen" the canal between Bruges and Ostend 

and the Harbour af Dunki rk . [ 1 j  His  interest and experience in 

surveying and engineering is again emphasised in his connection with 

the sane project in a memorial af 1728 amongst the Mar archives 



where it is noted that "Mr Adam, Mr Smith, Mr MGill and Mr 

Scorscold travelled the ground with a view to the work.[2] 

William Adam's father, John, probably died around 1710 [ 3 ) ,  so 

it is probable that his continental visit took place before this 

date before assuming responsibility tor the family business. Under 

William Adam the commercial interests of the business comprehended 

an array of projects. As early as 1714 he had entered into a joint 

venture with William Robertson of Gladney for the lease of clay to 

supply their brick and tile factory and, acoording to John Clerk of 

ldin, Adam was the first person to introduoe the manufaotre of 

Dutch pantiles into Scotland. [) By the late 1720s Adan's 

entrepreneurial activities vere attracting attention and admiration, 

as was expressed by Sir John Clerk of Penicuik in one of his travel 

diaries: 

I took time to oonsider a brickwork belonging to Mr Adams, 
architect. This I found as expensive a piece af work as 
the nature of t required and I could not enough adnire 
the enterprising temper af the proprieter who had at that 

time under his own oare near to twenty general 
projects...[5] 

Adan's business acumen enabled hin to oope with a large number 

of ventures, most at then related in some vay or another to his 

builders fir. These included brick and tile manufactaries, marble 

works, timber nils, quarries, highway construction, far and 

induarial buildings as vell as coal mining, brewing and management 

of salt pans. Throughout his architectural career, these interests 

do not appear to have been run down, and when not actively engaged 



as an architect Adam often acted as building oontraoter, as for 

instance at Inveraray Castle in the 170s, where he and his sons 

supervised the building to Roger Morris's design. Despite these 

multifarious involvements, Adam alvays styled himself "architect", 

but how he made the transition fro business to that profession 

remains to be investigated. 

By 1716  William Adam had married Mary Robertson, the daughter 

of his business partner [6] ,  and fro that date they Lived at 

Gladney House in Kirkoaldy which John Clerk of din implies that 

Adam designed. This however, is improbable, given that Gladney van 

built 1n 1 7 1 1 ,  and  suggests sane stylistic affinities vith the vork 

of James Smith.[7] 

The first known reoord of Hillian Adan's involvement as a 

building contraoter is his presenoe at Domibristle House which was 

being erected in 1719 to the designs of Allemander Mo@ill for Carles 

Stewart, sixth Bari af Moray. The proximity af Don±bristle to 

Kirkcaldy nay acoount for Adan being selected as oontrater, and not 

surprisingly, it vas bricks and iron that he supplied on the 

building site.[8] Perhaps Adan established his links with the 

architectural vorld through oontacts like those he made in the 

supply at materials. He was certainly to be ±inioed with Al exan de r  

MoGil1 in the future, yet none af his documented buildings vere 

erected before 1721, when he signed a contract for the remodelling 

of Hopetoun House. Hopetoun vas not an ald house. Ineed it had 

only recently been expandea fran 0.1706-1710 to designs supplied by 

its original architect - Sir Willia Broe.[9] 
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Bruce's first design for the house had been commiioned by the 

first earl's mother, Lady Margaret Hope 1n 1698, and according to 

Campbell in the notes to the second volume of Vitruvius Britannicus 

( 1 7 1 7 ) ,  it was completed in 1702. The central blook of the first 

Bruce design was almost square, being eighty by eighty-nine feet, 

and unusually, it was the shorter sides that served as the main 

facades to the east and west. Tobias Bachope, one at Bruce's 

favoured craftsmen, seems to have modelled the masonry for the west 

front on the House of Craigiehall which vas being been built a snort 

distance away for the Marquess of Annandale, also by Bruce. The 

second phase of building at Hopetoun was initiated by Charles Hope, 

the first Earl of Hopetoun after he came of age in 1703 and it is 

Bruce's second design that is shown in Vitruvius Britannious, the 

earlier version having been arahitecturally low key. Thus, the 

affinity with the design of Craigiehall, to whioh the Earl of Mar 

compared Alexander MGill's proposal for Dun, might equally apply to 

William Adam's first design for Dun. Building commenced on the 

expansion of the first Bruce design about 1706 and continued until 

Bruce's death in 1710,  after which, Lord Hopetoun looked for another 

architect to realise his plans for the house. Only the left part of 

the Vitruvus Britannicus design vas completed, including the 

extraordinary south colonnade which curved inwards towards the oourt 

[10] - the reverse af the neo-Palladian arrangement that vas almost 

exclusively used elsewhere in Scotland and England (Rls 31,32,33). 
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The revamped second Bruce design for Hopetoun was certainly a 

mature masterpiece, but it retains the familiar use of a segmental 

pediment on the garden side with a porch advancing slightly fran the 

three recessed central bays, and , as at Craigiehall, a triangular 

pediment on the east facade. Bachope, in the 1706 revisions had 

provided the east front with a three bay arcaded entranoe on the 

principal floor, and a free-standing porch (which does not appear in 

Campbell's illustration). 

On Bruce's death in 1710 no further work appears to have been 

carried out until William Adam's engagement in 1721,  by which time 

Charles Hope's plans for the expansion of the house were more 

ambitious. It has been shown that Lord Hopetoun was a keen amateur 

architect, and had been collecting architectural drawings with a 

view to expanding Hopetoun sine before 1715.  His ideas vere 

suddenly halted by the Jaoobite rebellion whiah "put everything of 

that kind out of our min d . [ 1 1 ]  He had subscribed to the first 

volume of Vitruvius Britannicus, and seems fran the outset to have 

had strong ideas on the for that the new expansion should take. 

Influenoed perhaps by Powis and Cannons he engaged William Adam to 

realise a new schene. 

Adan, at this point in nis career cannot have been well known 

as an architect, in fact, the only other design that can be 

positively attributed to the same ate is loors Castle near Ke±so, 

which he had designed for John Ker, Duke af Roxburgh. His rale 

there was the incorporation of an older existing house in a new 

design. This may acoount for the extraordinarily pedestrian design 
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that he produced, but then his patron was not an amateur like Lord 

Hopetoun. The foundation stone at Floors was laid on May 18  1721 

[ 1 2 ] ,  and Adam continued to supervise the work for the next two or 

three years. The long central block of Floors consists of three 

storeys above a half basement with monotonously simple and regularly 

placed barracks-like fenestration throughout. At the ends, single 

bays placed at the corners of all four sides or the body of the 

house rise above the concealed roafline and terminate in a 

Wilton-like manner. The only attempt to enliven the composition is 

the gratuitous distribution of a few ball finials on the plain 

parapet of the facade (Pl.34). 

Inexperience, combined perhaps vith limited funds and a 

conservative patron had combined to produce a spectacularly dull 

result. Adam's sources at this time must have been limited to what 

he had seen in Scotland (and perhaps Holland) or in printed books. 

All the more surprising then that Lord Hopetoun should, even berore 

Floors was commenced, sign a contract with him on January 17 

1721.[13]  How this contact was established is not known, but Adam 

retained throughout his life, a reputation for honesty and 

reliability, and quite possibly his reputation preceeded him through 

the word of established architects like HGiil, who as has been 

noted, worked at Craigiehall in 1708-9 and had made contact with 

Adam at Donibristle by 1719 at the latest. Lord Hopetoun's 

appointent af Adan as architect at Hopetoun House was a 

considerable gesture oaf confidence in nis potential. 
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Charles Hope perhaps engaged Adam as an adviser on technical 

and practical points, sinoe it is clear that the early expansion at 

Hopetoun was firmly under his contra).[14] Certainly this would 

help to explain the radical differences in the designs for Floors. 

Visiting Hopetoun in 1723, Maoky remarked on the mnilarities 

between it and Cannons.[15] 

The commission must have been an eduoation for Adan - an eager 

patron and a keen amateur too, with grand plans and a Large budget. 

What more could a sagacious up and oaning arohiteot wish for? There 

was little material risk for him at Hopetoun, and the benefit he 

derived fro the patronage of the Hopes was to last a lifetime. As 

time wore on Adam probably exerted more of his own character on the 

design especially in the pavilions and the landsoape after the first 

earl's death on February 26 1742. 

Adan's other oountry houses in these early years were usually 

of a middling size, and despite his heroic achievements at Hopetoun, 

many af his smaller designs regress in architectural oonpetenoe. 

Muoh af this nay be explained by the conservative nature af most 

Soottist patrons. There were a fey exceptions of course, notably 

amongst the politioal and legal cirales of the early Edinburgh 

Enlightenent. A significant number af the houses illustrated in 

Vitruyius Sootious vere oonmissioned by advooates and lawyers, but 

being amongst the alasses most able to undertaloe pew building 

projects perhaps this should not oone as a great surprise. However, 

there was beyond doubt, a small cirale af edoated amateurs who 

habitually patronised him, amongst then dignatries such as the Duke 



of Hamilton, Lord Hopetoun, the Earl of Stair and perhaps most 

significantly, Sir John Clerk of Peniouik. It vas probable that 

Clerk was the common link in a number af introductions wnioh led to 

Adam aquiring commissions. An advocate by training, Sir John Clerk 

was also an antiquarian, musician, writer, politician and a keen 

gardener and amateur architect - the latter two subjects alo became 

subjects of theorising in his unpublished poem 'The Country Seat'. 

Clerk had studied law in Edinburgh, Glasgow and later, as was 

customary amongst Scots, at Leyden where he made the acquaintance af 

the eminent physician Boerhaave.[16] Fran there, after his legal 

studies he went to Italy and indulged all his interests in nusio, 

berriending the violinist and composer Arhangelo Corelli and the 

antiquary Chaprign1.[17] After an absence af five years he 

reluctantly returned to Scotland at the insistenoe of his father. 

He was subsequently admitted advocate in 1700, and was appointed by 

the Duke oaf Queensberry as one of the Canmissioners of the nion, in 

which rale he became a particular friend of the Earl af Mar (who had 

also obtained his commission through the influence af Queensberry), 

with whom he had a common interest in building and planting.[1] 

Clerk's position on the economic coittee removed hin to London 

until 1707 when he was created an Exchequer Baron vhioh rufi±led 

his career ambitions and left him more than three quarters of the 

year to devote to his vocational activities, amongst which gardening 

and architecture were to figure praninently. 
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By 1722 Clerk had decided to build a new house on his Lasswade 

estate as an occasional retreat and chose as his architect, William 

Adam in 1723. In addition to the experienoe that Adam vas gaining 

at Hopetoun Clerk provided direct patronage over a period of four or 

five years at Mavisbank and, more importantly established Adan as @r 

officio architect to a group of Edinburgh dilettantes and 

amateurs.[19] Clerk's and Adam's correspondence over the building 

of Mavisbank is a revelation about the kind of relationship that 

Adam had with his patron in his early days as an architect. 

Pedantic in architectural matters, Clerk guided Adam towards what he 

comprehended about the beauty or the antique, which did not however, 

correspond with his architectural practice at Mavisbank. Adam's 

natural inclinations to the Baroque were persistently curbed by his 

patron, who in surviving letters say rit to correct" Adam over the 

profile af a particular moulding to fit a particular architectural 

order.[20] This advice, despite its good intentions, became 

interference, for even into the 1730s when Adam's architectural 

style was reaching maturity Clerk had the power to proffer his own 

architectural tastes upon clients to who he had recommended the 

architect. A particularly illustrative example is the rale played 

by Clerk at Haddo House in 1731 for Lord Aberdeen where Adan 

prov idea the design under Clerk's supervision. Bually effectively, 

Clerk then procured the building contract for his protege John 

Barter.[21] Gradually Adan emancipated himself fro Clerk and 

established himself as "The Universal Architect".[22] 
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It would seem highly likely that Clerk was the common link 

between Adam and Lord Dun. David Erskine certainly spent a large 

part of the year residing in Edinburgh, and as a judge of the Court 

of Session and ex--member af Scottish Parliament, he would certainly 

be aquainted with Clerk. Mavisbank vas started in the same year 

that Lord Dun initiated moves to build at Montrose, and after 

rejecting the proposals made by Alexander McGill and the Earl of 

Mar, his attention may nave turned to William Adam as early as 1723. 

A design appears in Vitruyius Sooticus for House of Dun as 

Plates 58 and 59, but as none of them is 1s aated, it is very 

difficult to be certain when they were proposed. Considering Adam's 

recent work at Hopetoun and Mavisbank the design for Dun is 

curiously backward-looking (Pls 35,36).  The closest precursor would 

seem to be the work of Sir Hilia Bruce, although the souroe may 

well be Alexander McGill's first proposal which we have observed, in 

turn owed much to the late Bruce formula employed at Craigiehall. 

Certainly all the same exterior motifs are used in Adam's first 

design for Dun with the exception of the cupola, since the oentral 

staircase preferred by Bruoe and proposed in MoGill's Dun deign, 

was not to be used. 

In 1723 Adan happened to have visited Craigiehall while 

soliciting Annandale's support for his nomination as architect under 

the City af Edinburgh Bill, which nad recently been passed 1n order 

to raise funds for the erection of new law courts and a Records 

Office. Furthermore, it has been noted that Bachopes contract for 

the remodelling af Hopetoun mentions Craigiehall as a source for the 
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style of the new masonry. Clearly then, Adam was familiar with 

Craigiehall and actively engaged in the revision and expansion of 

its sibling at Hopetoun. It cannot be said with any degree of 

certainty that Adam ' s  first Dun design dates fro the early/mid 

1720s, but a comparison with the engraved design of the house of 

Craigdarroch in Vitruvius Scoticus (see Pl.37) reveals a certain 

similarity in the reticence of the designs. Craigdarroch, 

commissioned by Alexander Fergusson (b.1685) in Nithsdale was under 

construction in 1726 as a building estimate of that year suggests. 

If these two designs are in fact related, it might be safe to assume 

that they are not chronologically very far removed fran each other, 

which would conveniently oorralate with the sequenoe af events at 

Dun. [2] 

The Dun design is the more sophisticated of the two and its 

relationship to the late Bruce formula at Craigiehall and Hopetoun 

is aifficult to resist. Adam, whilst under the artistic direction 

of Lord Hopetoun on the re-modelling of Hopetoun House in the early 

1720s, built a number of other houses which revert to the 

established early classical style of the preceding generation. 

Hopetoun itself fell into this very category, and it would appear to 

have provided Adam with a model for houses for conservative, 

non-amateur clients vho merely wanted well built convenient houses. 

Artistic expression or architectural purity was not a high priority 

to the majority af those patrons wno were engaged in bui±ding houses 

of a small or middling size. Lord Dun was not an amateur architect 

in any sense, and after Mar's extravagant plans he may have 
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indicated to Adam that wished something a little more unassuming and 

less expensive to undertake. 

The list of books in Lord Dun's library made in 1727, lists 

only one architectural book - Vitruvii Architeotura (Venet:1567), 

and amongst the rest of his library of mostly legat and historioal 

books, only Kennet's Roan Antiquities (London: 1721) reveals any 

artistic leanings.[25] But he was evidently not entirely satisfied 

with the two previous designs that MaGill and Mar had provided. 

A comparison of the facades of Bruce's second design for 

Hopetoun and the design by William Adam (Pls 38,39,0) may reveal 

his source. The second Bruce design as illustrated in Vitruvius 

Britanmieus was not fully realised when Wiliam Adam came to work 

there in 1721,  and his Dun designs appear to refer only to its 

central block. Both the east and west elevations of Hopetoun are 

echoed in the Dun design, but their order is reversed. The Hopetoun 

garden front becomes the Dun principal front and vice versa. 

Bruce's central block has a two-three-two bay arrangement with, on 

the garden side, the three central bays slightly recessed. Adan ' s  

north (entry) elevation for Dun has a similar bay arrangement, with 

the exception of the central bays which by his design project a 

little beyond the main boy af the house; this has the effect af 

simplifying the roof construction to plain shedding eaves. The 

segmental pediment is common to both; Adan's being flattened out to 

span the three central bays instead of springing fran the 

center-point af the windows on either side ar the central one. 

Finally, Adan's pediment is crowned with a solitary urn vnioh vas 
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even more pathetically employed in the Craigdarroch design. More 

significant however,is Adam's adoption of a porch on his entry front 

- a device that hitherto he had not used. It is closely related to 

the Hopetoun model but used again in the negative - the Dun porh 

while similarly applied to the exterior of the facade, is given 

logical expression by the way t functionally recedes into the body 

of the house a little to provide shelter. Nonetheless its debt to 

the Hopetoun model is clear in the way that it relates to the whole 

of the frontispiece. In the Dun design there was no roam for three 

functional windows in the middle oaf this front, which accounts for 

the rather bizzare lozenge-shaped blind windows flanking the central 

one. Conversely, the horizontal cornice which runs across the 

surface of the Hopetoun front is missing fro Dun which gives it a 

less unified appearance. 

The Hopetoun entry front is strikingly similar in its basio 

concept to the Hose of Dun garden front. Most obviously, the two 

designs make use of an arcaded principal storey in the central three 

bays. Bruoe's arcade (ostensibly a borrowing fran Le Vau's Hotel 

Tambonneau) L2b], is translated in the Adam design into a simple 

pattern for the arrangement af the central door and windows on the 

south front. These are not used in a literal way but serve erely 

as a pleasing two dimensional composition and are decorated with 

Gibbsian surrounds. The height required for the sallon in the Adam 

design effectively prevented him fra keeping all the openings on 

the principal storey of a coon height and he chose to dispense 

with the articulate refinement of chanel ling wnich is the inherent 
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beauty of the Hopetoun design. 

Neo-Palladian features infiltrate the design in the lugged 

window mouldings and the use of broken aprons below the windows of 

the upper storey of the south front. The triangular pediment (with 

the ubiquitous Adam urn finials) on the south front af Dun completes 

the similarities with Hopetoun which minus the cupola would have 

closely approached the Adam Design. The relationship of Hopetoun to 

Craigiehall, and William Adam's design to both, raises the question 

of the role played by MGill's design vhich (as has been noted 

earlier) was immediately recognised by Mar, as being allied to 

Craigiehall. McGill's drawing does not appear to have survived, but 

clearly both his, and Adam's design for Dun owe much to the mature 

works of Brue for Lord Hopetoun and the Marquess of Annandale. 

Perhaps Adam merely modified McGill's design while retaining the 

essential Bruce- inspired features. 

The ground plan of Adam's design for Dun certainly differs fran 

both McGill and Brue. To begin vith, the new design for Dun has 

its dimensions increased to seventy-eight feet by about fifty-five; 

McGill's had been sixty-two by forty--mine and Mar's sixty-four feet 

square. The basement (conventionally half-sunk) has a vaulted 

corridor and wine cellars, entry to this service oorridor being 

through the west side af the house by a single door. To the north 

side a central laigh hall is served by a door placed under the 

stairs on the exterior to the principal rront. The plan is vell 

thought out here, and such basic detils suoh as the positioning of 

the milk roan in the coolest oorner af the house had been overlooked 
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by Mar, in whose design it would have been subjected to summer 

sunshine. Two sets of stairs run down on either side of the laigh 

hall to relieve the vestibule of service traffic, and to give easy 

access to the kitchen vnioh 1s placed in the north-west corner. The 

nursery is rather unconventionally placed in the basement too, and 

this is linked to the principal storey where the Lady's dress roan 

is placed, by a newel stair located in the depth af the south-west 

wall. 

The engravings for the plans of this design are unfinished. 

The lodging storey has no room dimensions marked on it nor are the 

designs accompanied by a key. The intended functions of these roams 

can be deduced however, fran the later design by Adam; the plans 

being very similar. One immediate impression created by the layout 

of these roams is that they are very awkwardly carved up. The main 

rooms such as the sallon, library, dining roan and vestibule are 

well and properly placed, but the other roans appear to have been 

made to fit into the main framework at any oost, while the 

simplicity and regularity af the exterior in no way relates to the 

internal arrangement. Bruoes designs invariably oonmisted of 

beautifully simple groupings and successions oaf appartents vile 

Adan habitually misunderstood internal planning for the sakre af 

pulling off one or two impressive roans. Admittedly, Ada's task 

was not made any easier by the social conventions of the eighteenth 

century. 
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The vestibule is entered through the recessed porch which 

recedes into the body of the north front af the house by about six 

feet. This, while affording protection fran the elements, would 

have effectively reduced the amount of light entering the vestibule 

since it is closed on the inside by the door to the sallon. Ovoid 

in shape, the vestibule 1s about twalve feet high by twenty long and 

fourteen broad, opening out onto the principal stairs to the left 

through an arch in a thin partition wall. To the north it would 

appear that the rounded corners of the room are broken by arches to 

admit light through the windows in the porch, while on the south 

side the curving walls create spandral-shaped voids which seem to 

have been intended to serve as cupboards. The thicker wall to the 

west of the vestibule is cut through by a vaulted archway to give 

access to the rooms on that side and to the back stairs. 

The sallon in the south part of the middle of the building is 

thirty by twenty-five reet, and is substantially higher than any of 

the other roans in the house except the library, vwhioh would appear 

to be identical. The placing of the sallon in this pomition honours 

Mar's intention of having a grand roan overlooking the gardens and 

since the entry front in Adam's design vas to face north, it may be 

assumed that the main entry was to be fro either or both ends to 

the east and west, similar to the arrangement that exists today. 

The bizzare manner af lighting sone af the roonus on both floars 

can be seen in 1ts ertree absurdity in the little closet aff the 

charter roan in the north--vest corner where the wall is cut away at 

a very acute angle. It is assumed that this was vaid vas to adnit 
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light to the room and not merely to give a little more storage 

space. If this is so then the window would appear fro the plan, to 

be vertically divided as half-blind. Similar examples can be seen 

in the lodging storey. How this would have worked in practice is 

difficult to imagine and it does not correspond with Adam ' s  

prediliction for inserting unnecessary windows "for regularity's 

sake".[2(] A number of other designs in Vitruvius Sooticus show 

the same difficulty Adam had in satisfactorily laying out the 

subdivisions of the interior. 

No service wings appear in Adam's design but some consideration 

must have been given to adjoining stabling and offices. It vas, 

after all, a new site, and if the interim house did exist on the 

west side of the den burn, the old outbuildings would not have been 

very conveniently placed. This problem must have been overcome 

somehow, but documentary evidence would suggest that the 

outbuildings and courtyard to the vest side af the present house 

were not laid out until the early 1740s, by which time the ten years 

had passed since the first William Adam scheme had been rejected in 

favour of his second design as executed. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

EV OL UTION 

I. WILLIAM ADAM, VITRUVIUJS SCOTICUS AND THE SECOND DESIGN FOR DUN. 

As it exists, House of Dun bears the incised legend 1730 on the 

main front entablature above the entry. The plates for this second 

design appear in Vitruvius Scoticus with the note "These Fronts or 

the 2d. Design being more ornamented than the former are executing 

accordingly". Despite the datestone this makes the date of the 

design difficult to place accurately, for the engraver af this and 

most of the other plates in Adam's book of designs was Richard 

Cooper (1705--176), who did not move to Edinburgh to practise his 

art until the very year that House of Dun purports to have been 

built. Thus, if for the moment ve take the date on the front af the 

house literally, Dun might conceivably have been amongst the first 

designs that Cooper engraved in Scotland when the house was already 

under construction. 

William Adam had conceived the idea of producing a book of 

designs along the lines of Colen Campbell's Vitruyius Britannicus as 

early as the beginning or 1726. It would appear that Lord Stair 

played an important role in its inception and he nay nave been 

making contacts in London for Adan with a view to having the 

drawings engraved, for in a letter to Sir john Clerk vwitten in May 

1726, Adam wrote: 
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I have not been able to goe to London yet, by the many 
Drawings past and now amongst hands... I write ny Lord 
Stair lately, and told him that it vas not possible for me 
to get up this summer that if I iv'd should certainly goe 
with his Ldsp. the end of this year, and that in the 
meantime, I'm getting Doubles of all my Draughts to carry 
with me in order to put them into the Engraver's 
hands • • •  [ 1 ]  

Cooper may well have been contacted at this time (though there 

is no evidence to substantiate this), and been left with a number of 

drawings from which to make the plates, which if true, might place 

the new Dun design to about this time, but the implication fran the 

caption is that the House of Dun was not completed at the time of 

engraving, even allowing two or three years for the construction of 

the building. There would have been little point, however, in the 

inclusion of the note to the effect that it was "now executing 

accordingly" when it was obvious that it would be completed by the 

scheduled time af publication of the designs. 

Lord Dun had subscribed to Adam's "designs for houses &e" on 

November 17 1727, as his receipt for one copy on deposit af half the 

cost, proclaims (Pl.41) .  Whether Adan had begun designs for Lord 

Dun when the latter took out his subscription is not known, but Lord 

Dun was no amateur architect as far as can be ascertained, so it 

sees very likely that he was already consulting bin about his new 

house. Simpson [2], however, states that there is no reason to 

believe that any af the designs was engraved berore 1730 which would 

suggest that Cooper's caption further suggests that the house was 

not built by that year. No contract between the architect and the 

patron has survived, and so the precise date af the second Adan 
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proposal must remain conjectural. [Nev evidence examined in Chapter 

Six verifies that the house is indeed post-1730]. 

The facades of Adam ' s  new design (Pl.A2), are a total revision 

of his earlier scheme and are conspicuously unlike anything else in 

his architectural repertoire to date, particularly with regard to 

the north front. The source for this design is nowever, immediately 

obvious, being a direct quotation fran the designs supplied by the 

earl of Mar in 1723. 

What were the reasons for the rejection of the early Adan 

design? It has been noted earlier that it vas old fashioned by 

1720s standards and perhaps he provided it without having had access 

to the Mar drawings. During the period when Adan vas collecting 

material for Vitruvius Sooticus, the Earl af Mar provided him vth 

one or his designs for inclusion. Although in the engraving the 

authorship is not recorded, it is attributed to being a design for a 

royal palace "invented by a Person of Quality. Suoh annonymity 1s 

encountered in two other designs in Vitruvius Sooticug dedicated to 

persons of "quality", who were in all probability (if they existed 

at all and were not merely a marketing ploy), attainted Jaoobites. 

Disaretion in correspondenoe or association with politically outoaat 

Jaoobites such as Mar, was essential at a tie vhen there was still 

great sensitivity and suspicion regarding sympathies vith those vho 

had been imvalved in the 1715 rebellion.[3l 
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That Mar had been in touch with Adam is apparent, though no 

direct mention or him in connection with Dun survives in Mar's 

letters. Adam, for his part, does not appear to have been 

politically minded: his sole aim seems to have been the aquisition 

of commissions no matter what the political leanings of the patron. 

Perhaps the contact was made through Lord Dun himself when he 

subscribed to Vitruvius Sootieus, and as transpired, it seems that 

Adam's first proposals for House of Dun had been sent for Mar's 

scrutiny in Paris. The design submitted to Vitruvius Sooticug by 

Mar for the Royal Palace, is one af the many designs that he based 

on Marly (Pl.43).  One design amongst the Mar drawings at SRO seems 

to have been the very drawng fro which the engraving was made 

(Fig.10) which is headed "Designe af a House the Plan of vch is 

after the manner & of the same bigness of the ROYAL PAVILION at 

MARLY.[A] Lord Stair, in his position as Ambassador in Paris (and 

later when he returned to Scotland) was often in contact vith Mar 

regarding the latter's pleas for a pardon, and it nay equally have 

been through his influence and patronage of Adan that Mar was able 

to include the royal palace designs for inclusion in the intended 

book. The design shows a plan of about one hundred and forty feet 

(corresponding with the original drswing in Mar's hand), which makes 

use of a giant Corinthian order in five equally spaced bays vith 

baroque details such as the shells above the arahed windows. A free 

standing portico on the entry front frees the door, above which is 

placed a round window to light the hallvay rather in the namner of 

his design for Dun. Similar attic windows appear in the entablature 

frieze, and the vhale s crowned with a doe covering a central 
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octagonal hall.[5] 

Whenever these designs were sent to Adam it is certain that 

both he and Mar were familiar with each other's work by the late 

1720s, and it was perhaps Lord Dun ' s  solicitation on Mar's behalf, 

or from a sense of indebtedness for his past pains, that Lord Dun 

propounded the idea of incorporating Mar's 1723 scheme into Adam's 

design: by which he could employ the best architect then available 

and do honour to him without offending his cousin. Adam's 

willingness to learn fro others is well attested, and in adopting 

the essential qualities of the design sent fra Paris, he produced a 

country house that is both unique and successful, the likes of which 

had not previously been seen in Sottish domestic architecture. 

Despite the apparent total abandoment of his earlier scheme, 

it is tempting to suggest that perhaps the first version of the 

house af Dun had been started, or at least the foundations built, as 

an examination of the ground plan of the early design, and that as 

built (PI.Ah) are virtually identical. In the second set of 

engraved designs for the house, Adam does not illustrate a plan of 

the basement, but a modern survey plan of 1981 (Fig.11),  shows (with 

allowance for subsequent alterations such as the removal 1n the 

nineteenth century or the stair fra the nursery to the principal 

floor) precisely the same arrangement. According to the first 

design, the building was to extend seventy-eight feet over the 

longest fronts, while the new design as measured by the scale in the 

engraving would appear to be about eighty feet. This might be 

explained by either an inaccuracy in the engraved soale (sane of the 
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other designs do not match up to the scales provided), a deviation 

from the drawing in the course of building, or, simply the 

convenient reuse of the form of the plan to serve the new enlarged 

design [6.  The important point here is that Adam did not appear 

to have made any substantial revisions to the plan, either at ground 

level or in any ot the subsequent storeys, so that the new design 

is, in ract, simply the old one in a new dress, reaffirming the 

caption in the Vitruvius Sootieus Fig.that it is 1ndeed merely "more 

ornamental than the former". Adam's ambivalent approach to 

"architecture" is astutely noted by Fleming, who comments that His 

chief object was 'to ensure that Architecture be expressed at first 

view.. . '  and by architecture he meant the decorative symbols of the 

classical style - cornices, pediments and 'frontons'.[7] It is 

exactly this approach that can be detected in his second design for 

Dun. 

While Adam's north front makes extensive use af the features in 

Mar's 1723 proposals, it is endowed vith even grander drama by the 

extension of the whale design by two bays added on either side af 

the centrepiece. This immediately gives it a more elegant form 

which adheres to Sir John Clerk of Penicuik's maxim that a oountry 

house ought not to exceed two thirds of its length in height.[8] 

The central triupnal arch is now flanked by the decorative 

application of two subsidiary arches, reinforcing the reference to 

ancient examples of the for. Adan's treatment ar the triumphal 

arch is undeniably much more successful than Mar's: the central 

span is now opened up and given a logical three dimensional 
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expression by its recession into the body of the house, where it 

forms a portico in antis. However, the side arches are not treated 

in such a satisfactory manner, remaining as they are, shallow 

"symbols". The window arrangement within such a complicated 

compartment is however, integrated rather better in Adam's design 

than in Mar's, whose design made russy and crowded use af violently 

differing window types. This was especially noticeable on the 

principal storey, where a square window had been squeezed 

uncomfortably into a small space above the main rectangular opening. 

Adam has made use of fewer window types and has established a 

homogeneous rythm of arched windows on the piano nobile above the 

upper run moulding, broken only by the centrepieoe, and squat 

rectangular windows on the first floor. 

In the centre of the porch pleasing use has been made af a 

Venetian window" to serve as the doorway and fenestration of the 

hall, its tripartite form nicely reiterating the oompartental 

division of the containing triumphal arch. Such an arrangement had 

been used by Sir John Vanbrugh in two-tier for in a "design for a 

Person of Quality 1n Dorsetshire" (Eastbury) shown in R1.8. Adam ' s  

usage of a single example above which is placed a squarish window on 

the first floor, is compositionally ore affectively housed vithin 

the giant aroh and maintains a rythie link vith the similar 

fenestration on the outer bays of the north front. Vanbrugh's 

version sets up too many reverberations in suoh a claustrophobic 

setting. 
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In Vitruvius Scoticus the triumphal arah is composed of a giant 

pilastered Ionic order, which although shown plain in the engraving, 

was finally executed with flutings, recalling the footnote on the 

Mar design of 1723 that "the pilasters may be rluted or plain as 

shall be lik'd best". This giant order appears to support a 

beautifully articulated entablature with a large cushion frieze, 

above which a row of mutules punctuates the cornice. Fran the 

entablature a close balustrade replaces Mar's segmental pediment, 

and situated vertically in line with the giant pilasters, the 

pedestals and urn finials continue the tripartite division of the 

centre of the front in elevation, by pointing up to the chimney 

stacks which similarly emphasise the upward thrust of the pilasters. 

The top of the entablature af the portico coincides with the level 

of a solid parapet above the side bays of the front and this 

effectively unifies the whale north elevation by apparently 

increasing the height of the side bays and disguising the former 

shedding eaves. Again urn finials are regularly disposed along this 

parapet to effect an intermittent pattern across the top of the 

rectangular blook of the facade and to diminish the effect of the 

steeply pitched roof. 

The overall appearance of the north front is certainly not 

recognisably Scottish, and in its essential outline may be compared 

to the arrangement that Gibbs illustrated in an idealised version of 

Sudbrook House, Petersham, Surrey, in his Book oft ighiteoturge 

(1728) L9] which had been built for the Duke of Argyll. 
I 
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It is to be regretted that Adam did not think to use the the 

triumphal arch more boldly than he did by inoorporating the two side 

arches to form a portico in antis aaross the three bays, or by 

projecting the whole centrepiece a little further forward to give a 

more dramatio articulation to the front. The Vitruvius Scoticus 

engraving is rather deceptive, for when the design is encountered in 

reality the effect is really rather flat. 

No indication of the treatment of the masonry of the wall 

surfaces appears in the Vitruvius Soticus engraving, so it is 

presumed that it was to be in smooth ashlar blocks (the present 

condition of the masonry will be discused in due course). The 

quoins are rusticated with V-channeled blocks and the basement 

storey piers of the pilasters are channeled and jointed. Above the 

piers, a run moulding continues round the house on all sides, 

halting only vhere the north stairway joins the main body. It would 

appear fro the engraved plan, the stairway on the north front [10] 

was intended to have had a lo linking wall, perhaps surmounted by 

railings, running the full lenghth af the front af the house and 

parallel to it. The purpose of this wall was probably intended to 

hide the basement storey fran the view af those arriving at the 

house being associated with "mean tasks.[11]  A  print af the house 

dating fro the early nineteenth century (Pl.45) shows just how 

exposed the basement was on either side af the raised mound of the 

ooaohvay and how disooncertingly divorced the piano nobile appeared 

fro the ground berore the yew hedge was planted, probably to 

perform the same funotion as the intended wall. 
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On the other principal front of House of Dun, facing south, 

Adam makes much more use of his own earlier design. Mar's 

suggestion of four facades all the same, would have been impossible 

on a rectangular plan, however it is a pity that the showy nature of 

the main front was relegated to the side fran whioh it would not 

have been approached nor seen to advantage, since the main road is 

to the south. The ground to the north af the house slopes upwards 

in that direction so that even if an approach road had been made 

fram that side the house would have been seen to lie in a hollow, 

whereas, the position of the south road is such that the house, fro 

that side, sits in an enhancing elevated position. It vas to the 

south side that the formal gardens would have been seen, and thus it 

was most suitable to locate the main living rooms of the house on 

that side. It is true that architectural display would have been 

better suited to the effects of ight and shade created by sunshine, 

but the difficulty af incorporating the deep recesses of the 

triumphal arch with large formal rooms made its adoption on the 

south facade impracticable. In addition, a triumphal arch facing 

the Brechin-Montrose road would have demanded a formal approach to 

the house fran that side, which would (as Mar noted in MGill's 

design) have interrupted the gardens. 

At least the new south front is related to the formula on the 

north side despite its undoubted origin in the earlier design. A 

ooparison of these two versions with the earlier facades shows that 

Adam had to make very little in the way af alterations to arrive at 

the final scheme. Only the removal af the pediment and its 
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substitution by a baluster is the obvious difference. The 

dimensions of the centre three bays of the south side do not, 

however, exactly reflect those on the north. Being slightly 

narrower on this side, the arrangement af the urn finials is now out 

of alignment with the chimnies, but sinoe there is no superimposed 

giant order, this passes virtually un-noticed. Adam has also 

provided the south front with parapets to reduce the amount af roof 

showing, and urn finials to echo those on the north. Minor details, 

such as the revision of the window mouldings can be seen in the 

second design. All these surrounds are much crisper and more 

refined, where, in place of flat lugged trimmings, neo-Palladian 

mouldings are articulated in a more decorative manner. 

Additionally, on the first floor the windows are surmounted by 

projecting voussoirs to corresspond with those on the entry front. 

The piano nobile windows in the side bays are treated with similar 

surrounds except that these are surmounted by fine architraves and 

cushion mouldings, and are supported below the sills by simple 

brackets. 

In his revision of the south front Adan has unified the three 

central arched openings by linking then to a oommon entablature and 

filling in the spaces between then fra this horizontal line, to the 

top of the uppermost run moulding by the use af the same jointed 

channelling as appears on the piles of the north front pilasters. 

This has the more pleasing effect af emphasising the grouping of the 

central three bays while relating then horizontally to the rythm of 

the fenestration of the rest of the principal storey. The heads of 
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the arches are enhanced by the regular disposition of alternately 

raised voussoirs, whereas the old design employed a far heavier type 

of Gibbs surround individually applied to each window, and on top of 

which were projecting keystones of almost Mannerist proportions.[12] 

An interesting if unresolvable question is posed by the 

engraving of the south front in the proposed treatment of the 

basement section contained within the three central bays. Just 

visible, on either side of the rails of the perron stair, the wall 

surface of the basement is channelled horizontally on one side, 

while on the other side of the engraving it is left blank; this may 

merely have been an oversight on the part af Cooper vhen making the 

plate. He may either have forgotten to channel the opposite side 

correspondingly, or in addition, he may have omitted the vertical 

joints in the channelling that does appear, wnich would logically 

relate it to the rest af the articulation above on the centrepiece. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to tell fran the present condition 

of the wall surface or fra any visual records how this area was 

treated.[13] Otherwise the south front af the new design is a 

fortuitous re-hash of the old design, but these simple refinements 

make the facade much less obviously the awkward interpretation of 

classical formulae of a provincial architect. Adam's deign for Dun 

has about it an air of resolute confidenoe which in its quiet way 

makes it a masterpiece, approached in 1ts handsome solidity only by 

his temple ror the bowling green at Castle Kennedy.[1A] 
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The room plans for these new designs of Dun vary only very 

slightly fro their predecessors, and in this the only considerable 

change is that made to accommodate the triumphal arch portico. 

Having changed the design of the north front porch rra one storey 

in the earlier design, to a two storey giant archway, Adam abandoned 

the free standing columns and substantially inareased the width af 

the stairs to encompass the inner two pilasters. The portico was 

also deepened by one foot, while the hall dimensions remain the same 

by a reduction in the width of the sallon. In revising the design 

of the hall, Adam removed the curving corner arches on the north end 

giving direct lighting fro the windows on either side of the door, 

while the awkward voids on the south side of the room have been 

dispensed with. The arched exits fran the hall to the stairways on 

the left and right, have now been moved further south and made 

slightly narrower and the nursery stair in the south-west corner af 

the house has been modified a little. The problem of the window 

next to the charter room on the west side is now resolved oy making 

it completely blind. Few alterations appear on the first floor 

plan, the main difference being the reduction in the size af the 

bedroom in the middle af the north front necessitated by the 

intrusion of the triumphal arch. The landing next to this bedroom 

is now fitted with a bifurcated stair to the library whose floor 

level is raised because af the height af the coved ceiling of the 

sallon below. The remainder of the roans on this level closely 

follow the original plan with the windows on opposite ends af the 

west side still out away at an odd angle, but at least they now take 

in the full vidth at the opeming. 
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What Adam's plans do not snow, is the inclusion of two 

mezzanine floors - [another borrowing from Mar?]. Between the 

principal and first floors small extra roans are provided in the 

north--west and south-west corners and are apparent only on the end 

elevation (not illustrated by Adam) (PI.A6). The windows to the 

second mezzanine between first storey and the attic are visible 

however as the squat rectangular spaces between the tops of the 

subsidiary arches and the entablature on the north front. No attic 

storey is shown in Vitruvius Scoticus nor are any projecting dormers 

seen in the elevations, but it is likely that there was 

accommodation for servants in this part af the house. 

survey plans, Fig.1).  

(See 1981 

So much for Adam's designs for House oaf Dun as they appear in 

Vitruvius Scoticus. At the time of its final inception he was 

approaching the most productive and artistically expressive period 

of his career. In 1728 he had moved permanently to Edinburgh, where 

in the same year he was made a burgess and guildbrother 'gratis' for 

good services done and performed by him to the good Toune" [15],  

and after a failed attept to aquire the post of Surveyor oaf the 

King's Vorks with the aid of Lord Stair's influenoe [16],  he vas 

appointed Mason to the Board of Ordnance in North Britain in 

1730.[17] 

Much af the work he had started in the mid 1720s vas complete 

or nearing completion, as for example Mavisbank and the Dru. Fran 

these and other works, his reputation and proven track record lead 

to a dramatic increase in the number af private, and particularly, 
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public commisions that came his way in the fallowing decade. 

Arniston (Pl.47) in particular was one af the more important country 

houses that he was engaged on at this time (in 1726 he had been 

consulted about the gardens) which marks his emergence as the 

leading architect af the day, no longer reliant on the guidanoe af 

gentleman amateurs in technical matters nor for recommendation, 

although as has already been noted, Sir John Clerk continued to 

exert his influence unsolicited. House af Dun is thus particularly 

noteworthy in that it represents Adamn left largely to his own 

devices, whilst it shows that he did not need to be heavily 

manipulated, nor was he abashed to absorb a better design when 

presented with one. His emancipation fran Clerk occasionally shows 

in nis thwarting of architectural niceties and professed purist 

ideals, exemplified by his celebration of the Baroque at Duff House 

in Banrf [18]  which vas already in the plannng stages for William 

Duff, Lord Braoo in the early 1730s (P1A8) and was probably inspired 

by Castle Howard (P1.A9). 

It is difficult to reconcile such a dichotomy in the styles of 

Duff and Dun. Patronage nay often have dictated the appropriate 

degree af exuberance allowed in his architecture, but even when 

unmolested Adam continued to show neo-Palladian restraint on one 

commission while carrying decorative stonework to the point oaf 

fussiness on another. The comparative restraint and undoubted 

classical approach at Dun vould not, however, have met vith the 

approval af Clerk. Whilst "alassicai, Adan's use af the triumphal 

arch encapsulated associations with the licentious essays of the 
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Baroque architect, and in particular the work of the Vanburgh, who 

with Hren and Hawksmoor was used as a target by the neo-Palladians. 

On their architectural tour of England in 1727 Adan had carried his 

draughts to be engraved, Clerk carried with him his poetical 

manifesto 'The Country Seat'. The purpose of the poe ( if  ve are to 

believe Clerks insistanoe that it was not for publication), was to 

record his private opinions on general rules for the apropriateness 

of three basic types of structures or country seats, to suit the 

various stations in life, and to propose a more informal garden 

landscape. The landscape ideas echo and amplify Pope's "calling in 

the country" and consultation of the Genius of the laoe, and its 

influence on Clerk's landscape at Mavisbank (or vice versa) is 

easily detected. Arniston has been analysed in terms of 'The 

Country Seat' in an attempt to illustrate the possible influence it 

had on Adam. While it nay be feasible that Adam vas directly 

influenced by Clerk in landscape design, he cannot be seen alvays to 

live up to the latter's architectural aspirations. 

Orf the three types of dwelling classified by Clerk into The 

Royal Palace, The Useful House and the Little Viila, House af Dun 

falls into the second category, but certainly not very honourably as 

far as architectural credibility is concerned. Clerk maintained 

that the architecture of a country house ought to reflect the 

occupation of the owner, 

content with a modest hone. 

and that men of lew degree should be 

More suited to a man of military 

character,the triunpnal arch applied to such a usafull house, 1s, 

aaoording to Clerk, taboo: 
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In all large structures still there should appear 
Such Masonry as may relation have 
To the chief use and purpose af the work 
See how Vespasian's Colosseum stands 
Adorn'd with well proportioned arches round 
These speak its Chief Design, where crowds at ease 
On c1cling Benches gradually rais'd 
With Pomp and show might gratify their Eyes 
Stand and hold our Blenheim's massy Pile 
With all its bold and pondrous ornaments 
Mark how triumphant arches seem to rise 
Above its summit tow'ring to the Clouds 
All these like monuments design'd 
To celebrate the glorious memory 

Of warlike Ma±bro to Posterity.[19] 

Clearly Clerk appreciated the aptness of Vanbrugh's design for 

a national hero, but felt that such grandiose schemes should not be 

attempted on a smaller scale or in an inappropriate context: 

The same grand manner justly will become 
Each noble Castle, Palace, Fort or Tow'r 
But where it is beyond all Bound transferr'd 
To peaceful mansions of the Counry Squire 
Or to the humble tradesman's Garden Bow'r 
The want if Taste and judgement is betray'd 
The Tow'ring fancy of an Architect 
Must never soar to such a boundless height 
As not to keep his Judgement still in Sight.[20] 

Whatever Clerk's influence was over Adam on other commissions, 

the design for the House of Dun blissfully ignores his poetic 

premise by the incorrect" but brilliant translation af Mar's 

triumphal arch. Clerk took exception to Vanbrugh's Blenheim not 

being a convenient house (as did Sarah Churchill herself) and in an 

end note to The Country Seat he caustically states "Here Blenheim is 

considered rather as a monument for the dead than a House for the 

living[21]. Ana furthermore: the Architecture af Houses of 
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Country Esquires, Merchants, Tradesmen or others ought very much to 

differ from that of Castles, Forts, Prisons or Towers and yet a late 

Architect Sir J- VB- made very little distinction among them..[22] 

Clerk's allegiance (on paper at least) was to classical 

antiquity, but Adam had a natural propensity towards the Baroque, 

and in particular the two architects most railed at by the 

Burlingtonians - Vanbrugh and James Gibbs. Both these architects 

appealed to different sides of Adam's nature; represented by 

t 
heroically extravagant display at Duff, and the cooly sophisticated, 

• ore noble sentiments expressed at Dun. In most other respects 

House of Dun compares favourably with Clerk's ideals, being of 

appropriate dimensions and order (Ionic being next in masculinity to 

the Doric of the soldier), and in a beautiful setting "in open view 

of Neptune's wide extended realms.[23] 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

REAL IS ATION 

I. EXECUTION AND EXPANSION c.1730-.173. 

The period e.1730 to 0.1743 say the house not only built and 

inhabited, but embellished internally and expanded to the vest to 

form the common entry and courtyard. To the east, south and also 

perhaps to the north, gardens were laid out; but some question as to 

the appearance of these during Lord Dun's lifetime must renain. 

House of Dun is located in exactly that spot indicated by both 

McGill and Mar in their plans or 1723 and was (acoording to 

tradition) occupied by 1730. The north facade as realised, conforms 

very closely with the Vitruvius Soticus design vith one obvious 

omission: It would appear that the projected balustrade and urn 

finials on the top of the house were never installed, giving the 

present house a rather squat, blookish appearance, which is not 

enhanced by the use af the local Ardovie stone af which much af 

Brechin and Montrose is built (P1.50). This sandstone is of a muddy 

grey-pink tinged with mauve, and vhile it looks vell enough on the 

south facade on a sunny day, the north front gets very little light 

and consequently appears very drab. Decoratively fluted Iomic 

pilasters on the north front take the place af plain ones in the 

engraved design, while the parapets of the side bays appear a little 

taller due to a reduction in the number af mouldings in the 

architrave at the junction of the wall head with the parapets. The 
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engraving shows that the original design was for the architrave of 

the centrepiece to run in identical fashion across the entire north 

front. Moving to the centre, the opening of the triumphal aroh can 

be seen to be of an intersecting vaulted construction (Pl.51)  - a 

motif that Adam made dramatic use of in his internal arrangement of 

the hall at Arniston.[1] But perhaps the most obvious difference 

between the engraved design and the existing house, is the treatment 

of the masonry of the north front. No rustication is depicted 

around the openings in the Vitruyius Scoticus designs, where the 

whole wall plane is shown as being treated uniformly smooth. 

Furthermore, examination of the existing wall surface shows that the 

facade has been re-dressed at same point by cutting back the entire 

front and recarving, or simply paring down the mouldings around the 

windows. The symptoms show particularly plainly in the north east 

corner at the level af the piano nobile vhere the undisturbed quoins 

appear raised to an abnormally high level. To the right af these, 

two new wall planes can be seen - one at the level af the rusticated 

window surrounds, and another severely weathered one a little below 

this. Vhere the chamfer af the quoin would have originally met the 

wall plane it is now raised considerably beyond it and the recent 

bas-relief alternating bl ocki ng  around the openings is not regular, 

varying greatly in length and breadth (PI.52), and must therefore be 

considered as later makeshift decoration during remedial stonework. 

A photograph af the south facade of the house taken .1900 (R1.53), 

shows that indeed the house detailing was executed almost exactly an 

engraved in Vitruvius Sooticus with the aission of the voussoirs 

above the first floor windows to match those af the north front.[2] 



The present condition of the south front shows it to have been 

similarly re-dressed, again probably in the early years of the 

present century, and probably due to severe weathering of the stone 

(Pls 5,55) .  In cutting baok the wall surface of the south front of 

the house, all the jointed chanelling on the advancing centrepiece 

was removed, and the blocked voussoirs reduoed to a shallow surround 

to the arched windows. Many of the other details also suffered, as 

for example, the complete elimination of the cushion mouldings above 

the windows on the principal floor. The old photograph also 

provides a glimpse of the west elevation, revealing that it too has 

been tampered with since the picture was taken, when compared with a 

recent photograph (P1.6).  Despite Adam's adoption of related 

facades on the north and south fronts, these are not logically 

extended round the rest of the house. His attitude to architecture 

appears to have been that if a particular side of a house was not 

formal, then it could be treated in the simplest utilitarian matter. 

Not long before this time principal fronts of houses were also 

treated in the same plain style, as MGill had done at Blair 

Drummond, and Adam himself to only a slightly lesser extent on the 

garden front oaf such an important house as Arniston. On the roaf of 

the west elevation of Dun, the ends of the parapets can be seen, 

thus revealing the facades as shallowly applied ornament. A uoh 

ore successful solution would have been the carrying round of these 

parapets across the end elevations to unify the design. Mar (in his 

proposals af 1723) had appreciated that the position of the house 

meant that it would be seen fro the east, west and south by 

approaching visitors, and yet Adan chose to display the flew in his 
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otherwise bold interpretion. On the west side, the spartan 

arrangement of the elevation is masked by the showy courtyard 

complex, but that to the east must have been particularly obvious. 

It is strange to consider that the small expenoe necessary to build 

a parapet on the ends would have been negligible; probably they were 

left as shedding eaves to effectively cope with heavy rain and to 

avoid the associated problems of concealed gutters in a Scottish 

climate. The end elevations are also provided with gutters and 

downpipes (emblazoned with the Griffon of the Erskine crest). 

On the west side of the house at the first floor level, and on 

either side,two sets of squarish windows indicate the position of 

some at the mezzanine floors not shown in the Adam plans. Fran this 

side of the house there are two entries to the basement - the one on 

the far left does not appear in Adam's plans and may be a later 

addition, while the door leading to the central corridor is hidden 

behind a Victorian wooden porch. 

The east side of the house towards the flower garden (Pl.5o) is 

just as plain but a little more regular, for there are no mezzanine 

windows on this side. Only the iron stair desoending to the garden 

enlivens this end of the house, vhich curiously has escaped the 

alterations to the stonework to which the other three sides were 

subjected, and it remains in reasonably good condition. There is 

another slight deviation fra the Vitruvius Sootieus plan in that 

the engraving shows no opening fran the bedroan on to the east 

garden, and this again may be an early nineteenth century 

modification dating fran when the ald drawing roan was converted 
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into a dining room and extended by several feet. Hovever, it would 

seem logical to have an access to the gardens on that side, so that 

the doorway may be contemporary with the rest af the house, al though 

the present stair is definitely af nineteenth century manufacture, 

and there is no sign of there having been any earlier construction. 

At basement level the windows are seen to be much smaller than 

those on the west side. This is due to the differing ground levels 

of the site, the east side being more than two feet higher. 

Observed from the ends of the house, the roof construction also 

becomes more apparent. It is of a hipped form with a leaded 

platform conspicuously capping the slated section - a detail that is 

again absent fro the engravings. This is best seen fran the air 

(P1.57).Often Adam was forced by patrons or ciroustanoes to alter 

his schemes. Happily, House oaf Dun can be shown to be one af those 

rare designs which was built almost literally to his plans. Even 

internally, it remains one af his least altered houses. 

II. THE INTERIOR. 

If Lord Dun and his family moved into their new house in the early 

1730s it was not oonpletely fitted up. A few roans would have been 

prepared to be make then habitable while the rest af the interior 

was executed. Documentary evidenoe would suggest that the internal 

work continued throughout the 1730s and into the 1740s, and that 

Edinburgh araftsen appear to have provided the more modern and 

sophisticated fittings, vhile local wrights were employed on joinery 

and carpentry work as well as local masons on building tanks. In 



the early 1730s Adam was quite often in Dundee supervising the 

erection of the new Town House to his designs, and it is possible 

that on some of these occasions he may also have visited Dun to 

oversee the construction work as it progressed. Unfortunately 

little survives detailing the erection of the house, but a few 

documents do remain dealing with the expenditure on the fitting up 

of the interior and other associated work at various dates between 

1730 and 174.[3] Fran these aooounts it is possible to deduoe the 

sources of labour and some af the materials, as vell as enabling 

identification of a few surviving contemporary fixtures. Lord Dun's 

brother, Alexander Erskine (a merchant in Montrose), aoted as 

accountant (and no doubt part-supplier af ray materials) on the vork 

carried out at the house, and as was Adan's usual practice, he aoted 

as main oontractor and mediator between appointed wrights and the 

patron. 

One interesting item amongst the Dun uniments is a oontested 

account submitted for payment to Lord Dun by Thanas Gardiner (a 

hitherto unrecorded wright fran Montrose) vhose measurements for 

work carried out at Dun by himself and his men, did not tally with 

the carefully checked measurements made by Alexander Erakine. 

Gardiner sees to have been principally entrusted vith the fitting 

up or the interior woodwork and plain plastering, and he in turn 

employed a mall vork force (nominally a Mr Pringle and a Janes 

Couly) to assist vith the work [A]. In 1738 Villi Adan was 

brought in to arbitrate in order to establish which was the correct 

version of the aooount and to dictate fair prioes for the work 
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carried out (presumably Adam had sub--contracted the more 

straightforward work out to local wrights such as Gardiner) which 

consisted mainly of decorative wooden mouldings (ogee" and 

"quarter--round), cornicing and flooring (some of which is referred 

to as "mortice and tenner [tennon]). The measurements taken on 

behalf of Lord Dun amounted to the value of £137. 9s. 8 d, while 

Gardiner's version totalled £10. 12s. 2d. 

William Adam and James Runciman [5] consulted together and 

determined what they considered to be fair rates for the work [6] :  

We William Adam Architect in Edinburgh & James Runciman 
wright there having Examined he State of Thoas Gardiner's 
Accompt As the same is made up by Mr Alex. Erskine, 
Merchant in Montrose As also the state of said Accompt As 

made up by Thomas Gardiner himself & Considering the 
differences of the prices As stated in the two forsaid 
Acoompts we do think that the prices as stated by us att 
the beginning of the foregoing page are reasonable & what 
Thomas Gardiner may have a reasonable profit upon if he 
has vrought diligently himself & Employed Sufficient hands 
att said Work.[T] 

Examination of the contents of this document (see Appendix C) 

shows that Gardiner had been working at Dun sinoe at least June 8 

1730, but it is not stated whether this work vas directly on the 

house or with associated building, or of vhat nature it vas. Adam 

and Runciman advised that they could not pretend to judge whose 

measurements vere correct and that the differenoe must be settled 

on the spot" between Erskine and Gardiner. As a guide to settlement 

however, they provided a copy af Gardiner's bill and another of 

Eakine's, vith recommended costings according to standard rates, and 
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thus tactfully avoided favouring either of the parties involved. 

In the following month Gardiner received his payment fro Lord 

Dun to the extent of three thousand nine hundred and fifty-six 

pounds and two shillings Soots, to cover all his expenses on work at 

the house to date, which included the disputed account for which he 

seems to have been given the credit of being correct. This payment 

was made on the understanding that Gardiner would undertake all 

subsequent work at those rates determined by William Adam and James 

Runciman. Later, Gardiner seems to have been paid an estimated 

amount for his work in advance, by which, in a signed oath he 

pledged that should the sum advanced to him exceed the measured 

value af the work ultimately carried out plus a labour charge 

(valued at eighteen penoe per day), then he or his heirs would be 

responsible for repayment af the outstanding amount in rents to Lord 

Dun.[8] This contract was duly signed and witnessed by Carles Hay 

and Andrew Thomson, servants to Lord Dun (see Appendix D) .  

Very little af the present furnishings at the House af Dun are 

fron the Willia Adam period; but a gilt mirror frae, and possibly 

another simple mahogany glass frame (the latter bearing a restorer's 

label on the reverse with the legend: "Restored 1885 by .J. and 

F.Japp, Montrose), are survivors. The gilt frae may be one of 

those supplied by the Edinburgh carver Hillian Strachan in 1742 

under the direction of Adan (see Appendir E) Between April first and 

April twentieth af that year, Strachan had furnished a "large Glass 

frae in Burnished Gold for my Lord Dunn's use...£5.10.0., several 

lengths of mouldings for chimney frames, and oormicing (vhich vas 
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carved and gilded at the rate af four shillings per foot.[9] His 

account was settled on June 19  172 on which date another account 

[10]  from a William Morris, glass grinder", vas settled and 

acknowledged by "Mr William Aiddams" for further chimney glasses, a 

large sconce, two chimney frames of "uhyt wood" and a three 

-and-a-half foot long section of a cornice - probably for 

architraves to chimney frames or glasses (see Appendix ) .  Adan  

seems to have employed the most reliable Edinburgh wrights available 

who were capable of producing fashionable furniture and fixtures, 

and as was his practice in engaging other specialist craftsmen, he 

habitually used the same suppliers, selected according to the 

sophistication of the items required. About the same time as Dun 

was being fitted up, Adam was also re-designing the interiors of the 

Holyrood Palace apartments of the Duke of Hamilton. His frustration 

at having to put out to tender all the trifling business of 

supplying fittings was expressed in an exasperated letter to the 

Duke, in which Adam stated that he would "rather undertake to build 

a house where I can furnish the materials yself, than have to do 

with so many different folk who furnish different hands to do so 

small a Job".[ 1 1 ]  

Certainly, a fair proportion of Ada's time must have been 

taken up with settling small acoounts like those fran Strachan and 

Morris, and in recruiting worthy craftsmen. It is a pity that 

nothing is known of the Adan affioe, how many people vere involved 

in the early running of it and how all the other business concerns 

were coordinated. Clearly, before Jahn Adan Joined his father, the 
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numerous ventures in which William Adam had a stake, were 

sufficiently ambitious to require a substantial managerial staff, 

but for same reason he sees to have been bound to employing 

tradesmen who had their own sources of materials, despite the faot 

that Marble, stone and wood formed part af his entrepreneurial 

activities. This idea af centralised supply may have contributed to 

Adam's reputation, amongst some, as being a little over-reaching, an 

was observed by the oft-quoted Marquess of Iweeddale: "As for Adams 

he has so many real and imaginary projects that he minds no body or 

no thing to purpose.[12] 

In the late 1720s Adam was able to offer to supply Sir John 

Clerk with stylish two-tier chimney fraes with glasses, directly 

from his own stock, and it is apparent that he actually manufactured 

them in Leith.[13] Scotland was one of the recognised seventeenth 

century sources for modestly figured marbles, a list of which was 

given in Issac Ware's A Complete Body af Architecture published in 

1756.[15]  It may be that sane of the marble chimney frames 

supplied to the House af Dun were fran Adan's yards, for in December 

1741 he had provided 2 white & Veined chimneys for the Dining room 

measuring each 54 feet [superficial]" at a cost f £27.5.10.[15]  

These may be the chimney frames in the sallon, which doubled as a 

dining roan when entertaining. In February of the following year, 

Adan also supplied twenty-six dozen Dutch tiles or Piggs (probably 

for hearths), and in Maroh he sent a marble cutter [one af his own 

men fro Leith?] to Dun to install the two dining roan chimney 

fraes (see Appendix G for this account). In April a purple 
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chimney and glass frame, and another of "dove" colour was delivered 

- both these frames survive - the purple one being, no doubt, the 

one in the present dining room (originally the drawing room) (PI. 

5 8 ) .  Curiously, only the actual chimney frame is of marble - the 

upper tier which houses the mirror is, 

imitation of the marble below. 

in faet, wood painted in 

This form of chimneypiece 

corresponds with the "continued" type mentioned by Ware; often the 

top portion would be made of a stucco composition, or, as in the Dun 

example - of painted wood, and more rarely still, of marble. Those 

chimney pieces consisting of only a frame around the fireplace Ware 

defined as "simple.[16] 

Lord Dun ' s  accounts show that most of the family's provisions 

were brought in by sea to Montrose, and the family made particular 

use of a Leith-based vessel which went by the name af its captain; 

The James Orkney". It was on board this ship that many of the 

fittings for the house were brought from Edinburgh, and it is noted 

in one account that the two marble chimney frames mentioned above 

were transported at the cost af two shillings and that John Strachan 

[a relation and business associate of William Strachan?] had 

travelled to Dun to set tiles and erect chimneys - some of which are 

described as having been "brought fran Italy".[17] This same 

account fro Lord Dun to William Adam, dated 1742, notes that af the 

five marble chimney frames had been brought fran Italy at a cost of 

fifty pounds he had received four, and of these he had decided to 

keep only one for which he discounted five pounds, giving the 

remaining forty-five as credit. William Adan duly noted the 
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discounted article on the account, and this was settled by Lord Dun 

on June 22 1742. 

It is presumed that as William Adam supervised and coordinated 

the finishing of House of Dun, he made some suggestions as to the 

decoration of the interior. The rooms must have remained very plain 

until the end of the 1730s when Joseph Enzer contributed his 

sigularly accomplished plasterwork which is the most remarkable 

feature of the interior. 

III. JOSEPH ENZER'S PLASTERWORK. 

In the 1730s William Adam had at his disposal a small number af able 

plasterers and stuccoists with whom he had maintained a working 

relationship. His choice of craftsmen reflected his own Baroque 

tendencies in interior design: at Mavisbank he had pressed Sir John 

Clerk to employ Samuel Calderwood who had also been engaged at the 

Drum nearby, where his extravagant swags and trophies can still be 

seen. Clerk, affected by his enlightening architectural experiences 

in England, was vehement that the interior af Mavisbank ought to be 

pure and devoid of any unecessary embellishment that did not relate 

to the architectural spaces; and so Calderwood was kept heavily in 

check. [ 18] 

By 1740 Thoas Clayton had become Willia Adam ' s  chief 

plasterer. Clayton was more in touch with rococo, having arrived in 

Scotland after a career in England, and his work contrasts vividly 

with the majority of Bnz er ' s  bolder and freer Baroque creations at 

House of Dun. Enzer (traditionally held to be a Dutchman) appears 



to have been hired by Adam fro at least 1730, when he worked at 

Arniston in association with Calderwood. 

Enz er flourished fra about 1725 till his death in 1743 and in 

that period was working almost non-stop on commissions provided by 

William Adam. He was employed at Yester house fran 1736 till 1739 

where Adam had initially been called in to make repairs to the roof 

- but stayed on to revise the whole design of the house. It is 

known that here Enzer was assisted by the apprentices Philip 

Robertson, Francis Nichols, Daniel Ross and Abraham Lester and some 

of their work survives in the entrance hall and main stair. Sae of 

this work is a little more rococo in same areas than most of his 

authenticated works, but his day book for the work at Iester is 

preserved amongst the Iester archives sheds important light on 

further possible attributions.[19] After the main work at Iester 

was complete in 1739, two of Ezer's assistants (Ross and Robertson) 

went on to Leslie" which is almost certainly Leslie House, Fife, 

where Willia Adam vas also involved.[20] 

Enz er himself probably went directly on to House af Dun. He 

was definitely engaged on the work there in the arop year 1739-40, 

where his name is entered in an Account af his expense for his new 

house drawn up for Lord Dun by his brother Alexander.[21] In 

Marah 1740 Enzer had been at Dun, and although there is no mention 

of his work it is recorded that he and George Walker (vho appears to 

have lived locally) had been given one and a half bols of oats 

costing twelve pounds (Scots). The account for the year April 17k1 

to May 1742 (see Appendix H) gives a little more detail and shows 
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that his work must have been vell under vay. His "Stuoka" was being 

supplied by a Mr Barry (at a cost of £17.2.0. in 1741-42), and 

sundry items such as "fins (plaster floats), strings and animal 

hair (for binding the initial coarse layers of plaster together) are 

assiduously entered.[22] Enzer was was paid one-hundred-and-twenty 

pounds in that year, and for the next twelvemonth he was still 

engaged. In the household acoount for June 5 1742, i0 dozen 

botles" [23] were paid to him, and the final entry of his name is to 

record that Alexander Erskine had "pd. Mr Ezer's Receipt" for 

two-hundred-and sixteen pounds (see Appendix I) .  

The work which Bnzer carried out in the sallon of House of Dun 

would not immediately seen to be appropriate subject matter for the 

house af a judge; rather it reinforces the military associations of 

the triumphal arch noted by Sir John Clerk of Penicuik in 'The 

Country Seat'. Inapropriate as it might appear, it does contain an 

intriguing and conscious iconography, the meaning of which must have 

been quite clear to the more than casually interested contemporary 

observer. 

Two general views of the interior af the sallon (Pls 59,60) 

show the Baroque nature af the plasterwork crowded into every 

conceivable corner. It is high relief in most areas and attempts to 

improve the three dimensional effect by employing sane odd 

distortions of perspective (this is espeaially conspicuous on the 

barrels of the cannon). fhe Rococo nature of the ceiling is the 

only light relief fra this overpowering allegorical display: 

filigree stylised plant forms spring fran scallop shells in each af 
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the four corners of the ceiling panel and the whole is defined 

within straight linking mouldings,punctuated on the two longer sides 

by masks. A broad and decidedly classical cornice divides the 

frivolity of the ceiling decoration fro the turmoil af the plaster 

reliefs. 

What is the meaning of all this iconography ? Quite clearly it 

has to do with wars and empires as is shown by the copious use af 

trophies of arms on the east wall (Pl .6 1 ) ,  but a closer examination 

of the detail reveals that the references contained within the 

imagery are quite specifio, although there is no absolute certainty 

as to the meaning that they were initially intended to convey. A 

full appraisal of the message would require lengthy explanations of 

the political climate in Europe in the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries, and a greater knowledge of the political 

leanings of Lord Dun himself. Same points are, however, blatantly 

obvious. Despite the allusions to clasicis, there are distinct 

and accurate representations of contemporary weaponry af the early 

eighteenth century. 

A closer examination of the central panel (Pl.62) shows that a 

classical warrior, probably Mars, is standing with one foot on a 

crown and the other on an orb. Under the cushion on which this 

regalia sits, a rather pitiful lion is trampled underfoot. To the 

dexter side (symbolically significant) two oartouches housing 

shields, bear the 1707 Union flag and below it, a double-headed 

eagle surmounted by a crown, identifiable as the arest af the Holy 

RHonan pire. Between these two eblens, modern weapons a 
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flintlock pistol and a cannon - spring up beside more ancient 

implements of war. On the sinister side of Mars, two other shields 

bear the Scottish thistle and the French fleur-de-lis, again 

accompanied by weapons. This distribution would appear to link 

Scotland as part of the United Kingdom, in alliance with the Holy 

Raman Bmpire on the one hand, and Scotland with France on the other. 

The most obvious explanation of these groupings is the commemeration 

of the "Auld Alliance" and its associated Jacobitis and protection 

of Louis XIV, in conflict with the parliaentry and monarchical 

allegience of Scotland to Imperial Britain. The meaning taken fran 

this scene alone, is not enough to decide which side, if either, is 

being paid homage. It is true that Lord Dun had played a small 

private part in the preparations for the 1715 Jacobite Rebellion 

[2], and that he vas ardently opposed to the Umion in his speeches 

at the last Scottish Parliament. 

By the 170s however, his opinion nay have completely changea 

[25] It is a fact that nary public figures changed political sides 

as often they say fit to protect their interests, just as Bobbing 

John, the Earl of Mar had done. Any open display of Jacobitism 

from a judge as late as 1740 would have been political and 

professional suicide. Lord Dun had reaped rich rewards fran the 

Hanovarians and Whig ascendancy, and had reached the top of his 

profession: his letter of resignation [26] in 1753 was full af 

humble sentiments of constancy to George II and this was delivered 

to the king by the staunch Whig, Archibald, Duke af Argyll. There 

is a danger in reading too much af Lord Dun's personal beliefs into 
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the plasterwork in the house, but the appearance of the Union flag 

and the crest of the Holy Roman Bpire can conceivably only refer to 

the Grand Alliance [27] in the War of the Spanish Succession 

( 1702-1713) ,  while being ambiguous enough to admit some 

between-the-lines references to the Jacobite attempts, without 

appearing to oondone them. The war in Europe became popularly known 

in Britain as "Marlborough's Wars", and indeed he was made a prince 

of the Holy Roman Empire and awarded the use of the double--headed 

eagle in his armorial bearings. 

More specific imagery appears in the ceiling cove of the east 

wall of the sallon above the scene depicting Mars, heralded by the 

profile head of Athene or Minerva in the frieze of the entablature 

below. ryictory" is shown surrounded by the captured trophies of 

war (P1.63) .  She sits in a celestial chariot, holding the 

breastplate of Athene on which an embossed head of Medusa appears, 

and at her feet, chained captives sit dejectedly amongst the 

accoutrements of the battle-field. Again a mixture af classical and 

modern weaponry is depicted, ranging fro a very literal rendition 

of a battering-ram, to lethal contemporary devices like chain-shot. 

The fanned-out array of banners make some very specific references: 

on the right, the Scottish arown and the lion rampant oaf the royal 

standard, appear juxtaposed with the fleur-de-lis of the Bourbon 

dynasty, and on the left side a literal representation of le Roi 

Sole1l" himself is depicted by a sunburst on one of the flag8. 

There be little doubt that this is ooamemorating the lost osuse af 

the Pretender, both through the defeat of Louis in Marlborough's 
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Wars, and his failed attempt to gain entry to Scotland with French 

aid in 1708,  as well of course, the frustrated 1715  Rebellion. 

Scotland was strategically important before the Act af Union, which 

was hurried through by Queen Anne to reduce the possibility of the 

Pretender either renouncing his Catholicism and landing in Scotland, 

or landing there in any event, and providing a back-door entry for 

France into England during the war. 

However, the whole east wall plasterwork can equally 

convincingly be read as actively celebrating the defeat of France in 

the last great war, in which Scotland, as part of an Imperial 

Britain, shared the glory, which could be construed as a display of 

the Erskine's fidelity to the United Kingdom in which they had 

(through the unfortunate Mar) been amongst the architects. The 

precise reading depends on the identity of the trampled royal 

regalia and lion. If it is intended to be English, then the whole 

scheme might commemorate the brave but futile attempts of James to 

regain both the Scottish and English crowns. Thus, the trampling of 

the regalia in that case would only signify his denial and not Lord 

Dun ' s  attitude towards a United Kingdom. If the regalia is French, 

then the message is emphatically pro-British. 

The plasterwork on the opposite vall to the west, depicts as a 

companion piece to that of Mars, the Triuph af Neptune (Pl.6),  

perhaps signifying the Grand Alliance victories at sea. He is shown 

conventionally, holding a trident and riding in a shell-shaped 

chariot drawn by sea--horses, while a sea-sprite announces his 

approach with a blast on a shell trumpet. In the frieze oaf the 
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entablature above, a profile portrait of his Greek counterpart 

Poseidon is placed in the centre af a collection of weapons. The 

Triumph of Neptune had been a common decorative device since 

classical times, reaching its peak of poularity in the Renaissance 

[28] and Enzer himself was probably the author af a similar relief 

at The Drum. 

Engravings as a source for plasterers has already been 

mentioned: Enzer's version of Neptune is very similar to a detail 

of a painting of the same subject by Nicolas Poussin dated 1639 

(P1.65) .  It is not certain whether this particular painting 

circulated as an engraving, however, the subject tended to shown in 

a similar formalised pose by many artists. The boldness of the 

plasterwork in this scene is remarkable, although the 

fore-shortening of the horses legs (complete with webbed feet) is 

rather awkwardly translated into three dimensions. 

In the ceiling cove above (P1.66), a group af putti are shown 

revelling with dolphins in a turbulent sea overflowing with shells 

(which are more than likely real examples stuak onto the plaster) 

The idea of the bountiful sea is reiterated in the plaster urns 

above the doors of the vest wall (Pl.67), brim-full of 

fruits-de-mer, which (if it continues the allegorical nature af the 

rest af the plastervork) may be a reference to the benefits that the 

Union and the var in Europe brought to Scotland in expanded overseas 

trade after the Treaty ar Utrecht in 1713.  
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Just as surely as war is destructive, it brings peace and 

prosperity to the victorious. The oove of the south ceiling (Pl.68) 

probably shows the fruits of peace in the form af productivity in 

agriculture and the pleasures of gardening (represented by the 

harvest and implements of cultivation). Sensual pleasures are 

represented by musical instruments (both alassical and 

contemporary), with special Gaelic reference made by the bagpipes 

and clarsach. On the far right, the horn forms a link between music 

and that other pastime of the country landowner; the hunt. The 

three busts in the niches under the cove (Pls 69,70,71) are not 

identified but may be either related to the scenes above, or, 

judging by the contemporary coiffures, may simply be family 

portraits .[29] 

On the opposite wall (Pl.72) the arms of the Erskines of Dun 

dominate the cove. They are flanked by two portrait profiles in 

cartouches (Pls 73,7). Beneath the a pair of lions holding 

shields bearing daggers exactly the same as those in the Erskine 

Arms, may be representatives of the Erskines of Mar whose arorial 

bearings mainly differ fran Lord Dun's by the presence of a lion and 

a griffon, instead of two griffons. This, if correct, may identify 

the portrait profiles as Lard Dun and Lord Grange, who had in the 

very year that Bnzer started work on the plasterwork, handed over 

the estates of the late Earl af Mar to his son Thonas. 
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The plasterwork in the sallon of Dun is amongst the boldest of 

Enzer's surviving attributed works. He would appear to have 

specialised in this particular kind of emblematic and military 

imagery (although his purely decorative work is accomplished). It 

is interesting to note that the hunting scene on the west cove 

showing hounds clambering up Rococo plant forms to attack a stag, is 

virtually identical with a specimen that he made on the staircase at 

Yester House .[30]  Similarly, political stances are also displayed 

in the plasterwork at Yester, as for example in the depiction of an 

eagle lascerating a cockerel - a well known symbol of the British 

overthrow of French dominance in Europe.[31] 

This might suggest that Scottish patrons were keen to make an 

outward display of allegience to the Hanovarians and to render 

themselves suitable to the powerful Whig Government. At Touch 

House, Stirlingshire some of the plasterwork in the old library is 

almost certainly attributable to Bnzer on the basis of style and 

subject matter (Pls 75,76). Certain pieces in Fullarton House, 

Troon (demolished 1966) also appeared to be by him or perhaps a 

pupil.[32] 

The remainder of Bnzer's plasterwork at Dun is purely 

decorative. In the hall this consists of a triple arched arcade 

(reiterating the triumphal arch again) filled vith bas-reliefs of 

baskets of fruit and garlands of flowers (Pls 77,78) where some af 

the detailing on the legs of the baskets reveal an emerging rococo 

abstraction, and possibly the bust of a contemporary but 

unidentified figure in informal dress, placed in a hemispherical 
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niche at the foot of the stairs (Pl.79). Adam's plan for the hall 

shows a narow doorway opeming on to the main stairs, but the 

existing arrangement is of a wide segmental arch which spans the 

full length of the roam. Whether this is a contemporary deviation 

fro the plan or a later alteration, it is impossible to say, but 

the effect allows for more light to be supplied to the hall fran the 

window on the landing, and it gives a sense of spaciousness (Pl.80). 

In the present dining roan (originally the drawing roan) the 

plasterwork 

chimneypiece. 

is restricted to a trophy above the "continued 

this room was enlarged in the early nineteenth 

century by moving a wall several feet to the north and two 

Corinthian columns vere inserted in plaoe af the old division (see 

Pl.58).  This open screen gives direct acoess to a door in the hall 

(avoiding the very tight corridor in the Adam plan) and to the 

stairs on the east side of the house that descend to the gardens. 

On the west side of the house the original family bedroa and 

the stair fro it to the nursery, were eliminated to for one large 

library and the adjoining parlour fitted out as a whip roan, also in 

the nineteenth century. More af Bnzer's work survives here, but it 

has been covered in a dark brown varnish of a later date. The 

plasterwork in this little room is a much more light--hearted 

transitional Baroque--Rococo style oonaisting mainly of floral 

elements or cartouches and masks (P1.81).  



By 173 Ezer's work at the House of Dun was at an end, and as 

it turned out, so was his life. There vas a family tradition 

amongst the Erskine's of Dun that the "Italian" [sic] master who did 

the plasterwork died fro his exertions.[33] While this is clearly 

a legend, it may have had its origin in truth, for in the sane year 

that Dun was completed Villiam Adam wrote to Lord Tweeddale to 

report: 

Poor Joseph Enzer died last week. Among the last things 
he did was altering a trophy he had done over the pediment 
of the chimneypiece in the garden parlour. I complained 
of it to him and indeed he has put a much better thing in 
its place, a vase with sane mosaick work.[34] 

The rest of the William Adam roan plan was followed almost exactly 

as it appears in Vitruvius Scoticus - even down to the positioning 

of some of the beds. There is visible evidenoe in the bedroomn on 

the east side of the house (recently the hotel servery) where the 

cornice is broken for a short distance where the tester would have 

been located. 

On the wall af the principal internal stairs above the landing 

between the ground and first floors, hangs a large tapestry which 

probably came fran the old House of Dun. It is likely that sane 

colourful carved bas--relief portrait heads on panels that occupy 

niches on the first floor stairhead, are also nonentos fran the 

castle across the den. 
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The existing rooms on the first floor are remarkably plain, and 

the only room which may have been of any consequence - the old 

library was divided into two bedrooms in the nineteenth century. 

"Lady Augusta's" room in the south-west corner af this floor remains 

fully paneled in wood, where there is a custan--designed space for 

another tapestry which may have been intended to occupy this 

position ever since the roam was fitted up in Wiliam Adam's tine. 

The main landing serves the other roams on that level and provides 

access to same mezzanine floors. The second stairs to the west rise 

up to the attic which has a number af roans opening on to a central 

axial corridor running east-west. Above this is the stare roan over 

the library ceiling where the massive timbers forming the structure 

of the roaf are joined with huge nails and bolts. 

IV. THE OFFICE COURTS. 

All the work on the house would appear to have been complete by 

about 1742-43. Meanwhile work progressed on the expansion of the 

courtyard offices, stables and ·  the gardens. Or the gardens, 

virtually nothing of the Willia Adam period remains, but on the 

west side of the house a beautifully composed service courtyard was 

being erected slightly behind the schedule of work on the main block 

of the house. The earliest mention of any work on affioes is in 

Willian Adan's "Opinion of 1738 vhere he notes that in the previous 

year Thanas Gardiner had been roafing a coach house, stables and a 

barn [35]; but fra later accounts it vould seen that the present 

buildings were not completed till several years later. 
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Presumably the stables and offices were also designed by 

William Adam, but there is no documentary evidenoe that this is the 

case. Among the Earl af Mar's drawings preserved at SRO West 

Register House there is a drawing for a stable entry not unlike that 

at Dun (c.f.Fig.15, P1.82).  The basic plan of the expansion of the 

courts on either side of the house followed that suggested by Mar in 

1723; that is, with the common entry to the west, and a flower 

garden to the east. Similarities in the forms can be seen by 

comparing the ariel view of the house (P.57),  with Mar's plan 

(Pl.26).  Both wailed courts are linked to the house by curving 

walls which straighten out to form the basically rectangular plots. 

The court to the west is served by an off-shoot af the main drive, 

which can be seen curving round to the north front af the house.[36] 

It is certain that the house was externally ooplete when the 

courtyard complex was added. Not only is the stone employed fran a 

different souroe, but the junctions of the linking valls shows that 

they were butted against the finished channelled masonry of the main 

blook (Pl.8) This plate also displays how severely the masonry was 

cut back in the early years of this century.[37] 

Ranged around the inner vest court a series of ingle storey 

lean-to buildings (P1.84) provided the necessary supplementary 

housing for hen-wives, ostlers, offices and so on. Sae af these 

buildings on the north range were altered in the nineteenth century 

to provide extra kitchen speoe and were linked to the house by a 

wooden corridor af coaunioation. On the south side the range 

includes the hen house with its oobbled floor and stone nesting 
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boxes, and in the main stable pavilions the horse stalls survive 

reasonably intact. Above these stables the hay lofts were located, 

and the original 'louping-on stane' still sits in its original 

position. 

Evidence for the date of the laying out of the affioe courts is 

patchy and imprecise. However, fro the account af the "charges on 

the new house" for the year 1741-A2 it is apparent that there was 

much building work going on. Payments to masons and barrowmen and 

accounts for lime and timber, quarry redding and laying pavements 

indicate the level of activity taking plaoe at this tine. By 

17442A3 slaters were at work, and in that years calendar the sun of 

£28.10.0.  is entered for the laying of the "suth stable and £6. 

18 .  0 .  for "timber to portico.[38] This reference to a portico 

is interesting - it might date the conaruction of the central 

archway to the west court between August and October 172. Thomas 

Gardiner's account af this date (see Appendix K) mentions his vork 

on "a portie goe to the west Entrie which can only be the central 

archway to the courtyard since it is mentioned in connection with 

other jobs to complete the offices. He had, in the same period, 

finished the "roar on the hen hous with sevral small joabs taloen up 

time, and by 17A the vork on the new House af Dun and its offices 

was very nearly ended. 

By this time the fey remaining wrights and masons vere having 

their accounts settled for periods of up to a year and a half in 

arrears. Certainly Gardiner, Pringle and Couly were putting the 

final touches to thair labours in 1742 when their contract sees to 
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have ended 

I Thomas Gardiner wright in Montrose grant me to have 
Received from my Lord Dun full payment af the above 
account which with the former payments fro time to time 
made to me satisfyes fully all the work wrought by me and 
my men about his hous preceeding this date and because 
there is still some windows & window shutters to be hung 
and locks to be rixed on some doors for which I have got 
Credit therefore when desired I praise to finish the same 
in witness whereof I have signed this at Dun the it Day 

of october 1742. 

(signed) Thomas Gardiner [39] 

Minor jobs were completed by Gardiner into 17kl after which the 

accounts do not differentiate between work on the estate in general 

and "the new hous". 
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CHAPTER SIX 

RESOLUTION 

I. MAR ' S  PROPOSALS OF 1 73 1 .  

Had no more documentary evidence af the inception and realisation of 

the House of Dun existed than has already been discussed, the 

chronological sequence of the proposals would nave been reasonably 

straightforward. All the more puzzling then, is the existence of 

further plans for the house vith an associated monograph letter by 

the Earl or Mar.[1]  

Dated April 1731 these proposals appear to disrupt the hitherto 

logical progression of the various schemes since 1723. These 

designs are not totally unsolicited suggestions, for there is an 

intriguing reference in the title page of Mar's letter to earlier 

drawings: Reasons for the alterations in the Design of the House 

for Lord Dun latly sent fran Sootland & return'd. (See Appendix L) 

It seems beyond doubt that the drawings referred to were 

William Adam's: not, however, for his realised design (dated 1730) 

aa the date af Mar's letter might suggest. Quite alearly Mar's text 

and accompanying araughts deal with Adan's earlier scheme previously 

dated to the mid 1720s on stylistic grounds. Evidently Mar and Adan 

had communicated nuoh more closely than the surviving correspondence 

regarding House of Dun initially suggests, and it demands a 

reconsideration of the reliability ot the datestone on the front af 
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the house as built, as well as admitting the possibility that the 

first Adam Scheme for the house is much closer to 1730 than 1725 

despite its archaism. Mar emphatically states that the Scottish 

drawings had recently been received. It is unlikely therefore, that 

had Adam's first design dated fro around 1725, Lord Dun (or whoever 

sent the drawings to France) would have waited five years before 

sending them for Mar's opinion. Some wright work was indeed being 

carried out at Dun from the middle of 1730, as has been noted fro 

William Adam's intromissions on behalf of Thomas Gardiner in 1738 

[2] ,  but since the nature of t is not elucidated, it is impossible 

to state categorically that it was on the new house itself, or 

whether it was merely in the preparation of materials tor building. 

The implication taken fro Mar's letter af 1731 is that the 

William Adam house or 1730 was not yet in existence, and indeed 

the contents of Mar's proposals suggest that it would have been 

impossible for the house to be built as realised had not Adam 

examined these new ideas. Correspondingly, there would have been 

little logic in Mar revamping an old Adam design that had already 

been discarded in ravour of one inspired by his own scheme of 1723. 

The evidence that the first Adan design is the subject af Mar's 

improving mind and eye, is encountered in a passage of the letter 

which runs as fallows: The ends of the house being four foot lower 

than the midle by the ald design on the south side & the cornish 

very small and broke at the sides of the tinpan has a very bad 

effect" 13l.  ranination of Adan' first design does indeed show 

that the base of the pediment is tour feet above the rest af the 
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front (measured according to the engraved scale in Vitruvius 

Scoticus). This is the only break in the wall height; the rest of 

the cornice at the junction of the wall-head and the peind roof runs 

uninterrupted round the rest of the house. Thus the more important 

formal entry to the north is made diminutive in comparison with the 

garden front. 

Mar astutely picked up this inept imbalance in Adam's design, 

and disparagingly noted: 

It is contrary to all the rules of Archetectur & not to be 

thought of in Britain where that fine art is now so well 
understood & put into execution & it vere hard to bestow 

ones mony in a maner to be exclaimed against by all the 
world, so that in the new Designe the ends of the house by 
raising the walls four foot, are made of the same height 
with the midle excepting the Timpans & the oormist is 

enlarged and oaried round the house at the same height, 
for the height that the Sa1lon & Library requir would not 
admitt of Lowering the midle of the south front 

Of he Mar drawings associated with this letter, the design for the 

new south front (P1.86) conclusively reveals its relationship to 

Adam's earlier formula (cf.P1.35).  The left half of this elevation 

when compared with Adam's design, shows that the advocated 

enlargening of the cornice of the side bays, plus the additional 

four foot parapet applied to the early scheme shown 1n Vitruvius 

Sootiougs, corresponds emactly with Mar's intentions. Or course, 

some continental detail slips into his design in the for af 

numerous wrought iron balconies. One non-aesthetic reason for the 

inclusion of a parapet on the roaf vas to allow the roaf space to be 

used for accommodation without the need for dormer windows. William 
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Adam's design had (according to Mar) four roas n the roof which 

although naving chimneys, had no windows except skylights, rendering 

them suitable "only for servants & so reckoned to be but Garrets. 

In place of Garrets Mar proposed the addition of a full attic 

storey to increase the accommodation which he argued would not 

dramatically increase the cost of the house: it occasioning no nev 

floor more than is n the originall designe & 'tis but four foot af 

plain wall round the house which s a trifle in a thing of this kind 

in which posterity & duration is to be considered & regarded". PlB 

86, and 87 show the alternative arrangements af the proposed attic 

storey. Of these variants, the first design shows on the left half 

a low attic with round windows set into the raised parapet. The 

right half shows two further alternatives; one is divided into a 

two-tier arrangement with round windows in the parapet as before, 

with superior square windows uncomfortably squeezed in. A simpler 

version with only square fenestration is shown in RI.87 with the 

paper flap on the drawing closed. The use af a raised parapet also 

allows the height af the library to be less obtrusively accommodated 

- which was probably Adam's original intention in the pedimented 

garden front. Mar has retained the pediment, which is now pierced 

with a round window to give additional lighting, and in the second 

version of this elevation he has substituted taller windows with 

tentative baroque detailing. The proposed parapet is certainly an 

improvement on Adam's design and Mar proclaimed that: "for beauty 

there is no comparison by its raising the fronts & covereing the 

roof. Then the house might be said to have four storeys without wch 
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Mr 1fletcher used to say that no house deserved a roof.[A] 

Mar's design ror the north entry (his initial aversion to an 

entry on that side must have been overcome) is even more indicative 

of the inextricably close link with Adam. One drawing in particular 

approaches very close to Adam's early design (Pls 88,89) ,  making 

almost identical use of a one storey porch and a segmental pediment. 

This design is shown with and without an attic with the parapet 

similarly projected four feet above the eage of the eaves to 

diminish the isolated effect of the small central pediment. 

Minimally altered, this version remains closest to Adam ' s  except for 

Mar's characteristic balconies and continental carving above the 

windows. While retaining a one storey poroh in this design Mar 

warned that it was by no means an ideal solution to supply adequate 

lighting: 

Conforme to the Draughts sent fro Scotland, it was found 
that the vestibull would be in danger of being dark or 
have but an obscure light wch was all to be arawen through 
other roans not higher than itself, save the great dining 
room by a rew feet, wch would give a disadvantageous, 
melancholie appearance to the house at first entering. 

Adam's early design had the porch arranged so that it lead into a 

void within the body of the house before entering the hall or 

vestibule. The plan for Mar's similar elevation in the 1731 series 

(P1.90), while following it very closely dispenses vith the 

sheltered porch and has the vestibule positioned further forward in 

a bid to increase the light entering it. But the vestibule 

dimensions are kept as before so that between it and the sallon he 



has placed an open lobby which, or course, he knew would suffer fro 

the same "melancholie atmosphere; That Lobie would have the same 

fault that the vestibull would have had by the originall draught". 

His solution was brilliantly simple, and it was this in essence 

realised in Adam's ultimate design. By keeping Adam's recessed 

porch and extending it through two stories, the problem of 

inadequate lighting was overcome: 

The best expedient that was found for remedying this, was 
the making of the Portico two storeys nigh, by which the 
light of the vestibull would be as clear as if there were 

no Portico there. The Portico it self would be much the 
nobler and make that front more beautiful & less in the 
ordinary way. 

This giant triumphal arch harks back to his own design of 1723 where 

it appeared essentially in two dimensions. Paradoxically, though 

Adam had sown the idea of a "portico in antis 1n Mar's mind, when 

he came to realise the two storey version, it vas not his own aesign 

revamped by Mar in 1731 that he turned to; instead, he reviewed 

Mar's 1723 design, applied the triumphal arch to the body of his own 

first design that appears in Vitruvius Scoticus, and made decorative 

use at the raised parapets suggested by Mar in 1731.  

For these reasons it is impossible to believe that Adan went 

directly fro his first design to that realised, by onitting the 

pedimented fronts and applying Mar's triumphal arch by the year 

1730, when shortly aftervards Mar was advocating an identical 

solution while retaining more af the character of Adam's design. 

Surely Adam only arrived at the final solution after having received 
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Mar's 1731 drawings- despite the fact that instead of adopting them 

literally, he was inspired to use the idea to a stronger 

compositional effect by substituting Mar's original scheme of 1723 

in place of his own aesign recently amended by the earl. 

The basic plan of Adam's first design and that as executed 

remained intact. Had the foundations been laid for Adam's earlier 

scheme and merely the facades altered, Mar's adherance to the same 

form might be explained and the date of 1(30 on the house, 

justified. However, this does not appear to be a valid explanation 

when considered in the light of a comment by Mar in the 1731 

proposals: "it was judged necessary to enlarge the whale house a 

little viz two foot to each of the four fronts... Indeed, Wiliam 

Adam's first design in Vitruvius Scoticus is inscribed as extending 

seventy-eight feet, which , with the addition of two feet either 

side mentioned oy Mar would make it eighty--two feet. This agrees 

with the house as built, as well as in the 1731 designs by Mar, but 

curiously, not with the second design in Vitruvius Scoticus, which 

extends eighty feet. How the discrepancy in the engraved design and 

as built measurements oocured, is not easily explained. What does 

seen certain is that Mar's drawings of 1731 pre-date (but perhaps 

not by much) the present house, inaccurately marked 1730.[5] 

His affection for the triumphal arch lead to Mar's 1731 

proposals making use ot a aingle giant void in the middle af the 

north front using Adan's idea of a recessed porah (RI.91).  If  the 

plan for the principal floor af this drawing (PI.90), and that af 

Adam's first design are compared, it is obvious that Mar has adhered 
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very closely to the original floor plan. Only on the first floor 

does the innovative use of the two storey portico in Mar's design 

differ - and even this represents merely a reduction in the size of 

the room in the upper floor. This single giant arch and order are 

even more reminiscent of the Vanbrugh designs for Eastbury and that 

for the Bertie family (Pls 8 ,9 )  where the same problem of lighting 

recessed rooms is similarly remedied. [Could Vanbrugh be the true 

source of Mar's inspiration?].[6] Mar's design is not so 

satisfactorily related to the rest of the facade on the north front, 

and not related at all to the south front. By raising the portico 

two storeys Mar realised that the room lost in the oentre of the 

first floor would not be Large enough ror a bedroom, but since he 

also advocated the addition of an attic this would be a small price 

to pay ror such a bold design "which is a great beauty to the 

house. The reduced room could, he suggested, be used for billiards 

or a private dining roam for use when there were no guests to 

entertain. 

Anticipating provincial outrage at the triumphal arch motif he 

expressed its good sense 1n a post--script to the proposals: 

It is rorseen that those not accustomed with Porticos will 
immediatly exalaim on seeing this one placed to the north, 
but it ought to be considered that it vas not put there to 
give warmth, but for saveing of light to the vestibull vch 

is on that side & for Ornament, Nor vill it make the house 
so 0old as if there vere no portico there, The Vestibull 

shuts closs it self on the outward side & so does the room 

over it & there is no entry fro the Portioo but to the 
vestibull and the portico being covered & fenced fro the 
wind on the two ides, will always ale the house warmer 
than if there vere no Portico at all. 
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In the plan of the principal storey , Mar's and Adam's designs are 

laid out in almost exactly the same way except in the version 

suggesting a vestibule entered directly fro the north stairs via a 

single storey porch, and containing a central lobby with 

free-standing columns (P1.90).  The only other significant 

differences are the replacement at the closet east af the "best 

stairs" with supplementary "stone back stairs and the reoval of 

the nursery stairs in the south-west oorner of the house. A 

nursery" wrote Mar, "can never be well placed in a souteraine or 

ground floor without vaults below it, so not put into that storey of 

this Designe, but it may be put into any of the two upper storeys 

upon occasion as my Lady shall find most convenient". 

As a Continental addition Mar has provided all the windows on 

the principal floor with individual balconies overlooking the 

gardens, and on the vest courtyard side a particularly large one 

(with stairs to it an optional extra). Vith the flap removed fran 

this drawing (Pi.92) an alternative arrangement very nearly 

identical to Adan's deign is illustrated. The simplification of 

the room arrangement in the Mar designs to provide nore space meant 

that there were not enough roans on the principal floor fo the 

faaily to lodge n: 

The ffaily to be lodged on the sane floor with the 

principal] & publick roans as required is too much for a 
house of this bigness & as seen by the originall plan 
occasion'd the roans & closets being too mall and ny Lord 

& Laay very straitly lodg'd and even with ny Lady being 
lodg'd on the 2d. floor, the rooms of the first and 
principal floor immediatly over the souteraine or ground 

story could not be aade large enough without diminishing 
the nuber af then. 
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On the first storey of the preferred Mar scheme with the giant arch, 

the room arrangement follows the Adam design, except, instead of the 

room under the central arch being enclosed, Mar has left it 

open-plan, giving direct access to the lobby which s heated by 

stoves positioned at either end near the stair-heads (PI.93).  The 

awkward turnings and twistings in Adam's entries to roans, have been 

streamlined a little in the Mar ammendments, and the number of 

internal partitions reduced. The room marked "Countes of Airlie's 

bedchamber" refers to Lord Dun's daughter, Anne, who married James, 

Lord Ogilvy towards the close of 1730 and was widowed early in the 

new year.[T] 

In Adam's plan Lady Dun's appartment was to have been on the 

principal floor, which Mar thought inoonvemient and noisy 1f there 

was company in the house when she would not be able to be "in privat 

or retired when she had a mind, but if lodged as he suggested, on 

the first floor, she would be "at her ease and may nave ner children 

and women about her". Lord Dun's room was conveniently to be placed 

close to the library. 

Mar's drawing for the attic storey (Pl.94) snows the increased 

room available by the inclusion of the parapet. The height of the 

library would not allow roans above it (exactly as in the present 

house) but he has made use of the space by piercing through the 

walls at this height to provide a music balcony - a repetition of 

his idea for the garden entrance hall af the 1723 design. the attic 

bedras range around the four parapet valls giving the external 

appearance a logical unity that is also functional. While Adam used 
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Mar's idea of a four root parapet on the executed design, it was as 

a decorative element on the two principal facades only. These rooms 

were to be plainly finished with plaster walls and brick floors "in 

case of accidents by fire, and at the opposite end of the scale, 

the basement kitchen was to be sealed from the rest af the corridors 

of communication so that cooked food had first to be brought into 

the open air (sheltered by the lead balcony on the west side) before 

entering the house "[which] will prevent any offensive sell comeing 

fro them to the rest of the house. 

The courtyards are not shown in ary detail in the 1731 designs, 

except for linking screen walls - probably to be attached to 

pavilions similar in arrangement to the 1723 design. On the roof of 

the new house Mar indulged his passion for belvederes enoountered in 

many ot his other designs: 

The flat lead roof on the top of the house will be a fine 
Belvider with an easie access & may nave a turning chair 
in the midle, but it should for safty as well as ornament 
have an Iron rail round it as was practised by the 
Children of Israel by the order af their great Lawgiver & 

architect.[8] 

Mar had previously made designs for roof--top gardens with revolving 

seats to give ever changing panoranio views of the countryside. One 

particularly interesting example is shown n a design for an ice 

house with a balcony, dated September 1727 where the actual 

mechanism is illustrated.[9] These drawings for his oousin are 

amongst the last designs that the Earl af Mar made. Despite appeals 

for a pardon through the offices of Lord Stair when Ambassador to 
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France, and later pleas to Cardinal Fleury to intercede with the 

British authorities to secure him a temporary return to Scotland for 

two years [ 1 0 ] ,  Mar died in exile - a political outcast who though 

charged with high treason, could technically not have been 

effectively tried. His parting sentiment in the letter of 1731 to 

Lord Dun perhaps reveals nis satisfaction in the belief that his new 

design, based on William Adam's propsals was to go ahead: 

There is nothing else thought necessary to be said here 
but that Goad my [sic]l speed the work & if made conforme to 
this designe now sent There will not be so handsome & 

convenient a House or the bigness in all the Ancient 
Kingdome 3sD • 

Of course, the realised deign was not entirely of Mar's 

invention: it was rather the homogenised product af ideas volleyed 

between two complementary minds. The resulting amalgam encapsulated 

in the House or Dun, is a monument to the creative genius of both 

architects. 

II. EVIDENCE FOR THE CONTEMPORARY GARDEN. 

The present gardens at the House af Dun were laid out on the 1820 

and 1830s, effectively eradicating any trace of the eighteenth 

century layout. They consist af three narrow bands, or levels of 

terracing running between the east and vest approach roads to the 

south af the house, divided into compartments and walks by neatly 

clipped yew hedges, and their lower boundary defined by a line of 

equally spaced laurals (Pl.95). Towards the house, a semi-cirle of 

concentrically arranged miniature box hedges repeat the curvature af 
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the protective arms of the quadrant valls of the courts and the 

perron stair. To the southern limit of the gardens a short section 

of yew hedging is all that remains to remind the observer af the 

original axial plan, with its orientation directed towards Maryton 

Law on the other side of the Montrose Basin (see 1.96 ) .  

Little enough of the nineteenth century plan survives, and it 

is likely that during the latter part af the eighteenth century any 

remnants of the formal gardens that may nave existed fro the Wiliamn 

Adam period, would have given way to the picturesque. Cox [ 1 1 ]  

however, states that Angus (with Perthshire and Fife) was one af the 

few Scottish counties that resisted the extremes of Brownian 

naturalism, until the early nineteenth century saw the return of 

some degree af formality in the vicinity af the house. 

Sir Waiter Scott, writing at about the same time as the gardens 

at Dun were set out by Lady Augusta FitzClarence, had his finger on 

the pulse of early nineteenth century taste when he recorded his 

criticisms of the early picturesque: 

For waterworks and architectural ornaments, the professed 

productions of art, Kent produced ha-has! sheets of 
artificial water, formal clumps and belts of trees, and 

bare expanded flats or slopes of shaven grass, which 

indicating the recent use of the levelling spade and 

roller, have no more resemblance to that af nature vhich 
we desire to be imitated, than the rouge of an antiquated 
coquette , bearing all the narks of a sedulous toilette, 
bears to the artless blush af a cottage girl. His style 
is not simplicity, but affectation labouring to be simple. 
12) 
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In England, the beginings of the informal style of gardening 

emerged in the 1720s and 1730s after a long literary gestation. 

Scotland remained more conservative in its adoption; topiary, knots 

and the paraphernalia or the Franco-Dutch garden lingered longer, 

and it vas not until the middle of the century that it became the 

exception rather than the rule. Conservatisn on the part af the 

patron, and a belated emergence fro the seventeenth century's 

scientific ordering of all things natural and artistic: manifested 

most obtrusively perhaps, on the landscape. 

William Adam played an important role in the early development 

of the informal landscape garden in Scotland though his designs 

tended to keep nature at a respectable distance. A romantic side to 

his nature appreciated accidents of nature as, for example, in his 

serpentine river-walk at Taymouth. In the 1730s Adan was preparing 

plans for the Duke af Hamilton between the palace and his newly 

designed eye-cather of linked pavilions in the location now known as 

Chatelherault (after a Frenoh title oonferred on the Duke). The 

position of Adan's pavilions shows his appreciation of the dramatic 

contrasts effected by perching the hunting lodge on the edge af a 

wild and ronantic gorge of the river Avon, while the scene on the 

side of the buildings facing Hamilton Palace one-and-a-half miles 

away, was one af regulated and majestic formality. The garden plan 

included an avenue (optically adjusted to slow the rate of 

perspective between the palace and the wider front of 

Chatalherault), canals and a temple. [13]  
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Charles Bridgeman, on being shown this scheme, by the Earl of 

Selkirk (uncle to the Duke of Hamilton), was rather taken abaok by 

the sophistication of Adam ' s  hunting lodge and garden plan, 

exclaiming that he "did not think there was any body in that part of 

the world who could draw so well. [ 1 4 ]  As late as 1745 Adam's 

garden plans were still generally governed by what the compass and 

rule could describe, so that his scheme for the gardens at Buchanan 

House which he had then designed for the Duke af Montrose [15] ,  are 

definitely outmoded by English standards. At Arniston however, 

possibly as early as 1726, his garden landscape although containing 

bastioned parterres, also made use of Kentian grottos and cascades, 

and indeed he used less synthetic means of terminating vistas than 

the temples or monumental column that had been employed at Stowe and 

Blenheim. 

What then, might the contemporary garden at the House or Dun 

have Looked like? The short answer must inevitably be that it would 

have peen strictly formal, athough the present state of the den 

burn shows that no canalisation as suggested by the Earl af Mar, was 

ever carried out, thus admitting a degree af naturalism. It is 

possible that no pleasure garden of any oonsequenoe was realised 

since it is known that several houses designed by Willia Adan never 

did have any formal setting [ 1 6 ] ,  vnioh aoes not necessarily imply 

that they were treated informally either, rather, not developed to 

any significant extent for reasons af economy or lack of interest. 

Although a general rule, it vas not mandatory that all early 

eighteenth century country houses had grand gardens. In the absence 
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of any unoontestable physical evidence of the contemporary garden 

accompanying House of Dun, coetaneous manuscript material and early 

printed maps provide hints of some of the major features or the 

layout. 

Detailed cartography in Scotland [ 17]  was neglected until the 

late sixteenth and early sevententh centuries when the pioneering 

efforts of Timothy Pont [18] in surveying the whole of Scotland on 

foot, were published in Joannis Blaeus's Novus Atlas (Amsterdam: 

1654)) .  These maps of Scotland remained the source for most 

cartographers for a century including Herman Moll who in 171l  had 

produced a new map (dedicated to the Earl af Mar), and it was an 

expansion of this project led to his publication in 1725 of 

thirty-six county maps, amongst whiah "The Shire of Angus or Forfar" 

numbers. Although the most sophisticated to date, Mall's map was on 

a scale af four miles to an inch, which did not allow any great 

detail, but major seats such as Dun were shown (Fig.16).  After 

Moll's map, no large scale surveys were carried out until the 

Military Survey of 1747-55. Probably made between the dates of 

these two last maps, a pencil sketch ror a formal garden survives in 

the Dun Muniments at SR0. [ 19] 

That this garden plan (Fig.17) is in faot a sahee intended for 

Dun, appears to be certain. On ts left side near the scale, there 

is a faint pencilled note "vest, indicating that the orientation is 

the same as had been suggested for the grounds since the first 

schemes or 1723, and if it is compared to Mar's plan af that date , 

the essential features bear a striking resemblance. Unfortunately 
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the plan is not signed or dated, and although the house is placed on 

the intersection of the axes (as in Mar's drawings of 1723), its 

dimensions do not concur with any of the designs examined. Fro the 

scale provided, the house appears to measure about fifty-five feet 

by seventy three, but none af the lines is perpendicularly drawn, 

and on such a small and rough plan perhaps accuracy was not the 

prime objective. Clearly, despite the inadequancies of the 

draughtsmanship, the plan probably does not represent McGill's 

design which was a mere forty-nine feet by sixty-two, nor can it be 

Mar's first drawing of 1723, which was square: Villi Adam's first 

plan comes closest in size being fifty-five feet by seventy-eight. 

No written evidence of Adam's involvement in the laying out af the 

gardens is recorded in the Dun muninents examined, and the inal union 

of raised terraces on all four sides of the house in this design, 

recalls the arrangement set out in Mar's plan oaf 1723 (see l.2( and 

Fig.6) and retained in the design of 1731 with the additional 

terrace on the north side agreeing with the annonymous pencil 

sketch. 

It may be possible that Mar's early involvement in the 

proposals for House af Dun, and his acknowledged experience in 

garden design, night imply that he acted as landscape adviser 

throughout. If this is so, and Mar is the author af the penail 

sketch, then it night be safely attributed to 1731. The identity of 

the hand nust however remain conjectural notwithtanding the 

superficial similarity or the orthography to Mar's earlier proposals 

especially in the distinctive A and K. 
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The arrangement of the cruciform avenues intersecting on the 

site of the house, and the radiating avenues to the east, are very 

similar to the 1723 scheme, and additionally, the circular features 

to the east and south of the house coincide with the earlier 

positioning of pools or fountains. It may be that this sketch 1s a 

working plan for a revision of the earlier proposals with the detail 

of the formal pleasure gardens to the south filled in. On the west 

side of the house there is evidence of some affioes and an entry to 

that side, a±though it is difieult to see how the north front could 

conveniently approached by this arrangement without first passing a 

"Corn and Hay Yard" on the west and a circular pool or flower bed to 

the east. A strong north-south axial disposition of the main 

avenues is indicated, with that to the north side af the house being 

planted with rows of trees and flanking wnat might be plain gras 

parterres or a potagier, but the ald gardens across the den remained 

in use and probably provided most af the vegetables and herbs for 

the new house. 

Bearing the marks of any editorial changes in the details of 

the parterres, this drawing is obvioualy not a finished plan, but it 

does indicate the subdivision of compartments or arbours out out of 

the planting (presumably hedging of sane sort) complete with 

trellises and/or garden benches. The conventional planting of some 

of the parterres with low (probably bor) hedges filled with foral 

shell, scroll, and geaetric patterns of flowers and mineral matter 

is clearly shown, rendering the plan stylistically appropriate to 

coexist with the House af Dun. 
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The pencil sketch is the only manuscript source that might 

conceivably show the formal layout of Dun, but other, more vague and 

ambiguous evidence can be gleaned from the next contemporaneous 

survey or the estate. Plate 97 is a detail of one of the fair copy 

maps made rram field sheets of the Military Survey of 1747-55 (more 

familiarly known as "Roy's Map") executed on the orders of George II 

in the aftermath of the 1745 Jacobite Uprising.[20] Precisely vhen 

the area was surveyed is not recorded (official records of the 

project do not survive), but it was probably between 177 and 1749 

when the greater part af the mainland was mapped. By this time the 

gardens at Dun might well have taken on a fairly stable appearance 

since it is recorded in Alexander Erskine's account for the arop 

1741-42, that the new gardens were being "trenched" at a cost of 

£22.16 .4 . [21 ]  

In their final form the maps af the Military Survey used the 

fallowing conventions: blue-green for water features, green for 

woodland, yellow ror land under cultivation, buff for moors, grey 

washes of various shades for relief, solid red for houses, red 

outline for formal grounds and single brown lines for roads. The 

estate of Dun is thus shown contained vithin a solid red line, and 

the house (shown n a stylised for) is centred on an emphatic 

nor th--south axial avenue of trees. Close to the house and to the 

west of it, the only plot that can be identified as a cultivated 

garden appears to be planted with trees or hedges in the for af a 

saltire. Presumably Roy's Map was accurate in what it did show, but 

the scale employed is too small to reveal any further detail. The 
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grounds do not appear to stretch to the road as depicted in Mar's 

plan of 1723 but the sloping bank to the immediate south mentioned 

by McGill, is clearly shown. How the approach to the house vas 

arranged at this time is not described either, thus making it af 

limited use in an attempt to ascertain the limits and form of the 

garden. It must be concluded that fro the available contemporary 

evidence perhaps only the main axial avenue conceived fro the 

inception of the house, was put into practice. 

Another contemporary table merely lists the areas of the plots 

about the house [22] It vas not until 1782 that Willia Ireland 

survey ea he estate again, but most of his maps are diagramatic and 

deal with recording the aareage of the various parks. One diagram 

however does show that there were bisecting axes of Gean trees 

(Prunus ayviu) on the the east approach [23] and these trees may be 

the ones described as "ancient" specimens by Violet Jacob in the 

early 1930s [24] but it is highly unlikely that they could have been 

planted in the 1730s or 40s, not being particularly noted for 

longeivity.[25] 

John Ainslie engraved and published a Map of the County of 

Forfar or Shire af Angus" in 1794 [26] which on a soale of one mile 

to an inah (Fig.18) shows the sane basic cruciform avenues at Dun 

that appeared in Roy, but the house in this convention is placed to 

the west af the avenue, hence obscuring the area shown as being 

formally planted in the Military Survey. The planting depicted in 

Ainslie's map must have been of a considerable age to have survived 

in such a formal layout at this date. Other inprovers had for years 
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been gripped with Browman picturesque, as can be seen from the 

neighbouring estate of Kinnaird west south-west of Dun, where 

circuit paths, curvilinear belts and clumps of trees can be seen in 

conjunction with open parks. 

By 1825, Thomson's Atlas [27] snows only the the north-south 

axis, the cross avenue having disappeared but the new gardens 

apparently not yet in existence (Fig.19). Finally, the largest 

scale map yet produced appeared fra the Ordnanoe Survey of 1 86  

which shows the gardens as laid out by Lady Augusta some thirty 

years or more previously (Fig.20) Even in this map, some remnants of 

formality can be seen to the north of the house and along the east 

and west approach roads. A few of these trees still survive, 

forming the last physical representatives of the contempoary 

garden. [28] 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 

1 It was Mrs Lovat who turned the House of Dun over to the National 
Trust for Scotland. At the time of writing the Trust is engaged 
in an extensive restoration programme on the house and gardens. 
The Erskines of Dun are dealt with fully in Violet Jaoob, The 
Lairds of Dun (London: Murray, 1 9 3 1 ) .  

2  See Arthur Mitchell, editor, MaeFarlane's Geographical 
Collections, 2 volumes (Edinburgh: Scottish History Society, 
f9@7), Ii, p.203. Also, Willia Anderson The _Scottish Nation, 3 
volumes (Edinburgh and London: Fullerton, 1869),  II, p.15 et 
seq. 

3 Cited in Jacob, The Lairds of Dun, p.28. 

4 Ibid., pp.101-2, pp.201-2. 

The scheme ended in disaster when the "Dronner's Dyke" as it was 
known, was destroyed in a violent storm in 1676 and several af 

the investors were bankrupted. Some remains of the dyke an 
still be seen at low tide. 

6 Copy Act af Parliament for repairing the North--water Bridge" 
Edinburgh Dee. 17 1669. Brskine of Dun Muniments, SRO GD 
123/49. For the 1685 Aat in favour af Lord Dun and his heirs in 
perpetuity: SRO GD 123/18. 

7 Cited in Jacob, The Lairds of Dun, p.217. Rrtracted fro the Dun 

Parish Register. 

8 Ibid., p.225. 

9 Ibid., p.221. 

10  Leslie Stephen, editor, Dictionary af National Biography (London: 
Saith Elder & Co . ,  1889), p.01. 

1 1  Ibi d. , In  November 1710 he took his seat as an ordinary lord. 
April 13 17 appointed a lord of Justiciary. He resigned his 
justiciary gown in 17 and his office as an ordinary lord in 
1753 and died May 26 1758 (Soots Mag. XI 276-7). He is the 
author of a little volume entitled Lord Dun's Friendly ad 

Faaiiar Advices adapted to the various Stations and Conditions 
of Life 12mo, Edinburgh, 1754. His arguments on the doctrine of 

passive obedience were assailed the sane year by Dr Robert 
Wallace, minister at Moffat, who characterises him as 'a 

venerable old man, af very great experience, and greatly 
distinguished for piety' , 

12 Mitchell, Macfarlane's Geographical Collections, 2,p.1. 
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1 3  William Lichtoune: educated at the University of St Andrews; 

M. A. ( 1 6 3 7 ) ,  was on the Exercise 1640; ordained (assistant) Nov. 
26 1646; died after July 1 1685. 
Cited in Fasti Eealesiae Scotianae. 'nods of Fife and of 
and Mearns, 10  volumes 'Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, i 9 2 5' ,  
p.338. 

1 Falconer, Sir David of Newton (1640-1686). Nominated Lord of 

Session 1676, Lord of Justiciary 1678 and president af Court od 
Session 1682. 
Cited in Stephen, Dictionary of National Biography, 18,  p. 157 

15  See Hovard Colvin, A Biographioal Dictionary of British 
Architects 1660-1820 (London: Murray, 1978) 

16 McGill's work at Greyfriar's is detailed in Colin Millian, 
editor, The Buildings of Scotland. Edinburgh (London: Penguin, 
1 9 8 ) ,  p. 154.  

17 SRO RHP 2541 "Mr Smith and McGill's 3d. designe for Cullen House 
1709. This is the earliest reference of any professional 
relationship between the two architeots. For Snith's career see 

Colvin, Biographical piationarY. Ide, 'A Sottish origin for 
English Palladianis?', Architectural History 17, 1974, pp.5-13. 

1 8  SRO GD 123/120, Brskine af Dun MS. 

19  The termination of the vista at Kinross House is Loch Leven 
Castle; At Balcaskie, the Bass Rook; at Hopetoun, Berwick Law. 

20 John Reid, The Sots Gard'ner (Edinburgh: 1683).  Cited in A. A.  

Tait, 'Hillian Adan and Sir John Clerk: Arniston and The Country 
Seat', Burlington Magazine, 1 1 1 ,  (Marah 1969),  pp. 132-10,[138]. 

21 See Hillian Alvis Brogden, 'Stephen Switzer and Garden Design in 
Britain in the Early Eighteenth Century'. Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1973. 

22 Hopetoun Muniments, "A General Plan of Hopetoun Park. Cited in 
Tait, 'Arniston and the Country Seat' p.138, n.50. 

23 Aller: Alder. Wooden conduits made af species tlerant af vet 

conditions (suoh as alder) were in use in Scotland wall into the 
nineteenth century. rapl es excavated in Edinburgh oan be seen 
in Huntly House Museum, Canongate, Edinburgh. 

24 Syver": acoording to the Scottish National Diotionr 
(Edinburgh: Scottish National Dictionary Association, 1931-76), 
the word "Syver an denote "A ditch, drain or vater channel, 
specifically a field drain lined vith stones, and gen. covered 
in to for a small culvert. Similarly, "Sypeing" relates to the 
peroolation or seeping of vatar, especially a mall trickle or 
alight spring. 

25 The Country Seat, a poem by Sir John Clerk or Penicuik 
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(1655-1755).  Quoted from a monograph copy of 1727. SRO GD 
18/4404/1, Clerk of Penicuik MS. 

26 Tait, 'Arniston and The Country Seat', p.136. 

27 SRO GD 123/120, Erskine of Dun MS. 

28 SRO RHP 6258. Schemes for the reconstruction of a house in the 
Dry Gate, Glasgow for the 1st Duke of Montrose, 1718-1719.  

29 McGill had subscribed to the second volume of Vitruvius 
Britannieug ( 1 7 1 7 ) .  His autographed copy is preserved in the 
London Library. Photograph in NMRS. 

30 "Happer": a box or hopper; in this context a central reservoir 
on the roof for collecting rain vater. A similar arrangement had 
been used by Smith and McGill at Yester House e.1710.  See 
Alistair Rowan, 'Yester House, East Lothian', Country Life, Aug. 
9 ,  1 6  and 23 1973, p . 3 1 .  

31  For a full account of Mar and his political career, see William 

Anderson, The Scottish Nation, 3 volumes (Edinburgh and London: 
Fullerton, 1869) ,  2, pp.155-8. Also: The Jaoobite Uprising, 
(Edinburgh: Sottish National Portrait Gallery, 1965), and 
Charles Petrie, The Jacobite Movement. The First Phase, (London: 
Eyre and Spottieswoode,1948). 

32 See Walker and Gauldie, Architects and Architecture on Tayside 
(Dundee: Dundee Institute af Architects, 198),  p.48. 

33 Gibbs had gone to Holland before 1700, and after entering the 
Scots College in Roe, he studied under Fontana fron e.1704. He 

returned to Scotland to visit his dying brother Willian and 
remained in Britain to pursue a career. 

34 Terry Friedan, James Gibbs (Neu Haven and London: Yale, 1984), 
pp.8--9. 

35 I1d., p. 13 .  

36 See John Dunbar, 'Sir Willia Bruoe', Bhibition catalogue 
(Edinburgh: Sottish Arts Council, 1970). Also: Mclillis, The 
Buildings of Soot]and. Edinburgh. 

37 SRO GD 12/15/752(1), Mar And Kellie RS: Letter fron Alexander 
MGill to John Erskine, Earl af Mar, dated Edinburgh, Jan. 6 
1707/8. 

38 1id. 

39 Ibid. Jean Tijous was a French smith working in England. He 
produced A new Book of Drawings, (1693). See Geoffrey Beard, 
Craftsmen and Interior Decoration in .and 1660-1820 

Edinburgh: Bartholomew, 1981 • 
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AO "Mr Edward" is no doubt Alexander Edward ( 1651-1708),  Bruce's 
protege. 

41 SRO GD 124/15/752(2), Mar and Kellie MS: Letter fron McGill to 
the Earl of Mar, dated Edinburgh, Feb. 14 1708. 

42 See Colvin, Biographical Dictionary. An old photograph of 

Tullibody is illustrated in Marcus Binney, The Lost Houses of 
Scotland (London: SAVE, 1 9 80 ) .  



NOTES TO CHAPTER NO 

1 William Anderson, The Scottish Nation, p . 157 

2  Lord Dun and Lord Grange bought the forfeited estates in 1724 and 
turned them over to Mar's son in 1739. The attainder vas not 
reversed until 1824. 

3 The architectural drawings and accompanying map are missing. It 
is not known whether Mar returned them: if not, it is possible 
that they survive on the Continent. 

SRO RHP 13256, 13257, 13258. Three volumes of the Earl of Mar's 
drawings bound up in the nineteenth century. 

5 SRO GD 123/120, Erskine of Dun KS. 

6 Ibid. In this letter Mar maintains a thinly disguised identity: 
the "old friend and aquaintanee, is undoubtedly himself. By 

employing the third person singular, he perhaps hoped to avoid 
compromising his correspondents by implicating then in Jacobite 
activities. The letter appears to have been cut at the bottom 
where slight traces of further writing is detectable. 

7 Ibid. The reference to "Mes John" is again probably Mar himself, 

however the phrase including the cryptic word A - s 1s 

puzzling. The last letter is certainly an "s", had it been an 
"a", then the whole meaning of the sentence would make sense. 
8 SRO RHP 13288 (1-8).  Tyo of the original presentation 

drawings are missing. John leing in Robert Adam and his Cirale 
in Edinburgh and Rome (London: Murray, 1962), Pl. 8 facing 
p.34, erroneously attributes the drawing for the facade to (or 
after) William Adam. The identity of the author as Mar, is 

proven by the correspondence in the Erskine af Dun Muniments GD 
123. 

9 SRO RHP 13257. Several variations on schemes for a house for M 
Rotier are dated variously at Milan Castle, 1719; Geneva, 1719 
and Choisie 1721. 

10 See Kerry Downes, Vanbrugh (London: Zveer, 1977) p.139. 

1 1  11d., pp.118-20, 278. 

12 For a succinct account oaf the development and use af the 
triuphal arch as an architectural motif, see John Summerson, Te 
Classical La@age gf lrghiteoture (London: Thanes and Hudson, 
1983), pp.23-. 

13 See Allan Braham and Peter Sith, Franqois Mansart, 2 volumes 

(London: Zwemer, 1976). 
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1 Ibid., p .71 .  R~my Collin was a mason as opposed to an architect. 
Nonetheless, his stable entrance at Fontainbleau is one oaf the 
most important designs of the period in France when architects 
had virtually no professional status as distiot fro builders. A 

similar situation remained in Scotland until the early eighteenth 
century. McGill and Adam were both builders turned architect. 

1 5  SRO GD 123/120, Erskine of Dun KS. 

16 SRO RHP 13288 plus two model drawings fro RHP 13256. 

17 The explanatory text to these drawings is contained in GD 
123/120. 

1 8  Ibid. 

1 9  Ibid. 

20 There is a discrepancy of six inches in the height of these 
mezzanines in Mar's description and as marked on the drawings. 

21 For William Adam's work at Mavisbank, see Fleming, Robert Adan 

and his Circle, pp.33-A. 

22 John Dunbar, The Historic Architecture of Scotland (London: 
Batsford, 1966), p.99 (pl.63). 

23 SRO GD 123/120, Erskine of Dun ASS. Blewscealie is simply blue 
slate. 

2l Iid. 

25 Although the drawings that survive are to the Earl of Mar's 
designs, the quality of draughtsmanship varies so much that it is 
quite likely that he employed a draughtsman to tidy up some of 
his own sketches for presentation. 

26 SRO GD 123/120, Erskine at Dun S. 

27 Ibid. 

28 John Macky, A Journey_ through Scotland (1723), pp.180-3, states 
that there was a "Parterre spacious and finely adorn'd with 

Statues and Vases, and fran this Parterre to the river Forth, 
runs a fine Terras...fran whence...you have thirty-two different 
Vistoes each ending on soe remarkable seat or mountain. Cited 
in Friedan, Janes Gibbs p.105.  

29 Mitchell, MaeFarlane's Geographical Collections, 1 ,  p.309. The 
sumer house referred to is that designed by Gibbs in 1709. 

30 SRO RHP 13289. 

31 GD 123/120, Erskine of Dun RS. All subsequent quotations are 
fro this source unless otherwise indicated. 
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32 "TLlliesoule: a secondary place af acoomodation for the 
overflow of guests not able to be put up in the mansion house. 
Interestingly, there is a village af the same name on the south 
side of the Montrose Basin. 

33 SRO GD 123/363/15 (rto, vso) and GD 123/363/16, Erskine or Dun 

MSS. 

34 NLS Saltoun MS, volume 1 1 ,  17873-80. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 

1 Cited in Fleming, Robert Adam and his Circle p.323 ( n . 6 ) .  
In  this letter to Sir John, Adam further states that he had seen 
"all the most considerable ones in both Holland and England. I 

can venture to say that I am as much a master of the form and 
disposition of them as of the building of a house". SRO GD 
18/4736, Clerk of Penicuik MS. 

2 Quoted from J.Crawford, Memorials of the town and parish of Alloa 
(All0a: 1874), pp.89-91 

3 Cited in James Simpson, Vitruvius Scoticus reduction facsimile 
(Edinburgh: Harris, 1980) p p . 1 ,  12. 

4 SRO GD 18/4892, Clerk of Penicuik KS. Unpublished MS of John 
Clerk of Eldin: "Mr Clerk's life of R . A. " .  John Clerk of Eldin 
(1728-1812)  was an amateur artist and brother-in-law of Robert 
Adam (1728-1792).  

5 Travel journal of Sir John Clerk of Penicuik: GD 18/2107 (1727 
tour). 

6 Parish Register of Abbotshall "May 30th 1716,  William Adam and 
Mary Robertson both in the parish were contracted in order to 
marriage" 

7 Illustrated in D.Mcgibbon and T. Ross, The Castellated and 
Domestic Architecture of Scotland (Edinburgh: Douglas, 1887-92), 
5,  pp.286-9. 

8 Donibristle House: built for 6th Earl of Moray 1719-23.Extracts 
from the Moray muniments in NMRS (R6,  P13).  

9 A superlative account af Hopetoun House is given in Alistair 
Rowan, 'The building of Hopetoun', Architectural History, 27, 
198, pp. 183-202. 

10 Ibid., p . 1 9 1 .  Refering to Macky's comparison of Hopetoun to 
Cannons, Rowan suggests if we adnit Cannons as a likely 
influence on the design of the new east front, this brings in its 
train such figures as James Gibbs and his aristocratic mentor, 
the Earl af Mar, as men vho in one way or another may have 
advised Lord Hopetoun and shaped his architectural taste. 

It is interesting to note at this point, that the Earl of Mar 
used colonnades of the same type as Bruce's in a design dated 
Urbino 1718,  for a house in St. Janes's Park, London. SRO: RHP 

13256. 

1 1  Ibid., p . 191 .  
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12  Roxburgh NSS, Floors Castle: a letter fro Sir William Bennet to 
John Ker's mother dated May 18  1721 he states "this day I goe to 
the Floors, to see the ground stone af the new building being 
laid". The 1721 accounts include payment of 21,725 17s. 8d. 
"to Mr Adam for masonwork": cited in Marcus Binney, 'Floors 
Castle, Roxburghshire', Country Life, May 1 1 ,  16 ,  1978, p.1300. 

1 3  Rowan, The building of Hopetoun, p.190 (n. 19) .  

1 Ibid., p . 1 9 1 .  

1 5  Ibid. Cannons was built to the designs of James Gibbs, 1716-19, 
for James Brydges, first Duke of Chandos. See J.Dunlop, 
'Cannons, Middlesex: A Conjectural Reconstruction', Country 
Life, December 30, 1949, pp.150-154. Gibbs design for the south 
face is illustrated in Friedman, James Gibbs, p. 1 10 .  

16 Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738), Dutch physician and scientist. One 
of Boerhaave's letters to his son is among the Erskine of Dun 
MSS: SRO GD 123. 

17 Fleming, Robert Adam and his Circle, p. 17.  

1 8  In  his "Memoirs, Sir John relates the events leading up to the 
rebellion by the Jacobites in 1715: Amongst these the Chief 
Ring-Leader was the Earl af Mar. He was not only my aquaintance 
but my particular friend. Quoted fran John Gray, Memoirs of the 
Life of Sir John Clerk of Penicuik (Edinburgh: University Press, 

1892),  p.87. 

19  Fleming, Robert Adam and his Circle, p.5. 

20 SR0 GD 18/1765-74, Clerk of Pemicuik KS: deal with the building 

of Mavisbank. Sane af these letters contain sketches of Clerk's 
corrective instructions. 

21 SRO GD 18/5005, Clerk of Penicuik MSS: correspondenoe between 
Lord Aberdeen, Sir John Clerk and John Baxter. See also: 
Christopher Hussey, 'Haddo House Aberdeenshire', Country_ Life, 
August 18,  25, 1966 (pp.378-80 for Baxter's letters). 

22 Quoted fran Mr Clerk's life of R. A. "  

23 SRO GD 77/20/1, Fergusson of Graigdarroah AS: 
estimate of 1726. 

2 In his notes to House of Dun, Janes Simpson, Vitruvius Scotiqus, 
p.21, hypothetically dates the first design by Adan to the mid 
1720s. Later in this work documentary evidence is examined which 
seems to suggest that it was considerably later. 
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25 SRO GD 123/141/33, Erskine of Dun MS: A catalogue of the Books 
in Lord Dun's Library at his house in the country". SRO GD 
123/1441/3l: "A catalogue of the Books My Lord Dun has at 
Edinr.".The list includes the "Adventures of Robinson Crusoe 
Vol.2d. (Lond:1719), and "Allan Ramsay's Poems (Bdinr: 1721). 

26 Cited in Rowan, 'Te building of Hopetoun', p.186 ( n . 1 1 ) .  

27 Fleming, Robert Adam and his Ciele,p.34: Adan's letter to Sir 
John Clerk advocating a garret storey for Mavisbank, with some 

blind windows in the cornice of the parapet for regularity's 
sake". 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 

1 SR0 GD 18/4729/2, Clerk of Penicuik MSS. Stair seems to have 
patronised Cooper when he came to work in Scotland where he made 
his living mainly at portrait engraving. An account in the Stair 
MSS: GD135 Box 38, records payments to "R.Cooper, engraver". 

2 Simpson, Vitruvius Scoticus, p.T, states that Cooper was born in 
Yorkshire in 1705 and had travelled to Italy before settling in 
Edinburgh in 1730. Similarly by an analysis of dedications on 
the engraved plates in Vitruvius Scotius it would appear that 
none af the plates pre-dates 1730, thus suggesting that Cooper 
only took up the task of preparing the plates after his arrival 
1n Edinburgh. 

3 Adam's success was partly due to his political conformity. He 
was acceptable to the main Whig patrons suoh as Stair, but also 
to ardent Jacobites. He had designed Beaufort House for Simon 
Fraser, Lord Lovat in 1743, but the work was abandoned during the 
'5 and Lovat was beheaded at the age of eighty for his part in 
the insurrection. 

4 SRO RHP 13256. Several of these designs for a royal palace in 
St. James' Square survive. One is signed by Mar's second wife 
as being of her own invention. The identity of the king for vhon 
these designs might have been dedicated is not alear: by 172 
Mar had divorced himself fra the court of the Pretender without 
reconciling himself with the Hanovarians. His intended 
publication of it in Britain (in Vitruvius Sootius) might be 
read as an attempt to placate the Hanovarians, especially if his 
design was submitted after George Ist's death in 1727. This, 

however, would have made it the only engraving of a building 
outside Scotland but Adan has been oarefull to anit the looation. 

5 This plan of filling in a suare plan vith a domed cenral hall is 
echoed in other Mar designs, as, for emanple, sahenes for Wilton 
and Drulanrig. Colvin has pointed out that this pre-dates 
Robert Adam's similar solutions for Syon by over forty years. 

6 The engravings in Vitruvius Sooticus are idealised versions of 

the buildings they represent. Discrepenaies in the dimensions of 

contracted plans and as realised are not unoomnon. At Hopetoun, 
Bachope's plan was exceeded by two feet. Similarly, at Dun the 
house appears to be eighty feet in the engraved design and 
eighty--two as built. Working drawings would hare been provided 
on site vhioh night contain amendments to the the idealised 
design. 
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7 Quoted from Fleming, Robert _ l dam_ an d_ h i s  Cirale, p37. 

8 SRO GD 18/440/1,Clerk of Penicuik KS: 'Te Country Seat' 
monograph copy of 1727, note no.6.  

9  While on their 1727 tour of England, both Adam and Clerk 
subscribed to A_Book of Arahitecture: this vas to be Adam's main 
source book for the rest of his career. 

10  This stairway was realised in a simpler, one-platt form. 

1 1  GD 18/404/1, Clerk of Penicuik MSS: 'The Country Seat'. 

12  Adam's use of  disproportionately emphatic voussoirs can be seen 
at Hamilton Parish Curch (e.1729).  

13  Although jointed channelling would seem to be most appropriate 
for this basement area considering the treatment elsewhere on the 
house, it should be noted that at the Dru (1726) Adam had used 
horizontal channelling on the basement, and square-jointed 
channelling on the rest of the facade. Photograph in Miilliam, 

The Buildings of Sotland. Edinburgh, pl.66.  

14  See Vitruyius Scotioug plate 120. 

15  Cited in Fleming, Robert Ada and his Circle, p.51 .  (Extracted 
fro the Edinburgh Town Council minutes, February 21 1728). 

16  Ibid., p.52. The post af Surveyor af the King's Work's had last 
been held by James Smith and vas discontinued after the Union. 
Adam had apparently been nominated for the revival of the 
position on the recommendation of Stair to Sir Robert Valpale, 
but the attempt appears to have been frustrated by the untimely 
death of George I. 

17 Public Records Office: Ordnanoe Establishment Book, HO.5A/204, 
p.0. Adan appears to have held other affiaial posts carrying 

small salaries, e.g. Clerk to the Ordnance at £40 per annum. 

1 8  See James Simpson, 'The building of Duff House'. Arahae@logical 
Journal, 130, 1973, pp.221-2. and A. and H.Tayler, The Book of 

the Duffs, 2 values (Edinburgh: Brown, 19 14 ) .  

19  SRO GD 18/01/1, Clerk of Penicutk KS: 

monograph oopy of 1727. 

20 Ibid. 

'The Country Seat', 

21 1id., n.1. 

22 Ibid. On his 1727 tour, Clerk had visited Vanbrugh's house and 
was non-plumed at the "great heaps of brick and thick valls but 
with little accommodation within. There's scare a roan above 8 
or 10 foot square and sane much less 
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23 Ibid. The section of the poem dealing with the ideal landscape 
garden is reproduced in J.D. Hunt and P.HLlis, The Genius of the 
Place. The English Landscape Garden 1620-1820 (London: 
i~k, 1979. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 

1 For Arniston see Fleming, Robert Adam and his Cir@le, pl.16 .  

2  Photograph in NMRS. 

3 The Dun accounts for the years 1739.4A mention work on the new 

house.It is possible that further acoounts may come to light with 
further searches of the Erskine of Dun S. 

Thomas Gardiner, James Couly and Pringle are recorded as working 
together in 172. SRO GD 123/428/3 Erskine at Dun MS. 

5 James Runoiman, freeman wright in Portsburgh vas the father af 

the painter Alexander Runciman who worked with Norrie & Co. Soe 

other accounts fro different commissions are detailed in Francis 
Bamford, Dictionary_ of Edi nb ur gh_ r g { s  and Furniture Makers 

1660-180 (Furniture History Society, 1983), p.fol, 

6 How Adam and Runciman determined these rates is not recorded. It 
is probable that they consulted guild books of prices or such 
works as the Builder's DiationrY 

T SRO GD 123/428/1, Erskine af Dun MS: HLLlia Adan & Janes 

Runcimans opinion of the Accoapt betwixt Lord Dun and Thanas 
Gardiner 1738. 

8 SRO GD 123/428/2, Erskine af Dun 4S. 

9 SRO GD 123/136/30, Erskine af Dun MS: Acctt. Mr Vm Adams to 
Wm Strachan. 

10  SRO GD 123/136/31, Brskine af Dun KS: 
Willia Morress glass grinder, Edinr. 

Aaooapt my Lord Dun to 
19th Jun 1742". 

1 1  Quoted in Flening, Robert Adan and his Cirle, p.59. (Hamilton 
MS.). 

12 SRO GD 18/727, Cler of Penicuik MS: Letter fro Lord 
Annandale dated January 23 1724. 

13  Fleming, Robert Adan and his Circle, p.6h. Quotes a letter fro 
Adam to Sir John Clerk in which he states that he had made 
several marble chimney pieces "which look extremely handsome and 
of which I resolve to keep a stock at Leith in all tine coning. 

14  Sottish marble had been used in 1672 at Han House for the Duke 

of Lauderdale. Considerable care was taken on chimneypieces 
appearance and dimensions; even the size af the opeming was a 

funotion of the roan volune: Robert Morris in his Lectures on 
Architecture' (1751) ruled that the height at the opening of a 



chimney was obtained by adding "the lenghth and breadth oaf the 
room together, and extract the square root of that sum, and half 
that root will be the height af the chimney. Quoted in Beard, 
Craftsmen and Interior Decoration in England, p.94. 

15  SR0 GD 123/136/29, Erskine of Dun MS: "Dr The Right Honble The 
Lord Dun To William Adam Architeet" 

16 Beard, Craftsmen_ and Interior Decoration in England, p.94. 

17 SRO GD 123/136/29, Erskine of Dun MS. 

1 8  William Adam s  prediliction for Baroque deooration is 
demonstrated in a letter by him criticising Clerk's reluctanoe to 
have the interior of Mavisbank too decorative: if it is inay 
power to prevent it by geting Mr Calderwood or his nan, who is 
equally good with him, I shall. Cited in Fleming, Robert Adan 

and his Cirale, p.3. 

1 9  Account book of Joseph Enzer, 1736.39, Iester Archives NLS. See 
also, John Dunbar, 'The Building of Yester House 1670-1878', 
Transactions of the East Lothian Antiquarian id Field 
Naturalists Society, 13, 1972, pp.20-A2., and Alistair Rowan, 
'Yester House, Bast Lothian', Country Life, Aug. 9 ,  16,  23 1973. 

20 NLS lester Archives: Ezer's Day Book. 

21 SRO GD 123/4420, Erskine af Dun MS: "Aooount of his expense for 

his new house. Item noted between Lord Dun and his brother 
Alexander Erskine. The total expense on the house for 1740 was 
£1,555. 3. 10.(Scots). 

22 SRO GD 123/137/38, Brskine af Dun MS: Dun acoounts April 18  
1741 -- May 172. 

23 SRO GD 123/137/8, Brskine of Dun MS: Dun accounts May 18  1742 
- May 1743. 

2 When the Laird of Bdzell was preparing to sell his possessions to 
raise a company for the Jacobite cause in 1715 he wrote to Lord 
Balarres: "I spoke to my Lord Dun who tald e he would write 
immediately but thought it better to vait till he went to 
Edinburgh and procured a letter fro the Justice Clerk to his 
brother the Earl af Mar to go along vith his own; he's very frank 

for the project and says he will write wyth all oonoern and 
care. 

Cited in Jacob, Ie Lairds of Du, p.23., Fran A, Jervice, De 
Lands of the Lindys Crawford Case, pp.201 et sea. 

25 However, Ramsay of Auahtertyre relates that for a number of 
years he hardy ever voted on the side oaf the Crown. This never 
appeared more glaring than after the Rebellion of 175. Had he 
been a Chancellor, it vas wrong; but circumstanced as the bench 
then was, his single vote was of no avail. 
1id., p.261. 
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26 SRO GD 123/151,  Erskine of Dun MS: "A Sarall of a Resignation 
of the Lord Dun", 1753. Several drafts of the resignation 
survive. The final version sent to the king is quoted in Jacob, 
The Lairds of Dun, p.257. 

27 The Grand Alliance consisted of England (latterly U .K. ) ,  Holland, 
The Holy Roman Bpire and Hanover pitted against the combined 
forces of France, Spain, Bavaria and Prussia. Marlborough was 
Commander-in-Cheif of the English and Dutch forces and military 
leader of the Alliance after Viliam III's death in 1702. 

28 Neptune was appropriately favoured for fountain designs as, for 
example, the Neptune Fountain by Giovanni di Bologna and 
Bernini's Trevi Fountain. Neptune and Mars appear together in 
the dedication page of J.Flansteed, Historiae Coelestis (1712) ,  
engraved by James Gibbs (see Friedman, James Gibbs, p.86, pl.7). 

29 The central bust bears same resemblance to Mal borough's portrait 
on the parapet of the south front of Blenheim (see Downes, 
Vanbrugh, pl.61 ) ,  but it is unlikely that he vould have been 
shown in such advanced years. It is possible however, that it 

may be a portrait head of David Erskine, the twelfth Laird of Dun 

who was (as noted earlier) a military figure in the Earl af Mar's 
regiment. A portrait of the twelfth laird is illustrated in 
Jacob, The Lairds of Dun, p.224 showing the same lowliness as the 
plaster bust. 

30 This plasterwork is illustrated in Rowan, 'lester House, East 

Lothian' Aug. 16 1973. 

31 A political cartoon of 1706 in Gila Curtis, The Life and Times of 

Queen Anne (London: Book Club Associates, 1972), p.120, shows 
Louis XIV caught between England and Holland, while above, an 
eagle (representing the deceased Willia III, attacks a cook. 
Similarly, a stone carving by Grinling Gibbons at Blenheim 
displays a Lion performing the same assault. 

32 Touah House (outwardly classicised) dates, in parts, to the 
sixteenth century. The classical front has been attributed to 
either Villiam or John Adan. In the alder part of the house the 
plasterwork here attributed to Joseph Bnzer may suggest that 
Hillian Adam is the author af the facade, considering their 
professional association. See John Cornforth, 'Touch, 
Stirlingshire', Country Life, Aug. 19, 26 and Sept. 2 1965. 
For the interior of Fullerton House see photographs in NRRS. 

33 Jaoob, Lairds of Dun, p.3. 

34 Cited in Dunbar, 'The Building of Iester House, p.28 (n.7).  

35 SRO GD 123/28/1, Erskine af Dun MS. 

36 I an indebted to the National Trust for Scotland for the use af 
these ariel photographs. 
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37 The missing masonry is shortly to be indented using identical 
local stone. 

38 SRO GD 123/137/48, Erskine of Dun MS. 

39 SRO GD 123/428/3, Erskine of Dun MS: 172. Account dayes work 

to my Lord Dune bgining Agust the 12th. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 

1 These drawings and the associated letter are in the bound volume 
of Mar's drawings at Vest Register House, Edinburgh: SRO RHP 
13257. 

2 SR0 GD 123/428/1 Erskine af Dun MS. 

3 SRO RHP 13257. The contents of Mar's letter suggest that copies 
of Adam's original specification drawings were sent for his 
inspection. 

A Mar's reference to Mr £fletcher is probably Henry Flether af 

Saltoun who did muoh to improve his East Lothian estate. His 
son, Andrew Fletcher became Lord Milton in 172l and vas Justice 
Clerk 1735-38. The latter was a patron of both Adan and MoGill 
who worked at Brunstane House, and at The Whim for letcher's 
political confidant, the Duke of Argyll. It is interesting to 
note that Joseph Enzer also worked at Brunstane in 1736 aooording 
to a letter by him in the Saltoun Papers at NLS, 16581 £.238. 

5 The date 1730 might, however, nark Adam's appointment and the 
date af his first proposals. 

6 Mar subscribed to Vitruvius Britannicus where Vanbrugh's Eastbury 
design might have been his souroe af inspiration. He also owned 

a number af loose engravings of Vanbrugh's designs including 
Kingsweston with a note "print af Mr Southwell's house Given me 
by himself at Paris 1728. (RHP 13256) 

7 SRO GD 123/150, Erskine of Dun KS: Marriage oontraot of Anne 

Erskine to Lord Ogilvy, Dec. 17 1730. The new countess was 
widowed within a fey veeks; her husband dying on Jan. 12 1731. 
The reference to her in Mar's letter as "Countess Airlie" 1s 
additional proof that the design is post-1730 and that Adan's 

second design ooud not have been built at this time. 

8 Children of Iaraal...". This phrase probably bas an underlying 
masonic significanoe. Biblical analagies (e.g. King: The 
building of Salanan' s Temple) have proved abortive. In Magnus 
Olausson, 'Freemasonry, Oocultis and the Picturesque Garden 

towards the end of the Eighteenth Century', Architectural 
History, 8, Dee. 1985, pp.13.-33, has identified asonio 
symbolise in the landscape garden. The Erskines of Mar were 
active masons in Scotland in the first half af the eighteenth 
century. 

9 SRO RHP 13257. 

10 SRO GD 12\/15/138, Mar and Kellie KS: June 10 1730, letter in 
French. This letter also contains references to architectural 



designs by Mar for improving Versailles and building a palace on 
the Etoile. 

1 1  E.H.M.Cox, A History_of Gardening in Scotland (London: Catto 
and Windus, 1935),  p.85. 

12 Ibid., p.89. 

13  For a fuller account of Villiam Adam as a garden landscape 
designer see A.A.Tait, The Landscape Garden in Scotland 1735-1835 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1980). Iden, 'Viiliam 
Adam at Chatelherault', and James Macaulay, 'The Dogg Kennell att 
Hamilton', Architectural Review, 1 0 ,  Oct. 1966, pp.295-298. 

1 Cited in Tait, 'Hillian Adam at Chatelherault', p.320. 

1 5  SRO RHP 6150: "General Plan of the House, Gardens and Parks at 
Buchanan as proposed for His Grace the Duke of Montrose (signed) 
William Adam. 

16  Cox, A Hi s t ory_ of  Gardening in Scotland, p.57. 

17 The authoratitive work on Scottish Cartography is Donald Moir (et 
al ) ,  The Early Maps of Scotland to 1850, 2 volumes, (Edinburgh: 
The Royal Scottish Geographical Society), 1973-76. 

1 8  Timothy Pont graduated fran St Andrews University in 1583 and 
immediately set about surveying Scotland (including the Hebrides, 
Orkney and Shetland) on foot. Minister af Dunnet fran 1600 or 
1601 to 0 . 1612 ,  he died before publication of his life's work. 
Bleau produced his atlas with additional material supllied by Sir 
John Scot of Sootstarvit to whom the volume is dedicated. 
Ibid.,pp5-53. 

19  SRO GD 123/403/3, Erskine of Dun KS: Plan of a formal garden. 

20 Willia Roy recorded the inception of the Military Survey in his 

Memoirs of 1785: The rise and progress of the rebellion whioh 
broke out in the Highlands of Scotland in 175 and vhioh vas 
finally suppressed by . . . th e  late Duke of Cumberland, at the 

battle of Culloden in the following year, cominoed the 
Government of vhat infinite importance it would be to the State, 
that a country, so very inaccessible by nature, should be 

thoroughly explored and laid open, by establishing military posts 
in its inost recesses, and carrying roads of communication to 
its remotest parts. Cited by R.A. Skelton, e Mitary Survey 
of Scotland 1747-1755 (Edinburgh: The Royal Scottish 
Geographical Society, i 96 ) ,  p . 1 .  

21 SRO GD 123/137/38, Erskine af Dun MS: 1ten noted May 1741.  

22 SRO GD 123/218, Brakine af Dun KS: A Table showing the Aeres, 

Roods, falls 4o. in the Mannure af Dun Measured in 178. 

23 SRO RHHP 13290: Sketch plan of Dun House enclosed by Dykes. 
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24 Jacob, Te Lairds of Dun, p.3. 

25 An example of a Gean of about one hundred and forty years ald at 
Glendoick, Perthsire, planted o.1736 is illustrated in Cox, A 
History of Gardening in Scotland, p.74, f ig . 1 1 .  

26 John Ainslie, 'Map of the County af Forfar or Shire of Angus ' %  

surveyed in 1794. Four sheets, one inch s one mile. J.Ainslie, 
engraver. NL.S Map Library. 

27 John Thanson, 'Atlas of Angusshire', 1825. NS Map Library. 

28 A replacement avenue has recently been planted by the lMational 
Trust for Scotland to the north af the house (see arial 

photographs). The rou of tall conifers to the immediate north of 

the house are Wellingtonias, planted in the minoteenth century. 
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APPENDIX A 

(SRO GD/123/120) 

Mr Me ls explanation 

of the Map of the Lower part 

Or ye Strath af Southeak 

January 1723 
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The New seat Proposed for the House af Dun. The Centricall Line 

Pointing Marytown Law.. . . .abt.  South by East, or South by the 

Needle. Distance about 2800 Pacs Horizontall. But the Ground 

rize's much Fran the Road to the Westward of Marytown Church, up to 

the Law, Which May be lanted in a fine thickette for Terination B 

C D E. The corners of the New Intended park Containing about, 1 1 3  

Aikers of very Good Soyl for Gardens, Planting & Grass. The Line B 

C inclose's the Kemb, ridge, or top of the Bank fran Which the Whole 

ground Slope's to the South, But not alike in all Parts YI The 

upper Part, to the Northward of the Gardens, about 300 Yards,lope's 

about 6 p :Cent The Plott for the Gardens House, and Court, to the 

Cross Avenue, abt. 100 pace's Or 500 foot, only abt. per Cent, 

fro that to the Mains road abt. 200 foot, about 5 per Cent, fro 

thence to the present Brechin Road, 950 foot, about 3 : per Cent, 

and fro that to the South Line af the Park where the Ney road is to 

be 550 foot Slope's but insensibly about i foot in the hundred. 

This New Inalosure Joyns to the old Denne af Planting, a b e  d  Vhioh 

inclose's the Old Seat af the House, now raze'd Dov'n to the Ground, 

as also the ald Garden, now converted into a fine Bouling Green, 

with Walks & borders about it, The Old Courts To be a Cherry Garden, 

As also the Parish = Curah, Church lard, and a mall Interim 

House and office's that may serve for a Joynture House ar, a Young 

Laird, After the Principall House is built and finished, There nay 

be a Near and Easy Access Made to the Church by the Gross Avenue 

Turning the Corner of the Old Planting at a ; and fra thence up the 

Denne Ii.B. This Beautyfull Seat will have Many Advantage's to 

reooend it, as first - Good Soyl, as has been observed above, 2d. 
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by Fine Spring Water that may be conveyed to it fro 2 fine Spring's 

in the Denn as also the Dennburn takeing it high enough will cone in 

Aller or Earthen Pype's to Hater the Parks, if there be not water 

Gott upon the Ground, by running Syvers in to the Bank Vhere 

several] Cross=Sypeing's praise very fair to afford Plenty of 

Water. 3dly. The Prospect is fine for above one Half af the 

Horizon VIZ fro East & Northerly to West and Nly. Coanding a 

sufficient vieu of the Sea, over the Flatt Point of Land that Lyes 

North fro Monross, The Town it self by the full Length The Inah & 

River Mouth, & Ferry The Vast Large Basin, that fills and Baptie's 

Every Tide and over it a beautyful Bank of riseing Cuntrey - Along 

the South side of the River ; Terminating the vieu, to that side, by 

the Ridge or Kemb, Running fran U S u , Westward by Mary town Law, 

Hills of Bony town and Carkrie to Fithie, vhere it falls Doun Low to 

Farnall and Kinnaird, Both in vieu, out of the Second Story But 

Interopled in the first by the Point of the Corsit, or Mainshill. 

tly. The Seat will be vell Sheltered fro all the Violent vinds 

When onoe the Planting is up, and in the mean tyme Prettie much 

sheltered on the Vest, and N.V. by the Old Planting, On the North 

and North East by the riseing of the Groud behind it And on the 

South West b the Corsithill A4.B. Beside the Slopeing of the Ground 

Southward abovenentioned there is a bank without the Line E D. 

Falling about A0 foot at once Doun near the Levell af the Tyde, So 

there may be a Canal] of abt. 600 paces in length, upon the 

Centricall Line of the Avenue, with a sloe at the Lower End to Keep 

up the Water, And to open at high water far Letting in Boats or 

Berges, to Land at the foot af the Bank Where the Ascent May be 
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made very easie up to the Entry in the Park Wall, Where is to be ane 

Iron Gate, Through which the ffront of the House is seen, at the 

Distance of 1800, foot the nearest vieu that is of the House fro 

the Road. When it is so turned, and Will be so farre within the 

Terms of the Act of Parliament, that it will be somewhat nearer then 

it now is and the Ground for the Road will Lye Lower then the Ground 

of the Wall D so that only those on Horseback oan see the House in 

Passing that Line Unless at the Entry as said is - The Bank Below 

the Line E D May be planted with Birch, and the Low Ground on both 

sydes The Canall, with Allers Birch & osiers Which May affoord both 

Pleasure and profite. There will be no Expensive Levelling about 

this Seat, Only the Ridge's being broad & high, should be Tuice 

Cloven, or Scailt with the Plow, and then Trenched Downhill, which 

may be sufficient for the Whole affair Except Digging out the Ground 

Story of the House & fundations of the Walls Which make's The Tarras 

in Course and Save's carreing it aff to any Distanoe. 

As to the Design of a House, That Which has been Proposed is 62 foot 

Long, 9 Broad over Valls : above the base, It Consists of a Ground 

Story with Square Windows above the Tarras, entering at both Ends 

for Office's, VIZ A Kitchin, Lattermeat, & 2nd. Table rooms, A Honan 

= House Closet & Milk House, Butterie, 3 Cellars & Lardner, Stair 

under the prinll Stair in the Center, and a Wheel stair af 8. foot 

Diar. on the left of the Vestibule, that goes up quite to the 

Garrett. This Ground Stary is to be 10.  foot high fra floor to 

floor, The Nert and principall Story contains a Vestibule in the 

Middle of the front, advanceing A foot in 3 Cants or Lines on the 

Southside and a segment of a Circle,on the outside af the Vall, = On 
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the Right hand being the East side of the House is the Dineing Roon 

& Drawing room, The Principall Bed Chamber Behinde the Stair, % 

closed yrto,next of the 2.  Closets that are in the North part af 

the Wester 3d. of the House, The South Part Whereof viz on the 

Lefthand of the Vestibule, Contains the foresaid Wheal Stair, & a 

Closet beyond it, Next the Private Dyneing room & Bedchamber make up 

that floor, The Hight is 13 foot fra floor to floor. The Uppper 

Story Contains, 6 bed Chambers and seven Closetts The Lantern Stair 

is Lighted fra the roof, Which is proposed to be Sunk with Happer 

or 2 Gutters to run North. 
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APPENDIX B 

(SRO GD 123/120) 

Paris - Aprile - 1723 

Explanation of the new Designe af a House 

Gardens & Parks for Ld. D --. 

The Map of the lower part of the Stratch of Southesk & c came safe 

to hand at the end of last month, and has been carefully perused by 

an old friend and aquaintance. 

He Sayes yt 

It is hard to give good advice about the Situation of a House 

without being on the place or knowing it very wall, but the Map is 

so well draw'n & so particularly explain'd that it in a good measure 

Supplies that want and shows by who's hand it is. 

His opinion is that the Situation proposed for the new house, seems 

to be very good, but there are many objections to the design by Mr. 

M--l for the House it self and the way af entering to it. 

That Designe he says is the sane almost wth.ye house af Craig1ehall 

but less and vou'd be attended vth. the sae faults if not greater. 

There wou'd scarce be a tolerable good roan in that whale house & it 

would be fitter for a Gingate (as it is named here) for a Burgess 

near to a great town, than for a Gentlenans seat in the Country 

,wch. is to go fra father to Son, as is hoped for many 
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generations, where tho' the house may not be large nor great 

appartments in it, yet ought to have one or two handsome & talerable 

rooms for the Master to entertain his friends upon occasion & where 

some Copels of young folks may dance when they have a ind to divert 

themselves at Peace Yull & high times, vth. Mes John's good leave 

if he gets more footing and authority in A - s than he had in ye 

days of Yore. 

The setting out of the middle of the front so farr wth. an wall as 

proposed, is Supposed to be done for enlargening the Vestibule but 

in so little a house so great and different breakings wou'd not have 

a good effect, nor wou'd the Stair in the middle af this house, 

lighted only fro above, be chearfull. 

That the Main entry should be on the South side manifestly appears, 

but that ought not to be the ordinaire or common entry for Severall 

reasons as 1st. That Side of the House being ye. best 

exposition,is the most proper for ye. principal gardens, vch. the 

common entry wou'd always interup and Spoil 2d. The Church and 

Mains being on the Vest Side, a Village will probably ooe in tine 

to be built there vch. is a mighty convenience at ye entry to a 

Gentlemans Country Seat, if not to close to it, it is therefore 

proposed that the common entry to ye. house should be on the Vest 

Side, leaving ye. South for the Gardens, and ye. main or great 

entry to be through then. This vill make the gardens more retird, 

and ye. way fro the house to ye. Church, Mains, and Village much 

shorter and more easy, it also putts the entry farther fran the high 

road and yet of as easy access. In this way ye. Interim House 
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might serve for a Tillisoule & the Bouling green alreddy made is s 

properly placed there if not more as in ye. Gardens. The Den, 

Since it has a Burne or rivulet runing in it nay be turn'd into fine 

ponds or Canals by makeing a House under the Entry bridge, woh. 

needs not cost much expenoe being that a little Aroh will serve. 

Another House may be made with a Dam head farther down where the Den 

begins to turn Westwards, wch. would make another fine pond or 

canal betwixt the bridge and that, and these two pieces of vater 

wou'd be of as much beauty as anything in the place & of great 

profit by Nurishing fish, and foul & e .  

There might be more ponds made farther down in the Den by makeing 

other Damn heads wth. Houses, but it is not proposed that any af 

these ponds should oblige the cutting down the old planting in the 

Den, at least until the new plantations be grown up. 

The Land or ground taken into the great inaloser af the Park by the 

new little plan on the Vest side af the Den, is presu'd to be part 

of the Mains, & may continue so to be tho' enclosed, wch. would add 

to its value, and make the whale deigne more ooapleat, more 

regular, & of a better appearance to ye. Country. 

The other little Burne, voh. by the Map seens to fall into the Den 

below where the Entry bridge is proposed, is oonjectur'd to be but a 

very Sall one, and the banks to it not very Deep, so that the 

bridge in the Entry over it vou'd be but very Sall charge. And 

perhaps it wou'd not be difficult nor chargeable to make that Burne 

fall into the Den above the Entry so that there woud be no occasion 
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for this last bridge. 

The designe for the House herewith Sent is as little as well can be 

to deserve the name of a House & is not much bigger than that 

propos'd by Mr. Mo---l, this being only one foot beside the 

pilasters & breakings, more than the largest fronts of the other, 

but this being squair gives a great deal more roam within, and the 

reason for makeing it so is because af its being Seen as much fro 

the East, as from the South, and the ordinary Entry being to the 

West, these two fronts ought to be as good as that to the South. By 

the East front being the same wth. the South, the House will appear 

mighty well from Montross ~ most af the Brechin road, fro whenoe 

two of the fronts will be seen at onoe, and by that it vill show 

regular and as great as if it were a House af Ninty foot af front. 

The House now proposed consists of three Storys for lodging An 

Suterain for offices, Garretts & an entresole over same af the 

room's of the first Story. 

The roams for the House are so disposed that the Entry into it is 

regular, convenient, k agreeable either fran the South or Vest. 

The first or principal Story of this House is made higher than 

commonly roans are made in little houses in Scotland, but when its 

considered that there is to be an entersole over ye. half af this 

Story that will not be found a loss. The three principal roans 

require all the hight & wou'd vell aditt af a foot more wch. wou'd 

also improve the entersales, tho as they are in the designe will be 

tolerable good being 9 foot high. 
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It is proposed that the appartement B C D E F should be for parad & 

a principal Stranger when there oomes any such & that the family 

should lodge above Stairs, only the Master of the House to keep room 

H on this floor for his own use & to have also the entersole over it 

& that over the Vestibule A woh. last entersole may serve for a 

privat Dining roam, & that wou'd keep the rest af the House neat & 

clean. 

The ovall Stair as well as the round one is proposed to go fro ye. 

Suterine Story to the third Story of the House & is placed in the 

Northwest corner where the worst prospect is & by that leaves the 

Southwest corner wch. will have a good prospeot for roans, tho the 

Stair might naturally be placed there being betwixt the two entry 

ro08. 

There may also be a bedchamber more in ye 2d. & 3d. Storys by this 

Stair's being placed as in the designe than if it vere in the 

Southwest corner. 

The Kitahin & other affices to be in the Suterine & Vaulted Stary 

but no plaoe for what is comonly call'd a woman house where they 

work at fflax & wool & by that aften burn the house. If a roan for 

that be necesary, let the Coach = house serve for it 4 a Coaoh 

house be made in one af the Basse courts so that if the woman house 

chance to take fire at any tine the House nay be in no danger. This 

rooan may be also made that as nay serve for a Kitchin at 

extrordinar occasions. 

There must be a Syver fran the Vine Cellar to the Den for conveying 
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of the moistar & the dirty water, & a vault below the tarrass on the 

court side for coals & throwing in the ashes and other nastiness of 

the house dayly until it be careyed away once a month. 

Ir there be good Stone near this place as Supposed there 1s, the 

makeing all the outside of the house af outt Stone, wou'd not muoh 

augment the charge & be of great beauty, but the corners, Windows & 

doors must certainly be of cutt Stone. Tho' akeing houses wth. 

Pilasters be not much used in Scotland, yet it is of very little if 

any more charge than the rustick vch. the corners are coonly made 

of & the pilasters are much more beautifull. The Architrave and 

frize are of no more charge than so much cutt Stone, & if the upper 

part of the cornish be thought too expensive af Stone by its full 

projecture, it may be very well made of wood painted like the 

Stone, since the roof covers it, weh. wou'd be small expenoe and 

endure very well. 

Since all the roof af this house is seen it ought to be made of the 

best blewscealie wch. can be easily brought by water carriage from 

Monteath & of no great charge, but perhaps they are to be got nearer 

about the braes of Angus. 

The Balcony on the top of the house must be cover'd vth. lead, d 

the fine prospeot that vill be fra thence vill reopenoe that 

charge. The tinpans or ffrontons & corners of ye. roaf must also 

be covered wth. lead wch. will not take much. 

Vhen this roof is once well ade as proposed it vill need very mall 

repairs vch. compensates any ertrordinary charge it vill cost af 

lead and Sealie. It requires no extraordinary long timbers ( as 
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the rest af the house does not ) except four long trees of about 30 

foot for the corners or angles of the roof, wch. is a great 

advantage. 

It is not pretended here to compute what the charge of this house 

will amount to, that depending on the conveniences for building and 

prices of work at the place where it oomes to be built, wch. are as 

different as the Countrys are ; but Mr. Mo--ll will be able to make 

a pretty near computation of it, to wha it is referr'd, & if it 

should chance to come to more than was design'd vch. suah things 

oomonly do, it is but takeing the more time to do it in, or delay 

begining it for a year or two, & saveing the money til the next & if 

materialls be provided leasurly & at the best markets, it will make 

the expenoe easie. 

If one built a house it ought to be for having conveniences & 

pleasure in it & a less house than this to a Man of any tolerable 

estate cannot well affoard those. 

What the contriver values himself upon in this house, is the 

littleness & so much lodging & so many good rooms to be in it vah. 

is only a Pavilion & if it be vall executed acoording to this 

designe, it nay be averd that there will not be a prittyer house out 

sides & in of the bigness in Europe. 

The four wings may be thought superfluous, but there must be a 

stable & a coach = house, for vch. the two on the sides of the 

court will serve. It vould have an ill effect fran the South and 

East Sides, where the house will be most Seen, if there be not two 
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other wings on those sides to answer the other two, but these may be 

built at leasure and that on the Southeast vill serve as a Green 

house & a fruit room, these four wings to be but one Story high vth. 

a Story over, the half of wch. being in ye. roof. 

The Gardens may appear too large, and they are not indeed sall, 

tho' not too big for the Master and place, and so contrived that 

they will not be chargeable in makeing or keeping. There are no 

Walls necessary to be made beside that of the Park, Save the Wall 

next the Canal or Den, wch. makes a Tarrass, the Walls of the Basse 

Courts and the ten little short valls for fruit, the other three 

sides of the Gardens being to be seperated fran the rest af the Park 

only by a Ditah & hedge. The Woodwork of the gardens takes a great 

part of them, wch. occasions no expenoe but the planting and 

afterwards require little keeping, but the woodwork of a garden is 

the greater pleasure of it. 

The Kitchen-Garden or potagier wth. the two fruit gardens will be 

Sufficient to Serve the house vth. herbs of all kinds & fruit both 

standards & on the Vall ~ more than that is of no profit and useless 

& the two fruit gardens wth. walls can be kept under look & key tho 

all the rest of the Gardens be open & free to all comers. 

It is believed that the three Reservores at the top of the fruit & 

kitchen Gardens may be easily Supplied vth. water fran the Burne in 

the Den, taken higher up as proposed by wood or earthen pipes & 

these can Supply the house wth. water by lead pipes to the 2d. 

Story and the fountains in the Gardens & fro then water may be 
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caried to serve the Park to the South east. 

It was thought necessary to Say this muoh for explaining ye. vhale 

designe & to show ye intention of the contriver in evey part af 1t, 

but it is hopt that so muoh writeing will not make the work appear 

greater that it really is. The vhale designe vou'd be thought a 

fine one any where tho not great, and as it is not proposed to be 

don all at onoe but by degrees & as it Suits vth. the Masters 

convenienay without hurting himself or his affairs, if it gave him 

pleasur, the contriver will have his wish. Every bodys fanaie is 

not alike in houses and gardens more than in other things 4 the 

contriver doubts not that there nay be a great many faults found in 

this designe and it would be a satisfaction to him to kno what they 

are and how the Demigne answers the ground, particularly the oanon 

or ordinar entry's being to the West, & if the Den can be turned 

into ponds or Canals proposed. 
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APPENDIX C 

(SRO GD 123/28/1) 

William Adam & James Runcimans Opinion of the Aooonpt 

betwixt Lord Dun & Thanas Gardiner 1738 

The prices of Sashes att 6d p foot 
The lath & plaister att d p Ieard 
Groved flooring att 9d p Yard 
Mortice & Tenner flooring att 10d p Yard 
Douled flooring att 8d p Yard 
The Sawn dealls dighted att 6d p lard 
The Quarter round Boxing att 1 1d  p  Iard 
Quarter round & Ogee boxing att 15d Yard 
Sawing of Loggs att 2/3d each 6 Score feet 

To 2310 feet af Sashes att 6d p foot . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . ,  57 15 = 

To 1249 Yards plaistering att Ad p Yeard . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · . ,  20 16 6 
To 312 Yards quarter round boring att 11d p Yeard . . . · · · . ,  1l 6 33 
To 362 Yards Ogee boring att 15d p Yard . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . ,  22 13 1' 
To 610 Yards groved flooring att 5d p Yard . . · · · · · · · · · · · , ,  12 1l 3 

To 1 1  doulled flooring att 8d p lard • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  =  7  8  
To 172 Yards morticed & tanner flooring att 10d p Yard • • •  7  3  4  
To 67 Yards sawn dealls dighted att 6d p lard . . · · · · · · · · · ,  1  13 6 

£137 9 8'% 

The above measures are Acoordiing to Mr Erskines Acott 

To 2310 feet af Sashes att 6d . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · , ,  57 15 = 
To 1249 Yards plaiistering att Ad . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · , , ,  20 16 6 
To 406 Yards quarter round boring att 11d p Ieard . . · · · · . ,  18 12 7% 
To 342 Yards Ogee boxing att 15d p Ieard . . . · · · · · · · · · · · . ,  21 7 6 
To 555 Yards groved flooring att 5d p lard . . · · · · · · · · · · · , ,  1 1  1 1  
To 5A Yards plain Joint flooring att 5d • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1  2  10 
To 183 Yards morticed & tanner flooring att 10d . . · · · · · · + ,  7  12 1 1  
To 67 Yards sawn deall partitionis att 6d . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · ,  1  13 6 

1#0 12 2'% 
This is agreeable to the measures of the work As 

Thanas Gardiner has it stated in his Acoonpt. 

Turn Over 
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We William Adam Architect in Edinburgh & James Runaiman wright there 
having Examined the State af Thomas Gardiner's Acoompt As the same 
is made up by Mr Alex Erskine Merchant in Montrose As also the 
State of said Acoompt As made up by Thomas Gardiner himself & 
Considering the difference of the price As stated in the two forsaid 
Acoompts Ve do think that the prices As Stated by us att the 
begining of the foregoing page are reasonable & what Thomas Gardiner 
may have a reasonable profit upon, if he has wrought diligently 
himself & Employed sufficient hands att said Work And therefore have 
made a State af the Aoompt Acoording to these prices agreeable to 

the measures Condescended on by Mr Erskine & another State af the 
Acoompt agreeable to the said prices answerable to the measures in 
Thomas Gardiners Acoompt whereby we see That the measures in Thomas 
Gardiners Accompt does Exceed that af Mr Erskines to the value oaf 

£3.2.6 But which af the two Aooopts are right As to the measures 

That we cannot pretend to Judge of, & therefore that difference must 
be Setled on the Spot We Likewise observe That the State of Thanas 
Gardiners Aooompt for day work fron 8 June 1730 to 1 5  0 t obe r  1737 
is £1687 Scotts And that in the State of Mr Erskines Acoompt 

preceeding the 20 October 1736 is first £1383.11 .0.  
The Second Article is for saving of timber in 1732 % 

13Rl , · · · · e v e · · · · · · · · · · · · · · o · · · · · e · · % % . k  bl z m 
The third Article is rooffing Coach house Stables Barn &a 16.14.  8  

1598. 5. 8 
Fram these Accompts it Appears that Thanas Gardiner charges £88.14.4 
Sootts more than Allowed by Mr Erskine whither this diference Arises 

fro the difference of 2d p day on Thanas Gardiners wages only, we 

cannot determine, or whither sane part af the difference may not be 
also upon his mens wages, But the Agreement made by Mr Erskine with 
hin will determine that matter. On the whale of the Acoanpt, The 
prices Stated by us We think reasonable, In testimony wherof We have 
Subserived this att Edinr 15 March 1738 

Willia Adam 
Ja: Runciman 
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APPENDIX D 

(SRO GD 123/428/2) 

I Thomas Gardiner wright in montross, grant me to have received fran 
Mr David Erskine of Dun, one af the senators of the Colledge of 

Justice, before the date of these presents, the soue of three 
thousand nine hundred & fifty six pound to shilling soots, on 

account of ny own and servants worke about his new house af Dun, for 
which I granted partial receipts: and in case this forsaid soume af 

three thousand nine hundred & fifty six pound two shilling, and what 
further soume I shall hereafter be advanced to me, shall exceed the 
prices of my worke allready measured, and what shall after this be 

measured, according to the prioes determined by William Adam 

architect, and James Runaimans wright in Edinr. of date at Edinr., 
the fifteen day of March last, and exceed the value of y worke, 
agreed on to be pay'd according to day's wages (reckoning nine own 

at eighteen penoe p day) that then I hereby oblige me, my heirs and 
successors to pay back the superplus, with @ rents, to the said Mr 
David his heirs executors, or assignies whatsoever. 
In witnes whereof I have subscribed these presents (written at my 

desire, by the said Master David) at Dun the fourth day of Aprile 
Jay:vy & thirty eight years, before these witnesses Charles Hay, and 
Andrew Thomson, servants to the said Master David Erskine. 

Thanas Gardiner 

Charles Hay witnes 

Andre Thomson witnes 
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APPENDIX E 

(SRO GD 123/136/30) 

1742 Acctt Mr Wm Adams to Mr Hm Strachan 
April 1st 

To a Large Glass frame in 
Burnished Gold for My Lord 

Dunns use . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . , £5 1 0 .  0  
2 0 th  

To Carving and Guilding two 
Chimney frames of a 2 inch 
and moulding att 1 s  6d 
pr foot measuring 20 foott & 

1 j  inches % · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · + · . . 1 a. 1 j ,  5  
Ditto 

To Carving and Guilding two 
peices of Cornices of a Moulding 
6 inches depth Measuring 
10 feet 1 1  inches att ks pr foot ..2.  A. 0 

£ 9 . 5 . 5  

Edr. June 19 - 172 
Then recd Now and formarly fro the above designd Mr Wm Adams 

The Sum of eight pounds ten shillings Scott in full af the 
Above Acctt and discharges the same by Me 

in Strachan 
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Accompt 

APPENDIX F 

(SRO GD 123/136/31) 

Edinr 19th Jun 172 

My Lord Dun to William Morress 
glass grinder 

Apr 1st To two Chimnie gl a se s s . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . £0 8  =  00 = 0 
To a lairg Sconce . . • . • . . • . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . • . . • . . • . . . •  05 = 00 = 0 

To two chimnie fraims whyt w o od . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . 0 O  =  08 ± 0 
To two Cornishess 3 foot £ by 6 Inches di p . . · · · · · · · · · . . . 0 O  =  06 = 0 

13 = 14 ± 0 

Recaved fro Mr Willia Aiddans 

Att sundrie ta1ms the Above Accompt 
and discharges the sain by me 

Willia Moress 
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APPENDIX G 

(SRO GD 123/136/29) 

Dr The Right Honble The Lord Dun 

To William Adam Architect 

1737 
June 29th To 63 Superficial feet at Inoh thiok of 

mahoggany for borders to hearths at 8d 2: 2: 0 
171 
Decmr 16th To 2 white & vein'd Chimneys for the 

Dining room measuring each 5h%feet 
being for both 109/feet at 5/ • • • • •  
To 4 deals 14 feet long for boxes at 21d • • •  
To 1 5  pealling board far Do. at 3d . . · · · · · . . ,  
To 2 used boxes at 2/ each . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · , ,  
To 310 double flooring nails for the boxes 
at 8d • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
To 4 Iron barrs & 16 Iron batts for ye marble 
To Cash paid carriage to the ship of said 
fablie a u · s e e ¢ ¢ · e s ¢ e e ¢ · ¢ s e e · ¢ ¢ · ¢ ¢ · e s · ¢  

172 
Febry 1 1 th  To 26 doz dutch tyles of 2 different kinds 

a ( l / e s ¢ o d e · ¢ s e e ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ « ¢ s e e s « « ¢ e ¢ e s ¢ e s  

To a box to hold the • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  March 1st To 16 days of a marble cutters setting up 
the two chimneys & travelling at 2/ • • • • • •  

April 23rd To a purple marble chimney & glass frame 
cont A2 feet at [/ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  To a Dove colour chimney & glass frame 
cont 39 feet at 6/ . . · · · · · · · · · · · · , , , ,  
To 3 iron barrs & 18 iron batts for the 
IIIIU'ble • • • • • • · • • • • • • · • · • • • • · • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • •  
To  21 pealling boards for boxes to hold the 
marble at 3d • • • • • • • • · • • • · • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

To 4 used boxes for Do. at 5sh each • • • • • • •  
To naills far boxes % · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
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Brought Oyer . % % · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  £66: 16:  1  
To Willia Moriss Accompt of Glasses 1 3 : 1 : 0  
To Willm Strachan's Acott for carving 8 : 1 0 : 0  
To 7 . 1 2  foot deals for boxes to them 

att 4d % o e · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · e · · ·  0: 8:9  
To 1 1 . 1 6  foot long boards for Do at 16d 0 : 14 :8  
To 400 single flooring nails at 5d O: 1 :8 
To 3 days of a wright making Do at 1d 0: 3:6 
To the painter for addressing Do. • • • •  O:  1 : 0  
To carriage of the glasses to Leith • •  0: 2:6 

23: 16: 1  

To cash paid for shipping the glass & 

marble aboard James Orkney • • • • • • • • • •  - ·  2: 0 
-· To 14  days of John Strachan setting up 

the chimneys & pigges at 2/ . . . • . . . . . .  1 :  8: 0 
To his Extraordinary charge at Ferrys &c 0: 5: 0 

£92: 7: 2 %  

5: 16: = 

£6: 1 1 :  2 %  
5: 00: z 

£A 1 :  1 1 :  2%  

-· .  

0 : 16 :0  

45: 

By cash paid by Mr Alex Erskine at 
2 several times to John Strachan 
By 5 marble chimneys brought 
from Italy which I think Mr 

Alex Erskine said cost£50. 
Four of them I have reoeiv'd & 

for the One eepd which is for 
a Dressing roam I shall disoot. 
only £5 out of the £50. so 
that there remains£45 for 
which I give credite • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

Discoupted the article of £5 sterling 
said to be for the closet chimney there 
being none so that the four chimneys 
cost £50 

Edinr 22nd June 172 Then received fro the Rt Honble The Lord Dun 
the sou af Forty one pound 1 1  shillings sterling as the ballanoe 
of the forgoeing acoompt wherefor the same is discharged by 

Hillis Adan 
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APPENDIX K 

(SRO GD 123/428/3) 

1742 Acoount dayes work to my Lord Dune 
Bgining Agust the i2th 

£16: : - 
3:  10: - 
3:  4: - 

£16: : - 
8: - ;  

-  

w  d  

To y self in Agu s t . . + · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . 3  0  
To Coullie • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  i  _  1  
To Pringl • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1  i  

Setember to ny se l f . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · , , , 3  •  0  
To Pringl • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3  -  2  

47: 02:  

3 b: meall 16: 
Ballanoe last acctt 3: 9: 8 

19: 9: 8 

27: 12: 

36: -: A 

27: 12: • ; t i 

5:  ;  
- 

to be paid Conly...8t 10: = 

advanced him in wadges 3: - : - ii: 10: 

Accounpt of what we was adouin in the above primo plastrin the ston 
wals in woman hous and less-met roane makin two bords a pres door 
and door kece in the woanhous a pres in the less-meet roane a shas 
above the door hood door and door kese to the Lardner door and door 
kese to the Lads dres room boords about four harth stons the vashin 
boards about the dinin roan a partie goe to the west ntrioe the 
roof on the hen hous with sevral small joabs takin up teime. 

Ballance oaf above account 
i0 days pringle at plafster 

above is . · · · · · · « . . g t :  2: = Ja:Couly to D at plaister 
plaistering pringle 
& Couly here balow 9:  =; = 

Ballanoe payed him in Cash 25: 2: 4 

I Thanas Gardiner wright in Montrose grant me to hare Received fro 

my Lord Dun full payment af the above aocount which with the former 

payments fro time to time made to me satiafyes fully all the work 
wrought by me and ny men about his hous preceeding thies date and 

because there is still sane windows & vindow shutters to be hung and 
looks to be fixed on sane doors for whioh I hare got Credit 
therefore when desired I pranise to finish the sane in witness vhereof 
I here signed this at Dun the it Dy af october 172 

Thomas Gardiner 



APPENDIX L 

(SRO RHP 13256) 

Aprile 1731 

Reasons for the Alterations made in the Designe of the House for 

Lord Dun latly sent fro Scotland. 

The Tarrasse walk by the new Designe is made on ye two other sides 

of the House towards the gardens, as well as that towards the Entry 

court & only the end to the Basse court left without it, that 

raising so to the house being more beautyfull & makes the access 

more easie than it can be without it, when the house is high enough 

to bear it, as this now is made, wch. would not be by the originall 

design, wth. the ends lower than the midle. It is likewise a good 

& comodious way of disposeing the earth taken out of the foundation. 

The ends of the house being four foot lower than the midle by the 

old designe on the South side & the cornish very small & broke at 

the sides of the timpan has a very bad effect, It is contrary to all 

the rules of archetectur & is not to be thought af in Britain vhere 

that fine art is now so vell understood & put into execution & it 

were hard to bestow ones money in a manner to be exalaimed against 

by all the world, so that in the new Designe the ends of the house 

by raising the walls four foot are made of the same hight wth. the 

midle excepting the timpans & the oornish is enlarged and caried 

round the house at the same hight, for the hight that the Sallon & 
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Library requir would not admit of Lowering the midle of the South 

front. 

All the four fronts of the house deserve well to be of cut stone, 

but not being knowen here if suoh stone be easily oome at where the 

house is to be built, that is left to the disaretion of the owner, 

but if the windows & doors have the ornaments given then as on the 

Designe, the house will look very vell tho the walls be of rough 

work and the corners of broched stone not raising higher than the 

rest of the wall. After all it is a pity that the fronts of the 

house should not be of cut stone, wch. if not very scarce there, 

would not make the charge augment so much as might appear at first 

sight, and as may be found by a calculation. 

Conforme to the Draughts sent fro Scotland, it vas found that the 

Vestibull would be in danger of being dark or having but an obscure 

light, wch. was all to be draven through other rooms not higher 

than it self, save the great dining room by a fey feet, wch. would 

give a disadvantagous, melanoolie appearance to the house at first 

entering. The best expedient that was found for remedying of this, 

was the making af the Portico two story high, by voh. the light of 

the vestibull would be as alear as if there were no Portico there. 

The portico it self vould be much the nobler and ale that front the 

more beautiful & less in the ordinary way, But in oase that should 

not be likt there is the plan of another way far the vestibull sent 

on a little piece of paper apart without a portico, by wch. the 

vestibull is nixt to the oourt 4 a Lobie betwixt it & the Dining 

roan or sallon, but that Lobie would hare the same fault that the 

vestibll would have had by the original2 draught, so both upon that 
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account & to save the Portico, wch is a great beauty to the house, 

the way in the new design wth the portico of two storys high is muoh 

preferable to the other two and and all that would be lost by it, is 

a bedchamber in the 2d. story, of wah by the Atike there is no 

scarsity in the house & in place of it there is a biliard room or 

privat dining room got on that floor. There are two livations of 

this front sent, by wch all the three different ways may be seen & 

judged of. The ffamily to be lodged on the same floor with the 

principall & publik roans as required is too muah for a house of 

this bigness & as seen by the originall plan occasion'd the rooms & 

alosets being too small & y Lord & Lady very straitly lodg'd, and 

even with my Lady's being lodg'd on the 2d floor, the rooms of the 

first & principal floor immediatly over the souteraine or ground 

story, could not be made large enough without diminishing the number 

of then, and rather than do so it was judg'd necessary to enlarge 

the whole house a little viz two foot to each of the four fronts, 

woh oannot, 'tis thought swell the charge much, sinoe it does not 

requir oh longer timbers than it did, the bigest roan being still 

the gallon or Dining roan, woh is of the sane dimentions as 

forerly. 

The Lady's appartent being now to be in the 2d stary, or the 1st 

floor over the principal story, she will be free af the noice she 

could not but have had in the other below, when company was in the 

house, & where she could not have been in privat or retired vhen she 

had a mind, wheres she will now be lodg'd at her ease and nay have 

her children & women about her. iy Lord when without oonpan, 'tis 

presund, ill be most frequently in the Library, so on the same 
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floor wth my Lady, and the room markt for the biliards, by takeing 

away that table, would be a very good privat dining room for the 

ffamily when alone, by wch they wou'd not be put to the trouble of 

going down stairs to table. 

Without an Atike story there would not be lodging enough in the 

house: The four rooms proposed by the original draught to be in the 

roof, tho haveing chimnies, have no windows, but sky lights, could 

be only for servants & so to be rekoned but Garrets, an Atike story 

seems therefore to be absolatly necessary where there would be 

plenty of very goood & convenient lodging & by finishing it only 

with plaster walls & brik floors, in case of accidents by fire, 

could not be very chargable, it occasioning no new floor more than 

is in the originall designe & 'tis but four foot af plain vall round 

the house; woh is a trifle in a thing of this kind, in wch posterity 

& duration is to be considered & regarded. By two af the fronts or 

elivations of the house, both ways will be seen, with the Atike & 

without it, in woh for beauty there is no comparison by its raiseing 

the fronts & covering the roof. Then the house might be said to 

have four storys without vah Mr fletcher used to say that no house 

deserved a roof. By both ways there must be a gutter af lead round 

the house where the salate roof joins the walls, for receiveing the 

rain water fro the roof above it, from whence it should be caried 

in lead pipes lodged in the walls to drains or a reservoir, woh will 

be warth the while of akeing if soft water for the use of the 

Kitchens 4 washing be soaroe, 

The flat lead roof on the top of the house will be a fine Balvider 

wth an easie acoeas & may have a turning chair in the idle, but it 
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should for safty as well as ornament have an Iron rail round it as 

was practised by the Children of Israel by the order of their great 

Lawgiver & archetect. 

Should the way with the portico of one story, or that with the 

vestibull nixt the Court be chose, the roam over that in the 2d 

story, where by the other designe the biliards are placed, ought to 

be made like the roam over it in the Atike story. 

As to the Souterain story or ground floor, it being presu'd that 

the meat is to be oookt by wamen, they ought to be lodged in the 

same end of the house where the Kitchens are & there being two 

Kitchens besides the Cooks room & one of the Kitohens will be but 

comonly put to that use, the other will serve for a wash house, 

there was no occasion found for another roam in the house calld a 

woman house. The way the Kitchens being disposed, by the new 

designe, shut up from all the house but going first into the open 

air, will prevent any offensive smell comeing fro then to the rest 

of the house & the lead balcony is a covering to the passage to 

them. 

A nursery can never be well placed in a souterain or ground floor 

without vaults below it, so not put into that story of this Designe, 

but it may be well put in any of the two upper storys upon oooasion 

as my Lady shall find most convenient. There is nothing else 

thought necessary to be said here but that God nay speed the vork & 

1f ade oonforme to this design now sent there will not be so 

handsome & convenient a House of the bigness in all the Ancient 

Kingdoe CG . 
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It is forseen that those not accustomed with Porticos will 

immediatly exclaim upon seeing this high one placed to the north, 

but it ought to be considered that it was not put there to give 

warmth, but for saveing of light to the vestibull wch is on that 

side & for Ornament, nor will it make the house so old as if there 

were no Portico there. The vestibull shuts closs it self on the 

outward side & so does the room over it & there is no entry fro the 

Portico but to the vestibull, and the Portico being aovered & fenoed 

fro the wind on the two sides, will always make the house warmer 

than if there were no Portico at all. 
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